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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, INC., an Idaho)
Corporation; TIMBERLINE DEVELOPMENT)
LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability
)
Company,
Case No. CV-2009-554*C
Plaintiffs/Appellants,
-vs) Supreme Court No. 38830-2011
VALLEY COUNTY, A POLITICAL
SUBDIVISION OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO,

)

)
)

Defendant/Respondent.

)
)

-------------------------------)

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley.
Honorable Michael R. McLaughlin, District Judge
Presiding
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VICTOR VILLEGAS
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Victor Villegas ISB# 5860
EV A~S KEA~E LLP
1405 West Main
P. O. Box 959
Boise, Idaho 83701-0959
Telephone: (208) 384-1800
Facsimile: (208) 345-3514
e-mail: jmanwaring@evanskeane.com
V villegas@evanskeane.com

C8seNo
inSi. No _ __
FIlM I \ I t ..AM
P.'"

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND .'OR THE

BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, INC. an
Idaho Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

COU~TY

OF VALLEY

Case No. 01./ 0009-

554C!-

COMPLAINT

Assigned Judge

VALLEY COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho.

Mi~"::tp.1 M("I .~IAnhlin

Defendant.

The above named Plaintiffs, Buckskin Properties, Inc., an Idaho corporation, and
Timberline Development, LLC. an Idaho limited liability company, by and through their
attorneys of record Evans Keane LLP, and for causes of action against Valley County, complain
and allege as follow:

COMPLAINT - I

NATURE OF ACTION
1.

Plaintiffs seek a declaration from the Court that Valley County's requirement that

Plaintiffs must enter into a contractual agreement (i.e. Capital Contribution Agreement and Road
Development Agreement) as a condition to approval of their subdivision, was done solely to
collect an impact fee without the authority of an impact fee ordinance, which is unlav.ful and in
violation of State law and State and Federal Constitutions.
2.

Plaintiffs also seek a declaration that VaJIey County cannot collect momes

through the use of a contractual agreement or development agreement to collect impact fees on
the remaining phases of Plaintiffs' subdivision.
3.

Plaintiffs also seek reimbursement for monies taken by Valley County by virtue

of requiring Plaintiffs to pay an impact fee to help fund roadway improvements that benefitted
the public.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
4.

Jurisdiction and Venue before this Court is proper under the Uniform Declaratory

Judgment Act, Idaho Code § 10-1201 et seq.

5.

This matter is properJy brought before the District Court pursuant to Idaho Code §

1-705. Damages due and owing to Plaintiff are in excess of $10,000.00. the Magistrate Court's
jurisdictional amount under Idaho Civil Rule of Procedure 82(c)(2)(A).
THE PARTIES
6.

Plaintiff Buckskin Properties, Inc. ("Buckskin") is an Idaho corporation and was

the initial applicant for a residential subdivision named The Meadows at West Mountain (''The
Meadows"), which is located in Valley County, Idaho.

COMPLAINT - 2

7.

Plaintiff Timberline Development LLC ("Timberline") is an Idaho limited

liability company of which Buckskin is one of two members. Timberline Development, LLC is
the assignee/successor in interest of the final phases for The Meadows.

8.

The Defendant Valley County is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho.
FACTS
(Alleged as to all Claims)

9.

On or about July 12, 2004, Buckskin was granted approval for a conditional usc

permit titled Conditional Usc Permit For Planned Unit Development No. 04-01 ("PUD"). The
conditional use permit was for the project named The Meadows at West Mountain.

1O.

As a condition of approval of its PUD, Buckskin was required by Defendant to

enter into a written agreement \vith the Valley County Board of County Commissioners to
mitigate traffic impacts on roadways attributable to The Meadows.

11.

On or about July 26, 2004, Buckskin entered, under protest, into a Capital

Contribution Agreement with the Valley County Board of Commissioners, which required
Buckskin Properties to pay money for its proportionate share of the road improvement costs
attributable to traffic generated The Meadows. According to the terms of the Capital
Contribution Agreement, Buckskin was required to contribute money to road impact mitigation
as established by Valley County at the time the final plat for each phase of The Meadows was
recorded.
12.

For Phase 1. the Capital Contribution Agreement required Buckskin to convey

real property in lieu of paying a monctary fee. In addition, any monetary amounts in excess of
the property conveyed to Valley County would be crcdited toward future fee payments that
Buckskin would have to pay upon recording final plat for later phases.

COMPLAINT - 3

13.

For Phase 2. Buckskin was again required by Defendant to enter into a written

agreement for the mitigation of traffic attributable to its project
14.

On or about September 26, 2005, Buckskin entered, under protest, into a written

agreement titled Road Development Agreement. Pursuant to the terms of the Road Development
Agreement, Buckskin was required to pay $232,] 60.00 to pay for mitigation of the project's road
impact, which was due prior to recordation of the final plat for Phase 2.
15.

On or about December 15, 2005, Timberline issued a check to Valley County for

$232,160.00 for payment under the Road Development Agreement.
16.

Timberline is current1y in the process of completing final plat for the remaining

pha<;es of The Meadows. VaJley County has once again sought the payment of monies for the
proportionate share of road improvement costs attributable to traffic generated by the remaining
phases of The Meadows.
17.

Timberline has sought and obtained approval for an extension to its deadline for

filing a final plat for the remaining phases of The Meadows.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Relief - Violation of State Law and State and Federal Constitutions)
18.

Valley County's practice of requiring developers to enter into a Capital

Contribution Agreement and Road Development Agreement solely for the purpose of forcing
developers to pay money for its proportionate share of road improvement costs attributable to
traffic generated by their development is a disguised impact fee and is therefore illegal.
19.

Valley County has not followed the requirements of the Idaho Development

Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code § 67-8201 et seq., to enact an impact fee ordinance to charge road
impact fees. Therefore the collection of monies from developers to pay for road improvement

COMPLAI]\;T - 4

costs attributable to traffic generated by their developments is illegal and amounts to an
unauthorized tax.
20.

The monies collected for roadway improvements by Valley County are for the

benefit of the public as a whole, are a revenue raising measure and, therefore, constitute an
unauthorized tax.
Having failed to follow the requirements of the Idaho Development Impact Fee

21.

Act, Idaho Code § 67-8201 et seq., for creating an impact fee ordinance for the collection of road
impact fees, Valley County cannot circumvent Idaho law by forcing developers to pay monies
under the guise of a Road Development Agreement andlor Capital Contribution Agreement.
SECO~D

Cl,AIM FOR RELIEF

(Inverse Condemnation- Violation of State and Federal Constitution)
22.

Valley County illegally required Buckskin to enter into a Capital Contribution

Agreement and Road Development Agreement solely for the purpose of collecting an impact fee.
23.

The taking of Buckskin's and Timberline's money without a validly enacted

impact fee ordinance was a taking of property \vithout just compensation and in violation of the
Idaho and Federal Constitutions.
24.

As a result of the taking, Timberline Development has been damaged in an

amount to be determined at trial, but not less than $232,] 60.00.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs Buckskin Properties, Inc. and Timberline Development LLC
pray that this Court:
A.

Enter a declaratory judgment declaring that Valley County failed 10 enact a valid

impact fee ordinance as required by the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act, Idaho Code § 678201 et seq.;

COMPLAI'I\T - 5

12.10112009 11: 09 FA..l;. 20834535

B.

EVA..~ S KEANE LLP

~002

Enter a declaratory Judgment declaring tnat Valley County's use of the Capital

Contribution Agreement and Road Development Agreement as a condition to approval to collect
monies from Plaintiffs for their proportionate share of Toad lmprovernent costs attributable to
traffic generated by their development is a disguised impact fee and is therefore mega);
C.

Enter a declaratory judgment declaring that Timberline Development LLC cannot

be required to pay monies for a supposed proportionate share of road improvement costs
attributable to traffic generated by the remaining phases of TIle Meadows at West Mountain_
D.

Award Timberline Development LLC just compensation for a taking of its

property if) an amount to be proven at trial, but not less that $232,160.00;
E.

Award Timberline Development LLC its costs and attorney fees incurred in tbis

action as pennitted by law; and

F.

For such other and furtber (elief as the Court may deem just and proper.

DATED this _,_ day of December, 2009.

EVANS KEANE LLP

By:

y~ y~
Victor Villegas, 0
e Fll'lTl
Attorneys for Plaintiff

COMPLAJNT • 6
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.Jed Manwaring ISB #3040
Victor Villegas ISB# 5860
EVANS KEANE LLP
1405 West Main
P. O. Box 959
Boise, Idaho 83701-0959
Telephone: (208) 384-1800
Facsimile: (208) 345-3514
e-mail: jmanwaring@evanskeane.com
Vvillegas@evanskeane.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TilE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF V ALLEY

BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, INC. an
Idaho Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company.

Case

~o.

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

Plaintiff,

vs.
VALLEY COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho.
Defendant.

STATE OF IDA! 10

)
) 55.

County of Valley

)

Christie L. Moore, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
That she is a citizen of the United States of America over the age of eighteen years and a
resident of the State of Idaho; that she is neither a party to the above-entitled action, nor is she in
any way interested therein; that on the 1st day of December, 2009, she received a copy of the
hereunto annexed Summons and Complaint and that she personally served the same on _ _ __

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - I

ORIGINAL

·

'bAit-c, Dudtt(

,on the 1

st day of December 2009
State of Idaho, by delivering to and leaving with the said .>r-L..C\+""'-F---'Io<U.J.........y.x;\--'...-.~...",.,..Ioof....."'--=->.-'-"
personally and in person, a copy of said Summons and Complai t in the a

Christie L. Moore
SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me, a notary public. this

~J-day of December.

2009.

(Seal)

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 2

ORIGINAL

ARCH I N. BA.NBURY, CLERK
MATTHEW C. WILLIAMS
Valley County Prosecuting Attorney
Valley County Prosecuting Attorney's Office

CUI No,

lnet No_ __
':\led- 2.' k Z- A.M. _ _--'P.M

P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, ID 83611
Phone (208) 382-7120
Facsimile (208) 382-7124
Idaho State Bar #6271
mWilliams@co.valley.id.us

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF V ALLEY

BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, INC. an
Idaho Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff
vs.
VALLEY COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho.
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2009-5S4-C
ANSWER

------------------------------)
COMES NOW, The above-named Defendant, by and through the Valley County
Prosecuting Attorney, Matthew C. Williams, submits the following answer to the complaint filed
in the above action. VaIley County hereby denies any allegation not specifically admitted in the
answer set forth herein.
1.

Valley County denies requiring Plaintiffs enter in to a contractual agreement with

VaJley County. The conditions of approval from the Valley County Planning and Zoning

ANSWER, Page I

Commission included a condition that the Capital Contribution and Road Development
Agreements be approved by the Valley County Board of County Commissioners. However,
such proposed agreements were included by Buckskin in the original subdivision application.
Buckskin entered in to negotiations with Valley County. Plaintiffs did not appeal any conditions
of approval the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission and \\-illingly entered in to
negotiations with the Valley County Board of County Commissioners (hereafter "Board").
Valley County's Land Use and Development Ordinance (hereafter "LUDott) specifically allows
the Board to enter in to negotiations with a developer.
2.

Valley County denies requiring impact fees from the Plaintiffs.

3.

Valley County entered in to a contract with the Plaintiffs and relied to its

detriment based on the agreement of the contract.
4.

Jurisdiction and Venue appear proper.

5.

The matter appears proper before the District Court.

6.

Valley County admits paragraph 6.

7.

Valley County believes paragraph 7 to be accurate.

8.

Valley County is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho.

9.

Valley County believes allegation 9 to be accurate and factual and admits such.

to.

Valley County denies Buckskin was required to enter in to a written agreement

with Valley County, but admits a required condition of the subdivision approval by the Valley
County Planning and Zoning Commission was the Development Agreement and the Capital
Contribution Agreement must be approved by the Board. The application for the subdivision as
submitted by Buckskin in March 2004, includes a proposed Capital Contribution agreement in
Appendix C. Appendix D submitted in the original application by Buckskin recognizes impacts
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by this and other developments in the area and anticipates their portion to be a certain amount,
including the possibility that there will be more impacts. This was proposed by the developer in
the application for the subdivision.
11.

Valley County denies anyone entered in to an agreement on behalf of Buckskin

under protest. Buckskin entered in to an agreement which provided for increased access to the
proposed subdivision, well above the level of access that was in place prior to the approval of the
subdivision. Buckskin proposed such agreements in the application.
12.

Valley County believes paragraph 12 is accurate, though the requirement in the

document itself was simply the formal \\cTiting of the agreement between the parties.
13.

Valley County denies paragraph 13, as Buckskin proposed both agreements in the

application to the Planning and Zoning Commission. Buckskin never appealed any decision by
the Board or the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission.
14.

Valley County denies anyone representing Buckskin entered in to any agreement

under protest. VaIJey County admits under the tenns of agreement Buckskin was required to
make a payment prior to the recordation of the final plat for Phase 2.
15.

Valley County believes paragraph 15 to be accurate and therefore admits the

allegation in paragraph 15.
16.

Valley County believes Timberline is currently in the process of completing final

plat for the remaining phases ofIbe Meadows. Valley County is seeking to enforce the
agreement in the Capital Contribution agreement signed July 14,2004, by Jack Charters,
Buckskin's authorized representative.
17.

Valley County believes paragraph 17 to be accurate and therefore admits the

allegation contained in paragraph 17.
A~SWER,
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Relief-- Violation of State Law and State and Federal Constitutions)

Valley County denies any allegation not specifically admitted to in the answer to
Plaintiffs' First Claim of Relief.
18.

Valley County denies requiring developers to enter in to agreements. Valley

County does require developers to enter in to negotiations for an agreement. Plaintiffs had the
opportunity to appeal any condition and failed to do so. Buckskin willingly entered in to an
agreement with Valley County for improved road access and in fact proposed such an agreement
in the subdivision application.
19.

Valley County has not imposed an impact fee for development. Valley County

has entered in to agreements with developers who have wished to enter in to agreements. Valley
County has never denied an application for refusal to enter in to an agreement.
20.

Valley County denies the allegations in paragraph 20 but admits the moneys were

used on the enhancement of a public access to the Plaintiffs' property. Valley County asserts that
such enhancement would not have been performed absent an agreement. The improved access
has added value to the Plaintiffs' property by increasing the public access to said property.
21.

Valley County denies allegations in paragraph 21 and asserts that Plaintiffs have

not been forced to entcr in to an agreement. Plaintiffs now, after receiving the benefit of
increased and much improved access to their properties designed in the agreement, want to go
back and seek reimbursement for the agreement which Plaintiff Buckskin proposed in the
original subdivision application.
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Inverse Condemnation-- Violation of State and Federal Constitution)
Valley County denies any allegation not specifically admitted to in this answer to the
Plaintiffs' Second Claim for Relief.
22.

Valley County denies the allegation contained in paragraph 22. Specifically,

Valley County did not require Buckskin to enter in to an agreement. Buckskin voluntarily
entered in to the agreement and actually proposed such agreement in the application for the
subdivision. As a result of the agreement, Buckskin received an increase and improvement to the
access of the development.
23.

Valley County denies the allegation contained in paragraph 23. Buckskin

proposed and then entered in to a valid agreement and for four to five years sat back and allowed
Valley County to make improvements as contemplated in the agreement.
24.

Valley County denies Plaintiffs have been damaged at all as a result of Buckskin

entering in to a contract with Valley County. It is believed Buckskin received exactly what was
contemplated.
AFFIRMA TIVE DEFENSES

I.
FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM UPON WHICH RELIEF CAN BE GRANTED
The Plaintiff fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted under LR.C.P.
12{b)(6).

II.

SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY
The Plaintiff's action is barred against a political subdivision of the State ofIdaho by the
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Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution.

III.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
The Plaintiff brings this disguised tort claim suit more than four years after the alleged
violations of law. The Plaintiff failed to comply with state law tort claim requirements, including
the two year statute of limitations.

IV.
FAILL'RE TO EXHAUST ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES
The Plaintiff failed to exhaust, or even exercise, the required administrative remedies. Of
specific note, Plaintiff proposed the agreement and never appealed the requirement that the
agreement get approval from the Board.
V.

UNJUST ENRICHMENT
Should the Plaintiff be allowed to recover the $232,160 paid to Valley County, Plaintiffs
will be allowed to unjustly exercise the right granted to it by contract while not paying the
negotiated amount Plaintiffs agreed to pay for that right, as well as the value of the work Valley
County has performed following the execution of contract.

VI.
EQUIT ABLE DEFENSES
The Plaintiffs' course of conduct in this case under which they should be estopped; made
promises; have waived; have contracted; or sat on their rights to contest the agreement Buckskin
voluntarily made and is not entitled to relief from this Court on the equitable defenses of waiver,
promissory estoppel, estoppel, detrimental reliance, and laches.
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A TTORSEY FEES AND COSTS

Defendant is entitled to seck and award of attorney fees and cost under state law pursuant
to

I.e. §§ 10-1210,

12-120, l2-121, 12-117 and rule 54 on the Idaho rules of civil procedure.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
\VHEREFORE, the Defendant, Valley County, requests that the Court enter judgment as follows:

1.

Dismissing Plaintiffs' Complaint;

2.

Awarding the Defendant its Costs and attorney fees incurred herein; and

3.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate under the
c1rcumstances of the case.

DATED this 21st day of December, 2009.

Matthew C. Williams
Valley County Prosecuting Attorney
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APR 19 2010
MATTHEW C. WILLIAMS

Case No._ _ _lnst. Noi_--FRed
A.M. /,', f
PM

Valley County Prosecuting Attorney
Valley County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, ID 8361 J
Phone (208) 382- 7120
Facsimile (208) 382-7124
Idaho State Bar #6271
mwilliams@co.valley.id.us

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

BUCKSKf]'\; PROPERTIES, INC. an
Idaho Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff

VALLEY COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)

vs.

CASE NO. CV -2009-554-C
AFFIDAVIT OF CY:,\,DA HERRlCK

)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO
County of Valley

)
} ss.
)

I, Cynda Herrick, being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and says as follows:
I.

I am the Valley County Planning and Zoning administrator and have been for the entire
time the Buckskin Properties, Inc., application for The Yleadows at West Mountain
subdivision has been processed through Valley County.
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2.

Valley County has a Land Use and Development Ordinance (LUDO).

3.

Valley County's LUDO allows for an applicant to apply for an extension.

4.

The developers have previously applied for and received two prior extensions on the
fourth and subsequent phases of the Meadows at West Mountain.

5.

The project is currently enjoying the second extended status which will expire on July12,
2010.

6.

No application for extension beyond July 12,2010, has been received by the Valley
County Planning and Zoning Department for consideration of extension on any phase of
The Meadows at West Mountain subdivision.

7.

An application for extension must be filed before an extension can be granted or denied.

8.

Valley County will consider any application for an extension just as it would any other
application, regardless of the current lawsuit against Valley County.

9.

The potential bias complained of by Mike Mailhot is unfounded and is contrary to the
Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission's actions regarding the subject project.
On April 8, 2010, the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission approved a
modification to the PUD of the subject project, allowing for fencing in back yards that
was not previously included in the prior approved PUD pennit.

10.

I am unaware of Valley County denying any extension regarding a subdivision based on
anything other than the merits of the application and the number of extensions previously
granted on the specific phase of the project for which an extension is being requested.

I I.

Valley County will continue to work with the Plaintiffs in the above entitled case on
issues that come before the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission regardless
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of the pending lawsuit, as long as the issue being worked on and discussed with the
Planning and Zoning Commission is not the subject of the lawsuit currently pending.

Further your affiant sayeth not.

Cynda Herrick
Valley County Planning and Zoning Administrator

Subscribed and sworn before me this

~ date of April, 2010.

Notary for the State of Idaho
Residing at:

Ch$CPtck

My Commission Expires:

T

D

I· 16· It,.
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Jed 'lanw~lring ISB #3040
Victor Villegas ISB# 5860
[VANS KEANE LLP
1405 "'est 'tain

Case No_.- __ /nsl. No.
Filed
--:--' - -__A,M. J ; '-I
PM

:y

P. O. Box 959
Boise. Idaho 83701-0959
Telephone: (208) 384-1800
Facsimile: (208) 345-3514
e-mail: jmanwaring@e\anskeane.com
Vvillegas@.evanskcane.com

Attornc)'s for Plaintitl's

I~

THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE FOURTH JllDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

Bl'CKSKIN PROPERTIES, I:\'C. an
Idaho Corporation, and TI."IBERUl'E
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Compan)"

Casc No. CV-2009-554-C
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE
ORDER

Plaintiffs.
vs.
VALLEY COeNTY. a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho.

Defendant.

Plaintiffs Buckskin Propcr1ies, Inc.. and Timberline Development, LLC ha\ ing moved
for a preliminary illJunction and the Court having cOJl:)idcred the pleadings. memoranda.
aflidavits, exhibit:-, and oral argument of counseL hereby grants Plaintiffs' Application for
Preliminary Injullction, pursuant to Rule 65 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

\O\V THEREFORE. IT IS IIEREI3Y ORDERED that:
I,

The one year extension. isslled by Valley County on July 9. 2009. to record the

final plat tor the remaining phases of the \1eadows at West \1011ntain Subdivision is hereby

('RIUMINARY I\Jl.NCTIVf ORDfR -

1
111

stayed from December I. 20()9 until tinal Judgmem on the above-refen.:nced matter is issued by
this Court.

DATED this

S

day of

e::z:
MICHAEL McLAUGIILlK
District Judge

CERTIFI(:ATE OF SERVICE

¥A of~~IO,
/7]·

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisS__ day
a true and correct copy ofthc
foregoing document was sCfved by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and addressed to: by t~lX
transmission to; by ovcl111ght delivery to; or by personally dclivering to or leaving \Vltl! a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:

[ ] U.S. rV1ail

Jed \"1. Manwaring
Victor VIllegas

[ 1 fax

EVANS KEANE LLP

1405 W. Main Street
P.O. Box 959
Boise. If) RJ701-0959
Telephone: (208) 384·HWO
facsimile: (lOR) 345-3514

[ ] Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery

J><{

Matthew C. Williams

l 1 u.s. Mail

VALLEY COC\iTY PROSECUTOR

l J

P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, ID 83611
Telephone: (208) J82-7120
Facsimile: (208) 382-7124

U"S

I))I-""\,l

PRLLl\f[:\ARY !r-..JL:NCTIVE ORDFR -

2

Fax
{ 1 Overnight Delivery
i>Q Hand Delivery

Matthew C. Williams, ISB #6271
Valley County Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, 10 83611
Telephone: (208) 382-7120
Facsimile: (208) 382-7124
mwilliams@co.valley.id.us
Christopher H. Meyer, lSB #4461
Martin C. Hendrickson, ISB #5876
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock St.
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
chrismeyer@givenspursley.com
mch@givenspursley.com
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOtJRTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF V ALLEY

BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, IKC., an Idaho
Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV 2009-554

VALLEY COUNTY'S STATBU:IW OF
MATERIAL FACTS IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY Jt.:DGMENT

v.

VALLEY COlff'\TY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho,
Defendant.

COMES NOW the Defendant, Valley County ("County"), by and through its attorneys of
record, and submits this statement of all material facts that the Defendant contends are not in
VALLEY COUNTY'S STATnlE:NT Of MATERIAL FACTS
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUI\1:\1ARY JllDGMENT
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dispute. This statement is offered to assist the Court in its consideration of Valley County's
Alation for Summary Judgment.

1.

This case concerns a residential subdivision in Valley County knO\'lfi as The

Meadows at West Mountain ("The Meadows").
2.

According to Plaintiffs' Complaint at paragraph 6, Plaintiff Buckskin Properties,

Inc. ("Buckskin") was the initial developer of The Meadows. The Complaint further states at
paragraph 7 that Plaintiff Timberline Development, LLC ("Timberline") is the
assignee/successor in interest of Buckskin. The County has no independent knowledge of the
corporate or o'\\'llership status of these entities, but, at this point, has no reason to dispute these
facts. Buckskin and Timberline are referred to collectively as "Plaintiffs" or "Developers."
3.

The Meadows is located on approximately 122 acres of private property formerly

known as the Eld Ranch and is located in an unincorporated portion of the County southwest of
the intersection of Roseberry Road and Norwood Road roughly 2.5 miles southwest of Donnelly.
Idaho. Affidavit ofCynda Herrick, ~ 3.
4.

During the course of the development, the Developers entered into two

contractual agreements with the County governing The Meadows: a Capital Contribution
Agreement governing Phase l that was recorded on August 4, 2004 (Herrick Aff., Ex. ]) and a
Road Development Agreement governing Phase 2 that was recorded on September 27,2005
(Herrick Aff., Ex. 2). The Capital Contribution Agreement and Road Development Agreement
arc referred to collectively as the "Mitigation Agreements."
5.

The Mitigation Agreements were preceded by two draft agreements proposed by

the Developers in their applications to the County: a Preliminary Development Agreement and a
Proposed Capital Contribution Agreement (Herrick Aff., Exh. 3, Appendix C to the application).
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6.

The Preliminary Development Agreement was a comprehensive agreement

addressing a broad range of issues affecting The Meadows. The Preliminary Development
Agreement was never finalized or executed. The Proposed Capital Contribution Agreement was
focused on the mitigation of road costs, and it became the model for the two Mitigation
Agreements.

7.

The Preliminary Development Agreement, the Proposed Capital Contribution

Agreement, and the Mitigation Agreements are all discussed extensively below.
8.

On April I, 2004, 1 Buckskin filed an application with the Valley County Planning

and Zoning Commission (,'P&Z") for a Planned Unit Development, Conditional Use Permit, and
Preliminary Plat (collectively "Application") for The Meadows. Herrick Aff., Exh. 3.
9.

On or about May 21,2004, the Applicant submitted an updated version of the

Application ("Updated Application") (Herrick Aff., Exh. 4). The Updated Application was tiled
after the recommendation for approval by the P&Z on May 17,2004 (see paragraph 28) but
before the final approval by the Board of County Commissioners on July 12,2004 (see
paragraph 34).

10.

The Application and the 'Cpdated Application are referred to collectively

hereinafter as the "Applications." In its records, the P&Z refers to the Applications by the
number "PUD 04-01."

11.

The Applications contemplated that The Meadows would consist of 221

residential lots, 12 (latter changed to 17) multi-family lots for condominiums containing 96 (later

I The Application is signed and dated March 29, 2004. The transmittal letter for the Application is dated
March 24, 2004, but presumably should be March 29, 2004 or April I, 2004. According to the Staff Report for the
hearing on May 17, 2004, the Application was filed on April I, 2004.
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changed to 160) units, two commercial lots, and open space. The Meadows was envisioned to be
built in six phases. Herrick Aff., Exhs. 3 and 4.
12.

Prior to its development, The Meadows was located within a rural area served by

unpaved roads not intended for urban~type residential development. 2
13.

According to the Applicant's "Impact Report" included as Appendix 0 to the

Application (at page7), the total cost of the project was expected to be $7,149,965. 3
14.

At page 22 of the Application and page 23 of the Updated Application, under the

heading "1. Development Agreement," the Applications recite a provision from LUDO and then
reference a Preliminary Development Agreement, which was included as Appendix C to the
Applications.
15.

The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the

Applicant) states at ~ 2.11 at page 3: 4 "Also as a condition of designating the Property as a
Planned Unit Development and approving its development consistent with this Development
Agreement the County has required Developer to execute a separate Capital Contribution
Agreement specifying the funding mechanism and processes to provide the payment of monies
to certain providers of public services ...."
16.

The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the

Applicant) states at 112.15 at page 4: "The County acknowledges that Developer is relying upon
the execution and continuing validity of this Development Agreement. ... "

2 "Roseberry south of Norwood is dirt, built on dirt. and unless it is totally paved will lead to an incredible
amount of dust pollution to Valley County as the roads are eroded through increased traffic." Comment letter
submitted to the P&Z by Betty L. Chalburn dated May 10, 2004. See also the Transportation Impact Study dated
January 26, 2001 that is included as "Supplement A" to the Applications (Herrick AlT., Exhs. 3 and 4.)
J

This is number is stated also in the Application at page 19.

4 The versions of the Preliminary Development Agreement attached to the Application and the Updated
Application appear to be identical.
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17.

The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the

Applicant) states at 112.18 at page 4: "Development of the Property pursuant to this
Development Agreement will also result in significant benefits to Developer ...."
18.

The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the

Applicant) states at 112.19 at page 4: "Developer and the County have cooperated in the
preparation of this Development Agreement ... ,"

19.

The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the

Applicant) states at 1l8.8 at page 15: "In the event of the default by any party to this
Development Agreement, the non-defaulting party shall be entitled to collect from the defaulting
party its provable damages, including, but not limited to, its reasonable attorneys' fees and
expenses. . .. "

20.

The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the

Applicant) states at 1f 2.20 at page 4: "The parties desire to enter into this Development
Agreement .... "
21.

The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the

Applicant) references and incorporates a Proposed Capital Contribution Agreement, which is set
out as Exhibit A to the Development Agreement.
22.

The Proposed Capital Contribution Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the

Applicant) states a 11 II(A) at page 1: "Developer agrees to pay a road impact fee as established
by Valley County. Currently this fee has been set by the Valley County Engineer at $1,870.00
per equivalent single-family residential unit. ... "
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23.

At page 22 of the Application, under the heading "1. Impact Fees," the

Application recited a provision from LUDO and then stated: 5
The impact fees for the various improvements to The Meadows is
as follows:
•
Road Improvements - $1870/unit
•
Sewer Service Connections - $2500/unit
•
Water Service Connections - TBD
24.

The Application contains an "Impact Report" set out as Appendix D to the

Application. The Impact Report (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant) states on page 1:
A professional traffic study was prepared by Dobie Engineering, Inc. as part of the Tamarack
Resort project. ... The original estimated cost to complete this [sic] roadway improvements
was $6,000,000.00. The development is proposing in the Development Agreement to [sic] a road
impact fee as established by Valley County. Currently this fee has been set by the Valley County
Engineer at $1,870.00 per equivalent single-family residential unit .... "
25.

A public hearing on the Application was held May 17,2004.

26.

Joe Pachner, Project Manager for Toothman-Orton Engineering Company,

represented the Applicant at the May 17, 2004 hearing.
27.

The minutes of the May 17,2004 hearing (at page 8) recite that Mr. Pachner

stated as follows: "The traffic report completed by the Tamarack Resort has been incorporated
into the design of this project. The impact of this project using this roadway is incorporated and
they will pay their proportional impact fees." Herrick Aff., Exh. 6.

28.

At the conclusion of the May 17,2004 hearing, the P&Z voted three to two to

recommend approval of the Application, subject to conditions set out in the Staff Report for the
hearing.

5

This provision is restated at page 23 of the Cpdated Application.
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29.

The Staff Report for the May 17,2004 hearing contains the following proposed

condition number 12: "The Development Agreement and Capital Contribution Agreement must
receive approval from the Board of County Commissioners." Herrick Afl, Exh. 5.
30.

On or about June 10, 2004, the P&Z issued its Findings and Conclusions with

respect to the Application. The Findings and Conclusions contain the following condition
number 12: "The Development Agreement and Capital Contribution Agreement must receive
approval from the Board of County Commissioners." Herrick Aff., Exh. 7.
31.

On June 28, 2004, the Board of County Commissioners held a hearing on the

Updated Application. No action was taken at the hearing.
32.

The Staff Report for the June 28, 2004 hearing contains the following proposed

condition number 12: "The Development Agreement and Capital Contribution Agreement must
receive approval from the Board of County Commissioners." Herrick Aff., Exh. 8.
33.

The minutes of the June 28, 2004 hearing recite that the Applicant's

representative, Joe Pachner, stated: "Have been talking to County Engineer to co-ordinate road
requirements." Herrick Aff., Exh. 9. This was the Applicant's only statement with respect to
obligations under its proposed Development Agreement and Capital Contribution Agreement.
There was no suggestion that Buckskin bad any concern or objection to the contributions they
had offered by way of their Preliminary Development Agreement or Proposed Capital
Contribution Agreement.
34.

On July 12, 2004, the Board of County Commissioners held a second hearing on

the Updated Application. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Board voted to approve the
Updated Application and to enter into the Development Agreement and the Capital Contribution
Agreement as corrected and amended. Herrick Aff., Exh. 10.
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35.

Nothing in the mi nutes of either the June 28, 2004 hearing or the July 12, 2004

hearing suggests that the Applicant had any concerns or objections with the respect to the
contribution that the Applicant itself proposed in it Applications.
36.

On July 14, 2004, the Board of County Commissioners issued a Conditional Use

Permit for Planned Coit Development No. 04-01 ("CUP"). The CUP contains the following
condition number 12: "The Development Agreement and Capital Contribution Agreement must
receive approval from the Board of County Commissioners." Herrick Aff., Exh. 11.
37.

On the same day that the CUP was issued, July 14,2004, Jack A. Charters of

Buckskin Properties, Inc. signed the Capital Contribution Agreement. The Capital Contribution
Agreement was signed by the Board of County Commissioners on July 26, 2004, and it was
recorded on August 4, 2004. The Capital Contribution Agreement recites that the date of the
agreement is July 12, 2004. Herrick Aff., Exh. 1.
38.

The Capital Contribution Agreement differed in some details from the earlier

Proposed Capital Contribution Agreement contained in the Applications. Notably, the new
Capital Contribution Agreement contemplated conveyance of property in I ieu of payment of
some of the fees. The basic concept of payment of proportionate costs associated with the
development, however, was unchanged from the original proposal of the Applicant.
39.

On August 26,2004, Joe Pachner, acting on behalf of Buckskin, wrote a letter to

the P&Z Administrator addressing each of the conditions in the CUP for PUD 04-01. With
respect to condition number 12, he simply stated, "Please see attached approvals, dated August
16,2004" (referring to a certified copy of the Capital Contribution Agreement). Herrick Aff.,
Exh. 12. A similar letter dated May 22,2008 simply states "Noted" with respect to the same
point. Herrick Aff., Exh. l3. Neither letter contains any suggestion that Buckskin had any
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concern or objection to the contributions required under the CUP or any agreement with the
County.
40.

On September 9,2004, the P&Z voted three to two to recommend approval of the

final plat for Phase 1 of the Meadows. Herrick Aff., Exh. 14. The minutes of the hearing reflect
Jack Charters was present. The minutes reflect no expression of any concern with or objection to
the obligations imposed under the CUP, the Development Agreement, or the Capital
Contribution Agreement.
41.

On October 25, 2004, the Board of County Commissioners met and voted to

approve the final plat for Phase 1 of the Meadows. Herrick Aff, Exh. 15. The minutes of the
October 25,2004 meeting specifically reflect the County's acknowledgement that the conditions
of the Capital Contribution Agreement had been met with respect to Phase 1. Nothing in the
minutes of the October 25, 2004 meeting reflects any expression of concern or objection by
Buckskin with respect to the obligations imposed under the CUP, the Development Agreement,
or the Capital Contribution Agreement.
42.

On December 6, 2004, a representative of Buckskin appeared at a public meeting

of the Board of County Commissioners to discuss concerns respecting certain Idaho Department
of Environmental Quality requirements applicable to The Meadows, Herrick Aff., Exh. 16.
Nothing in the minutes of the December 6,2004 meeting reflects any expression of concern or
objection by Buckskin with respect to the obligations imposed under the CUP, the Development
Agreement, or the Capital Contribution Agreement.

43,

On September 8, 2005, the P&Z met and voted to recommend approval of the

final plats for Phases 2 and 3 of The Meadows. Herrick Aff" Exh. l7. Nothing in the minutes of

the September 8, 2005 meeting reflects any expression of concern or objection by Buckskin with
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respect to the obligations imposed under the CUP, the Development Agreement, or the Capital
Contribution Agreement.
44.

On September 26, 2005, the Board of County Commissioners met and voted to

approve the final plats for Phases 2 and 3 ofIhe Meadows. The minutes of the September 5,
2005 meeting reflect the Board's agreement to enter into a new Road Development Agreement
with Buckskin which included payment of $232, 160.00 for these phases. Herrick Aff., Exh. 18.
Nothing in the minutes of the September 5, 2005 meeting reflects any expression of concern or
objection by Buckskin with respect to the obligations imposed under the CUP, the Development
Agreement, the Capital Contribution Agreement, or the Road Development Agreement.
45.

On the same day, September 26, 2005, the Board of County Commissioners and

Buckskin entered into the Road Development Agreement described in the preceding paragraph.
The Road Development Agreement states: "Developer has agreed to participate in the cost of
mitigating these impacts by contributing its proportionate share of the cost of the needed
improvements identified in the Agreement and listed in the attached Exhibit A"
46.

On December 15, 2005, Timberline Development issued a check to the County in

the amount of$232,l60 (reflecting a prior credit) in fulfillment of Buckskin's obligations under
the Road Development Agreement. The payment was not made under protest. Herrick Aff., ,

23.
47.

On June 3, 2009, Joe Pachner, on behalf of The Meadows, requested an extension

of the deadline for final plat on phases 4-6. In his letter (Herrick Afr., Exh. 19), Mr. Pachner
identified items that the developer was working on, including "Finalize the Road Development
Agreement." The letter stated, "The reorganized partnership is committed to diligently work
towards submitting the plans for review and completing the project." The letter contained no
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indication of any objection or concern with respect to obligations under the CUP, the
Development Agreement, or with respect to any Road Development Agreement.
48.

On July 9, 2009, the P&Z met and granted the requested extension of the deadline

for final plat on phases 4-6. The minutes of the meeting (Herrick Aff., Exh. 20) recited: "Staff
explained that the applicant was requesting an extension in order to finalize the road
development agreement ...." The minutes reflect no expression of concern by the developer
with respect to obligations under the CUP, the Development Agreement, or any Road
Development Agreement.

49.

Plaintiffs have in their possession or have had access to each of the staff reports,

letters, and minutes quoted above. On no occasion have the Plaintiffs or anyone acting on their
behalf questioned the accuracy or completeness of any statement from those documents quoted
in this Statement of Material Facts. Herrick Aff.,
50.

~

26.

On or about December 1, 2009, Plaintiffs filed their Complaint in this action. The

Complaint states in paragraph 11 and 14 that the Capital Contribution Agreement and Road
Development Agreement entered into by Buckskin andlor Timberline were entered into "under
protest" The record documented above demonstrates that they were not entered into under
protest.
51.

The Developers did not appeal, contest, or seek judicial review of the CUP (at

either the recommendation or final action stage). Herrick Aff.,

52.

~

27.

A judicial review of the CUP pursuant to the Local Land Use Planning Act

("LLUPA") would have been the appropriate and timely means of initiating an inverse
condemnation action.
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53.

Prior to this litigation, the Developers took no other action to protest or otherwise

object to the CUP, the Mitigation Agreements, or payments made pursuant to any of them.
Herrick Aff.,

54.

~

28.

The County accepted the money from the Developers in good faith and relied on

those payments and the tenus of the Mitigation Agreements. Herrick Aff.,

55.

~

29.

At no time did the Developers advise the County that any of them might seck a

refund of the money paid pursuant to the Mitigation Agreements or that the County could not
safely rely on that money being available to the County for purposes of the Mitigation
Agreements. Herrick Aff., ~ 30.

56.

Using money received from the Developers pursuant to the Mitigation

Agreements, the County undertook capital investments for roads in the vicinity of The Meadows
development. Herrick Aff., ~ 31.
57.

All such monies spent by the County were spent in accordance with and in

fulfillment of obligations on the County spelled out in the Mitigation Agreements. Herrick Aff.,

4fl32.

58.

But for the Mitigation Agreements and other similar voluntary development

agreements, the County would not have undertaken the road improvements and expenditures
described above. Herrick Aff.,

~

33.
~

59.

Those capital improvements are now in place. Herrick Aff.,

34.

60.

Those capital investments have improved transportation access to The Meadows

and have thereby benefited the Developers of The Meadows and the current residents of The
Meadows. Herrick Aff., '135.
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To date, the (\mnty has not adopted an ordinance impicmenting the Idaho

I.kvclopmenl Impact

Act. Herrick AfL ~i 36.

The County has retained counsel to assist in drafting such an ordindnce. I knick

62.
Aff. ~l

h!~

:n
03.

!\ tinal decIsion on such an ordinance would he made only in acc\.lnlanct: with

pubti..: hearings and other appropriak prOl:t:oures. Herrick Aff'..
DATED thi-;

'1 :;8.
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INTRODUCT)O~

This is Defendant Valley County's ("County") opening briefin support of Valley
County's Motionfor Summary Judgment filed on this day. This brief in supported by Valley
County's Statement o.lMaterial Facts in Support ofA-1otionfor Summary Judgment, and the
Affidavit of Cynda Herrick filed herewith.
Plaintiffs seek the return of money paid years ago by the developers of a project pursuant
to a development agreement, claiming that the money paid was an illegal tax under Idaho law
and, therefore, was a per se taking under state and federal law. I Plaintiffs seek this relief despite
the fact that they voluntarily executed the agreement and have received the benefit of their
bargain through road improvements funded thereby and constructed by the County. The County
seeks dismissal of the action for a variety of jurisdictional and procedural reasons. Plaintiffs'
lawsuit also fails on the merits.
Plaintiff Buckskin Properties, Inc. ("Buckskin") was the initial developer of a residential
subdivision in Valley County known as The Meadows at West Mountain ("The Meadows").
Plaintiff Timberline Development, LLC ("Timberline") is the assignee/success9f in interest of
Buckskin. Buckskin and Timberline are referred to collectively as "Plaintiffs" or "Developers."
The Developers contemplated that The Meadows would consist of 221 residential lots, 12
(later changed to 17) multi-family lots for condominiums containing 96 (later changed to 160)

1 U.S. Const. amend. V (applicable to the states via the Fourteenth Amendment, U.S.
Const. amend. XIV). In paragraph 19 of their Second Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs also allege
the County failed to comply \vith state law and thereby violated due process. Although the
Second Amended Complaint is not clear on this point, it appears that Plaintiffs have in mind
procedural due process. In any event, their due process claim is indistinguishable from their
taking claim, both of which are premised solely on the same alleged state law violation.
Plaintiffs also seek declaratory and injunctive relief to the same effect.
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units, two commercial lots, and open space. The Meadows was envisioned t{) be built in six
phases?
All land within the County's jurisdiction is zoned multiple use, pursuant to the County's
Land Use Development Ordinance ("LUDO"). Within this single district, various uses are listed
as "allowed" while others are listed as "conditional" necessitating a conditional use permit
("CUP"). On or about April 1,2004, Buckskin filed an application with the Valley County
Planning and Zoning Commission ("P&Z") for a Planned Unit Development, ConditionalCse
Permit, and Preliminary Plat (collectively "Application") for The Meadows.
On or about May 21, 2004, the Applicant submitted an updated version of the
Application ("Updated Application"). The Updated Application was filed after the
recommendation for approval by the P&Z on May 17,2004 but before the final approval by the
Board of County Commissioners on July 12, 2004. The Application and the Updated
Application are referred to collectively hereinafter as the "Applications." The P&Z refers to the
Applications by the number "PUD 04-01."
The proposed development was located within a rural area served by unpaved roads not
intended for urban-type residential development. The County could have denied the
Applications outright on the basis of inadequate transportation infrastructure. Idaho Code § 676512(a). Alternatively, P&Z could have approved the Applications with the expectation that
roads serving The Meadows eventually would be improved as funds became available to the
County. The County developed a capital improvement program to give developers in fast-

2 The undisputed facts upon which Valley County's Motion/or Summary Judgment is
based are set forth in detail in Valley County's Statement of Material Facts in Support a/Motion
for Summary Judgment, which is filed contemporaneously herewith.
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growing, rural portions of the County the option of contributing their fair share to fund
accelerated construction of road improvements serving their developments.
At page 22 of the Application and page 23 of the Updated Application, under the heading
"1. Development Agreement," the Applications recite a provision from LUDO and then

reference a Preliminary Development Agreement, which was included as Appendix C to the
Applications.
The Preliminary DevcIopment Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant)
states at 11 2.11 at page 3: "Also as a condition of designating the Property as a Planned Unit
Development and approving its development consistent with this Development Agreement the
County has required Developer to execute a separate Capital Contribution Agreement specifying
the funding mechanism and processes to provide the payment of monies to certain providers of
public services .... "
The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant)
states at ,-r 2.] 5 at page 4: "The County acknowledges that Developer is relying upon the
execution and continuing validity of this Development Agreement. ... "
The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant)
states at 1)2.18 at page 4: "Development of the Property pursuant to this Development
Agreement will also result in significant benefits to Developer .... "
The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant)
states at 11 2.19 at page 4: "Developer and the County have cooperated in the preparation of this
Development Agreement .... "
The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant)
states at 1f 8.8 at page 15: "In the event of the default by any party to this Development
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Agreement, the non-defaulting party shall be entitled to collect from the defaulting party its
provable damages, including, but not limited to, its reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

"
The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant)
states at 11 2.20 at page 4: "The parties desire to enter into this Development Agreement .... "
The Preliminary Development Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant)
references and incorporates a Proposed Capital Contribution Agreement, which is set out as
Exhibit A to the Development Agreement.
The Proposed Capital Contribution Agreement (as drafted and proposed by the
Applicant) states a 11 II(A) at page 1: "Developer agrees to pay a road impact fee as established
by Va\1ey County. Currently this fee has been set by the Valley County Engineer at $1,870.00
per equivalent single-family residential unit. ... "
At page 22 of the Application, under the heading "J. Impact Fees," the Application
recited a provision from LUDO and then stated;3
The impact fees for the various improvements to The \tteadows is
as follows:
•
Road Improvements - $1870/unit
•
Sewer Service Connections - $2500/unit
•
Water Service Connections - TBD
The Application contains an "Impact Report" set out as Appendix D to the Application.
The Impact Report (as drafted and proposed by the Applicant) states on page 1:
A professional traffic study was prepared by Dobie Engineering, Inc. as part of the Tamarack
Resort project. ... The original estimated cost to complete this fsic Jroadway improvements
was $6,000,000.00. The development is proposing in the Development Agreement to [sic1 a road

3

This provision is restated at page 23 of the Updated Application.
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impact fee as established by Valley County. Currently this fcc has been set by the Valley County
Engineer at $1,870.00 per equivalent single-family residential unit. ... "
A public hearing on the Application was held May 17,2004. Joe Pachner, Project
:Manager for Toothman-Orton Engineering Company, represented the Applicant at the May 17,
2004 hearing. The minutes of the May 17,2004 hearing (at page 8) recite that Mr. Pachner
stated as follows: "The traffic report completed by the Tamarack Resort has been incorporated
into the design of this project. The impact of this project using this roadway is incorporated and
they will pay their proportional impact fees." At the conclusion of the May 17, 2004 hearing, the
P&Z voted three to two to recommend approval of the Application, subject to conditions set out
in the Staff Report for the hearing.
The Staff Report for the May 17, 2004 hearing contains the following proposed condition
number 12: "The Development Agreement and Capital Contribution Agreement must receive
approval from the Board of County Commissioners." On or about June 10,2004, the P&Z
issued its Findings and Conclusions \vith respect to the Application. The Findings and
Conclusions contain the following condition number 12: 'The Development Agreement and
Capital Contribution Agreement must receive approval from the Board of County
Commissioners. "
On June 28, 2004, the Board of County Commissioners held a hearing on the Updated
Application. The Staff Report for the June 28, 2004 hearing contains the following proposed
condition number 12: "The Development Agreement and Capital Contribution Agreement must
receive approval from the Board of County Commissioners." The minutes of the June 28, 2004
hearing recite that the Applicant's representative, Joe Pachner, stated: "Have been talking to
County Engineer to co-ordinate road requirements." This was the Applicants only statement
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with respect to obligations under its proposed Development Agreement and Capital Contribution
Agreement. There was no suggestion that Buckskin had any concern or objection to the
contributions they had offered by way of their Preliminary Development Agreement or Proposed
Capital Contribution Agreement.
On July 12, 2004. the Board of County Commissioners held a second hearing on the
Updated Application. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Board voted to approve the Updated
Application and to enter into the Development Agreement and the Capital Contribution
Agreement as corrected and amended.
Nothing in the minutes of either the June 28, 2004 hearing or the July 12, 2004 hearing
suggests that the Applicant had any concerns or objections with the respect to the contribution
that the Applicant itself proposed in it Appl ications.
On July 14,2004, the Board of County Commissioners issued a Conditional Use Permit
for Planned Unit Development No. 04-01 ("CUP"). The CUP contains the following condition
number 12: "The Development Agreement and Capital Contribution Agreement must receive
approval from the Board of County Commissioners."
On the same day that the CUP was issued, July 14,2004, Jack A. Charters of Buckskin
Properties, Inc. signed the Capital Contribution Agreement. The Capital Contribution
Agreement was signed by the Board of County Commissioners on July 26, 2004, and it was
recorded on August 4, 2004. The Capital Contribution Agreement recites that the date ofthe
agreement is July 12,2004.
The Capital Contribution Agreement differed in some details from the earlier Proposed
Capital Contribution Agreement contained in the Applications. Notably, the new Capital
Contribution Agreement contemplated conveyance of property in lieu of payment of some of the
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fees. The basic concept of payment of proportionate costs associated with the development,
however, was Wlchanged from the original proposal of the Applicant.
On August 26, 2004, Joe Pachner, acting on behalf of Buckskin, wrote a letter to the P&Z
Administrator addressing each of the conditions in the CUP for PUD 04-01. With respect to
condition number 12, he simply stated, "Please see attached approvals, dated August 16,2004"
(referring to the date of that the Board signed the Capital Contribution Agreement). A similar
letter dated May 22, 2008 simply states "Noted" with respect to the same point. Neither letter
contains any suggestion that Buckskin had any concern or objection to the contributions required
under the CUP or any agreement with the COWlty.
On September 9,2004, the P&Z voted three to two to recommend approval of the final
plat for Phase I of the Meadows. The minutes of the hearing reflect Jack Charters was present.
The minutes reflect no expression of any concern with or objection to the obligations imposed
under the CUP, the Development Agreement, or the Capital Contribution Agreement.
On October 25, 2004, the Board of COWlty Commissioners met and voted to approve the

.

final pJat for Phase 1 of the Yleadows. The minutes of the October 25, 2004 meeting specifically
reflect the County's acknowledgement that the conditions of the Capital Contribution Agreement
had been met with respect to Phase 1. Nothing in the minutes of the October 25, 2004 meeting
reflects any expression of concern or objection by Buckskin with respect to the obligations
imposed under the CUP, the Development Agreement, or the Capital Contribution Agreement.
On December 6, 2004, a representative of Buckskin appeared at a public meeting of the
Board of County Commissioners to discuss concerns respecting certain Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality requirements applicable to The Meadows. Nothing in the minutes of the
December 6, 2004 meeting reflects any expression of concern or objection by Buckskin with
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respect to the obligations imposed under the CUP, the Development Agreement, or the Capital
Contribution Agreement.
On September 5,2005, the P&Z met and voted to recommend approval of the final plats
for Phases 2 and 3 of The Meadows. Nothing in the minutes of the September 5, 2005 meeting
reflects any expression of concern or objection by Buckskin with respect to the obligations
imposed under the CUP, the Development Agreement, or the Capital Contribution Agreement.
On September 26, 2005, the Board of County Commissioners met and voted to approve
the final plats for Phases 2 and 3 of The Meadows. The minutes of the September 5, 2005
meeting reflect the Board's agreement to enter into a new Road Development Agreement with
Buckskin which included a payment of $232,160.00 for these phases.

~othing

in the minutes of

the September 5, 2005 meeting reflects any expression of concern or objection by Buckskin with
respect to the obligations imposed under the CUP, the Development Agreement, the Capital
Contribution Agreement, or the Road Development Agreement.
On the same day, September 26, 2005, the Board of County Commissioners and
Buckskin entered into the Road Development Agreement described in the preceding paragraph.
The Road Development Agreement states: "Developer has agreed to participate in the cost of
mitigating these impacts by contributing its proportionate share of the cost of the needed
improvements identified in the Agreement and listed in the attached Exhibit A."
On December 15, 2005, Timberline Development issued a check to the County in the
amount of5232,160 (reflecting a prior credit) in fulfillment of Buckskin's obligations under the
Road Development Agreement. The payment was not made under protest.
On June 3, 2009, Joe Pachner, on behalf of The Meadows, requested an extension of the
deadline for final plat on phases 4-6. In his letter, Mr. Pachner identified items that the
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developer was working on, including "Finalize the Road Development Agreement." The \ctter
stated, "The reorganized partnership is committed to diligently work towards submitting the
plans for review and completing the project." The letter contained no indication of any objection
or concern with respect to obligations under the CUP, the Development Agreement, or with
respect to any Road Development Agreement.
On July 9,2009, the P&Z met and granted the requested extension of the deadline for
final plat on phases 4-6. The minutes of the meeting recited: "Staff explained that the applicant
was requesting an extension in order to finalize the road development agreement .... " The
minutes reflect no expression of concern by the Developers with respect to obligations under the
CUP, the Development Agreement, or any Road Development Agreement.
Plaintiffs have in their possession or have had access to each of the staff reports, letters,
and minutes quoted above. On no occasion have the Plaintiff.<; or anyone acting on their behalf
questioned the accuracy or completeness of any statement from any of those documents.
On or about December 1, 2009, Plaintiffs filed their Complaint in this action. The
Complaint states in paragraph 11 and 14 that the Capital Contribution Agreement and Road
Development Agreement entered into by Buckskin and/or Timberline were entered into "under
protest." The record documented above demonstrates that they were not entered into under
protest.
The Developers did not appeal, contest, or seek judicial review of the CUP (at either the
recommendation or final action stage). A judicial review of the CUP pursuant to the Local Land
Use Planning Act ("LLUPA") would have been the appropriate and timely means of initiating an
inverse condemnation action. Prior to this litigation, the Developers took no other action to
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protest or otherwise object to the CUP, the Mitigation Agreements, or payments made pursuant
to any of them.
The County accepted the money from the Developers in good faith and relied on those
payments and the terms of the Mitigation Agreements. At no time did the Developers advise the
County that any of them might seek a refund of the money paid pursuant to the Mitigation
Agreements or that the County could not safely rety on that money being available to the County
for purposes of the Mitigation Agreements. Using money received from the Developers pursuant
to the Mitigation Agreements, the County undertook capital investments for roads in the vicinity
of The Meadows development. All such monies spent by the County were spent in accordance
with and in fulfillment of obligations on the County spelled out in the Mitigation Agreements.
But for the Mitigation Agreements and other similar voluntary development agreements, the
County would not have undertaken the road improvements and expendjtures described above.
Those capital improvements are now in place. Those capital investments have improved
transportation access to The Meadows and have thereby benefited the Developers of The
Meadows and the current residents of The Meadows.
Having paid the money per their own Agreement, and having received the benefit of their
bargain, the Developers now want their money back. They brought this lawsuit claiming that the
County could not accept money under the Agreement because such money would be an illegal
tax under Idaho law. This, they allege in tum, results in a per se taking under Idaho and federal
law. Plaintiffs failed to plead this as a § 1983 action. 4 The County, however, has treated it as a

§ 1983 action, because that is the only cause of action available to Plaintiffs.

Section 1983 refers to the Civil Rights Act of 1871, also known as the Ku Klux Klan
Act, 17 Stat. 13 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 1983). It provides in relevant part: "Every
person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or
4
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Plaintiffs' claim fails on the merits. Whatever money the Developers have paid or will
pay under the Agreement is paid voluntarily. Therefore, as a matter of Idaho law, it is not an
actionable taking. Moreover, the Developers should have raised their objection at the time. It is
too late to raise the issue now. In any event, for a variety of reasons discussed below, the Court
lacks jurisdiction over this case.

1.

PLAINTIFFS HAVE FAILED TO PLEAD A RIGHT OF ACTION FOR THE ALLEGED
FEDERAL CONSTITliTIONAL VIOLATIONS.

Plaintiffs have identified no private right of action for their federal constitutional claims
against the County.
Where the Congress has created an explicit cause of action for federal constitutional
deprivation, that remedy is exclusive and a so-called "Bivens" 5 action is not available. The
Ninth Circuit has so held:
Plaintiff has no cause of action directly under the United
States Constitution. We have previously held that a litigant
complaining of a violation of a constitutional right must utilize 42
U.S.C. § 1983. Section 1983 was available to Azul, but plaintiff
failed to file its complaint within the applicable limitations period.

Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the
United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any right<;,
privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured
in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress, except that in any
action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial
capacity, injunctive relief shall not be granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or
declaratory relief was unavailable."
5 An implied cause of action was necessary in Bivens v. Six UnknoH'n Named Agents of
Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403 C.S. 388, 389 (1971), because that case involved a constitutional
violation by federal agents making § 1983 unavailable.
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Azul-Pacifico, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles, 973 F .2d 704, 705 (9 th Cir. 1992), cert. denied, 506

c .S. 1081 (1993).

If Plaintiffs have any cause of action for their federal claims, it must be under

§ 1983.
Plaintiffs' failure to plead a cause of action is a sufficient basis to dismiss their federal
claims. In the event the Court overlooks this pleading failure or allows the Plaintiffs to amend
their complaint, this brief assumes that Plaintiffs' case is premised on § 1983.
As will be shown below, Plaintiffs' § 1983 action is unavailing.

II.

THIS LAWSUIT IS BARRED BY STATUTE OF LlMITA TIONS.

Plaintiffs' claims are barred by their failure to bring their action within two years as
required by Idaho's statute of limitations for personal injury torts, Idaho Code § 5-219(4). This
lawsuit was filed on December t, 2009. All of the actions described in the Complaints occurred
more than two years before that.

It is, admittedly, counter-intuitive that Idaho's statute oflimitations for personal torts
would apply. But the law is wen settled. All § 1983 actions, regardless of their nature, are
subject to the state statute oflimitations for personal injury (torts). Wilson v. Garcia, 471 U.S.
261,266-67 (1985); OI1-'ens v. Okure, 488 U.S. 235, 249-50 (1985); Wallace v. Kala, 549o.S.
384, 387 (2007).
Finally, in 1985 the Supreme Court seized the opportunity
to put an end to the "uncertainty and time-consuming litigation that
is foreign to the central purposes of section 1983." In Wilson v.
Garcia, the Court, affinning a decision of the Court of Appeals for
the Tenth Circuit, decided that henceforth all section 1983 claims
are to be characterized as personal injury actions for statute of
limitations purposes, regardless ofthe underlying cause of action.
Robert M. Jarvis, The Continuing Problem q!Statutes of Limitations in Section 1983 Cases: b

the Answer Out at Sea?, 22 J. Marshall L. Rev. 285, 287 (1988).
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Wilson heJd that this one-size-fits-all approach applies even where the State's highest
court has ruled that some other statute of limitations should apply to the particular type of § 1983
action.
Idaho courts have followed Wilson, applying Idaho's two-year statute of limitations
(Idaho Code § 5-219(4»), regardless of the nature of the § 1983 action. lHcCabe v. Craven. 145
Idaho 954, 957, 188 P.3d 896, 899 (2008); Osborn v. Salinas, 131 Idaho 456,458,958 P.2d
1142,1144 (1998); Idaho State Bar v. Tway, 128 Idaho 794, 798, 919 P.2d 323, 327 (1996);

Mason v. Tucker and Assoc., 125 Idaho 429, 436, 871 P.2d 846,853 (1994); Herrera v. Conner,
III Idaho 1012, 1016,729 P.2d 1075, 1079 (Idaho Ct. App. 1987); lIenderson v. State, 110

Idaho 308, 310-11, 715 P .2d 978, 980-81 (l986).

6

The Ninth Circuit also has followed this rule

with respect to inverse condemnation actions under § 1983. Hacienda Valley A10bile Estates v.

City o/Morgan Hill, 353 F.3d 651, 655 (9 th CiT. 2003).
Plaintiffs may contend that this is not a § 1983 case. Indeed, as previously noted, they
have not pled it as a § 1983 case. That is their error. If it is not a § 1983 case, the federal Jaw
claims must be thrown out because, as discussed above, there is no other cause of action
available to them. If the Court forgives their pleading error, then the case must be thrown out
under the statute of limitations.
As for the state constitutional claims, other statutes of limitations may apply. (These
would also apply to both state and federal claims should the Court determine, for some reason,
that the rule in Wilson is not applicable here.) To the extent the Developers' Complaint (or any
6 On only one occasion has the Idaho Supreme Court has strayed from this clear line of
precedent. In 2006, the Idaho Supreme Court applied the four-year "residual" statute of
limitations in an inverse condemnation case raised by way of § 1983. City 0.( Coeur d'Alene v.
Simpson, 142 Idaho 839, 846-47,136 P.3d 310, 317-18 (2006). This decision cannot be
reconciled with prior precedent, which was not discussed, much less overruled, in the Simpson
case. Most likely, the Wilson rule was not briefed.
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further amendment thereof) sounds in tort, it is barred by the Developers' failure to meet
procedural requirements and deadlines established in Idaho's Tort Claim Act, Idaho Code §§ 6906 and 6-911. This, too, is a two-year rule.
Plaintiffs' inverse condemnation under the Idaho Constitution are subject to Idaho's
residual four-year statute oflimitations. Idaho Code § 5-224; Wadsworth v, Idaho Department a/'
Transportation, 128 Idaho 439, 442, 915 P.2d 1,4 (1996). Plaintiff.... have blown that statute too.

It first proposed the mitigation fees in its O\\TI application filed on April 1, 2004, over six years
ago. The P&Z recommended approval of a CUP including those mitigation provisions on May
17,2004. The CUP was finally approved on July 12,2004 and was issued on July 14,2004.
The Capital Contribution Agreement was signed by Buckskin on July 26, 2004. The Road
Development Agreement was executed on September 26,2005. Each of these occurred more
than four years before the suit was filed on December 1, 2009. The fact that some actions
occurred in less than four years (such as the issuance of a check for phase 2 of the development),
does not cure the violation of the four-year statute of limitations. The actions of the County
giving rise to this lawsuit all occurred earlier.
In addition, the Complaint violates the three-year statute of limitations set out in Idaho
Code § 5-218(3) for a taking of personal property. The money paid to the County by Developers
pursuant to the Road Development Agreement is personal property. (In contrast, payment made
pursuant to the earlier Capital Contribution Agreement was a donation of real property and
would not be subject to this statute of limitations.)
The Complaint also violates the six-month statute of limitations set out in Idaho Code
§ 5-221 for claims rejected by a board of county commissioners. Exhaustion and ripeness
principles discussed below require Developers to have sought relief from the County before
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bringing this lawsuit. I lad they done so in a timely fashion, this would have occurred well over
six months ago. Developers should not be able to avoid this statute of limitations by failing to
take mandatory procedural actions.

III.

THIS LAWSl'IT DOES NOT SATISFY THr!: TWO RIPENESS REQVIREMENTS 01'
WILLIAMSON COUNTY.

A.

Overview

In Williamson County Regional Planning Comm 'n v. Hamilton Bank of Johnson City,
473 U.S. 172 (1985), the Supreme Court established two tests for plaintiffs alleging an
uncompensated taking in federal court. 7 First, the claim must be ripe in the sense that the wouldbe plaintiff has availed itself of all opportunities to obtain relief at the administrative level.
Second, before seeking federal court jurisdiction, the plaintiff must utilize state judicial
procedures for inverse condemnation and be denied such compensation. The Plaintiffs fail both
tests.
In Williamson County, a developer sought zoning approval for a residential subdivision.
The developer obtained preliminary plat approval. Before the final plat was submitted, however,
the County amended and toughened the zoning ordinance resulting in a substantial reduction in
the number of lots allowed. The County then disapproved the final plat based on noncompliance
with the revised ordinance.
Plaintiff brought a § 1983 action in federal court alleging, among other things, a taking of
its property. The focus of the argument at trial and on appeal was on whether temporary takings

7 Williamson County has been recognized and followed by the Idaho Supreme Court, as
well. KAIST, LLC v. County ofAda, 138 Idaho 577, 581-82, 67 PJd 56, 60-61 (2003); City ol
Coeur d'Alene v. Simpson, 142 Idaho 839, 845-46, 136 P.3d 310, 316-17 (2006).
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are compensable. R The U.S. Supreme Court, however, changed course and threw the case out on
two procedural grounds. Both were described as ripeness tests. This is not ripeness in the
ordinary sense, however. This is a special variety of ripeness applicable only to federal takings
claims. As noted in footnote 7, however, this law is equally applicablc to federal constitutional
claims raised in state court.

B.

Test 1: The "final decision" requirement

First, the Williamson County Court held that in order to be ripe for judicial review, the
decision appealed from must have been a "final decision";
As this Court has made clear in several recent decisions, a
claim that the application of governmental regulations effects a
taking of property is not ripe until the government entity charged
with implementing the regulations has reached a final decision
regarding application of the regulations to the property at issue."

Williamson County at 186. Although the local planning commission had squarely and repeatedly
rejected the preliminary plat, that was not final enough, said the Court, because the developer
had failed to seek a variance.
As in Hodel, Agins, and Penn Central, then, respondent has
not yet obtained a final decision regarding how it will be allowed
to develop its property. Our reluctance to examine taking claims
until such a final decision has been made is compelled by the very
nature of the inquiry required by the Just Compensation Clause.
. .. Those factors [which determine whether there has been a
taking] simply cannot be evaluated until the administrative agency
has arrived at a final, definitive position regarding how it will
8 The trial court rejected the jury's award of $350,000 for a temporary taking, but issued
an injunction ordering the Commission to apply the 1973 ordinance. The Commission did not
appeal the ruling that it must apply the 1973 ordinance. Instead, the plaintiff appealed the
judgment notwithstanding the verdict as to the temporary taking. On appeal, the Sixth Circuit
reinstated the award for a temporary taking. On certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court, the
Commission contended that even if it should have applied the 1973 ordinance, its failure to do so
constituted at most a temporary regulatory interference that, even if it is a taking, does not give
rise to a claim for money damages. The Supreme Court did not reach the Commission's
argument, instead finding that the plaintiffs claim was not ripe.
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apply the regulations at issue to the particular land in question.
Jf'illiamson County at 190-91 (citing Hodel v. Virginia Sur/ace Afining & Reclamation Assn..
Inc., 452 U.S. 264 (l981)~ Agins v. City o/Tiburon, 447 U.S. 255 (1980); Penn Central Transp.
Co. v. New York City, 438 U.S. 104 (1978)). The message of these four Supreme Court cases is

that developers must take full advantage of opportunities for securing relief from the local
governing body. Until that happens, the finality requirement is not met and the case is not ripe.
'While Williamson County dealt with the failure to seek a variance, the holding is equally
applicable to Plaintiffs' failure to oppose the recommendation made by the p&Z.9 The "factors"
at issue in Williamson County were the traditional federal regulatory takings tests, e.g., "the
effect [of the decision] on the value of respondent's property and investment-backed profit
expectations." Williamson County at 200. The factors at issue here are state law considerations
involving, notably, whether the payment is voluntary. In either case, the federal court is not in a
position to evaluate the factors when the plaintiff has not even bothered to ask the local
government for relief. In other words, Plaintiffs must raise and press their objections with the
local government in a timely and meaningful way in order to set up their claim that the exaction
is involuntary. The Developers here did just the opposite. Not only did the Developers fail to
oppose the mitigation requirements included by the P&Z, they actually proposed these

9 In discussing the difference between ripeness and exhaustion, the Court noted:
"Similarly, respondent would not be required to appeal the Commission's rejection of the
preliminary plat to the Board of Zoning Appeals, because the Board was empowered, at most, to
review that rejection, not to participate in the Commission's decisionmaking." Williamson
County at 193. This example, however, is limited to Tennessee's peculiar appeal mechanism in
which the Board sits in the nature of an appellate body. In Idaho, where cities and counties have
the authority to not only reverse the planning and zoning commission but to modify that
decision, such an appeal presumably would be necessary in order to satisfy Williamson County's
"final decision" requirement.
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conditions in their own Applications. Accordingly, there is no "final decision" in the sense of

Williamson Coun(y.

C.

Test 2: The requirement to employ state inverse condemnation
procedures.

The second holding in the case, also framed in terms of ripeness, is even more restrictive.
As a practical matter, it bars federal court litigation involving regulatory takings claims aimed at
state or local governments (at least in jurisdictions, like Idaho, that allow inverse condemnation
actions). The Williamson County Court held that when a regulatory taking is alleged against a
state or local government agency, the property owner must first "seek compensation through the
procedures the State has provided for doing so" before litigating in federal court. Williamson

County at 194.
Thus, we have held that taking claims against the Federal
Government are premature until the property owner has availed
itself of the process provided by the Tucker Act, 28 U.s.c. § 1491.
Similarly, if a State provides an adequate procedure for seeking
just compensation, the property owner cannot claim a violation of
the Just Compensation Clause until it has used the procedure and
been denied just compensation.

Williamson County at 195 (citing Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986, 1016-20 (1984)).
In other words, where state courts will entertain inverse compensation actions, the
landowner must avail itself of that remedy (and be denied) before initiating federal litigation.
This is necessary, the Court explained, because the Just Compensation Clause does not prohibit
takings. It simply prohibits takings without just compensation. Thus, it is necessary to turn first
to the state to see if compensation will be granted. Williamson County at 194-95.
In Idaho, an allegation of inverse condemnation based on a denial or restrictive approval
of a land use application may be pursued by seeking judicial review of the decision or, in somc
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circumstances, by way of complaint. 10 Under Williamson County, this is a prerequisite to a
federal claim alleging a taking. Having failed to employ this procedure, Developers are barred
from pursuing the matter by way of a takings claim under the Constitution.

D.

The same rules apply to due process claims.

Reframing the question as a due process violation does not change the outcomc. In

Williamson County, the Commission urged that the developer's takings claim should be analyzed
instead as a due process claim. (The Commission hoped that by rcframing it as a duc process
qucstion, it would not give rise to damages for the temporary taking.) The Court said it does not
matter whether you call it a taking or a due process violation; these specialized ripeness tests are
a requirement in any event. "In sum, respondent ldeveloper]'s claim is premature, whether it is
analyzed as a deprivation of property without due process under the Fourteenth Amendment, or
as a taking under the Just Compensation Clause of the Fifth Amendment." Williamson County at
200; 13B Charles Alan Wright and Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1238 (3 rd
ed.2004).

E.

Exceptions are inapplicable

Subsequent federal cases have carved out a few exceptions to the strict ripeness rules set
out in Williamson County (e.g., Palazzolo v. Rhode Island, 533 U.S. 606,618-26 (2001) (futility
exception); Suitum v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 520 U.S. 725,730 (1997) (exception for
10 Idaho first recognized a cause of action for inverse condemnation in Boise Valley
Const. Co. v. Kroeger, r 7 Idaho 384, 105 P. J070 (1909). It continues to recognize the action.
"A property owner who believes that his or her property, or some interest therein, has been
invaded or appropriated to the extent of a taking, but without due process of law and the payment
of compensation, may bring an action for inverse condemnation." KMST, LLC v. County of Ada,
138 Idaho 577, 581,67 PJd 56, 60 (2003). To support a claim for inverse condemnation, "the
action must be: (1) instituted by a property owner who (2) asserts that his property, or some
interest therein, has been invaded or appropriated (3) to the extcnt ofa taking, (4) but without
due process oflaw, and (5) without payment of just compensation." COVington v. Jefferson
County, 137 Idaho 777, 780,53 P.3d 828, 831 (2002).
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artificially created finality requirements)).ll None are applicable here. 12 Accordingly, the black
Jetter rule in Williamson County applies, and Developers have not met it.

IV.

THE DEVELOPERS' CLAIMS ALSO FAIL TWO TESTS ESTABlISHED U]'\DER K1lJST
AND WHITE.

A.

Overview

If the Developers' constitutional claims survive the hurdles described above, they
nonetheless fail as a matter of state procedural and substantive law.
Developers' lawsuit follows on the heels of three recent "illegal tax" cases which struck
down impact fees imposed by local governments. 13 Plaintiffs' suit is a copycat. But it is a
flawed copycat. Plaintiffs fail to recognize that their situation is fundamentally different in two
ways. First, they failed to exhaust. The Developers paid the money without objection and
without administrative or judicial appeal, accepted the benefits of roads constructed on their
behalf, and then, years later, brought a lawsuit. Second, their payment was voluntary. In the
case at bar, fees were not imposed by the governing body pursuant to ordinance (as they were in

Sun Valley, McCall, and Blaine County). Instead, they were proposed by the Developers and
These exceptions have been recognized in Idaho as well. City of Coeur d'Alene v.
Simpson, 142 Idaho 839, 845-46,136 PJd 310, 316-17 (2006).
II

The first of the Williamson County ripeness requirements (final decision) does not
apply to physical takings, while the second one (utilization of inverse condemnation) does.
Plaintiffs contend at page 7 of Plaintiff., . Reply to County's Response to Application for
Preliminary Injunction (Document 25) that the County's action constitutes a physical taking. As
the County explained at pages 3-5 of County's Surreply to Applicationfor Preliminary
lrljunction (Document 30), Plaintiffs' allegation is of a regulatory taking. There is no foundation
for even an allegation of a physical taking.
12

13 Cove Springs Development. Inc. v. Blaine County, Ca<;e No. CV2008-22 (Idaho, Fifth
Judicial Dist., June 3, 2008) (declaring unlawful and unconstitutional various exaction and
comprehensive plan ordinance provisions); Schaefer v. City of Sun Valley, Case No. CY -06-882
(Idaho, Fifth Judicial Dist. July 3, 2007) (declaring unconstitutional Sun Valley's impact fee for
affordable housing); Alountain Central Bd. of Realtors, Inc. v. City oflvfcCall, Case No. CY
2006-490-C (Idaho, Fourth Judicial Dist., Feb. 19,2008) (invalidated two ordinances imposing
impact fees for affordable housing).
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reflected in written agreements entered into in good faith by the parties. In other words, they
were contract payments, not impact fees.
Both of these flaws were present also in KMST. LLC v. County ofAda, 138 Idaho 577,
583,67 P.3d 56,62 (2003), a case that is controlling here. In K}.;fST, a developer brought two
claims against the Ada County Highway District ("ACHD"), one in connection with AeHD's
road dedication requirement and another in connection with ACHD's impact fees. (Despite the
case name, the claims against Ada County were not pursued on appeal.) The Idaho Supreme
Court dismissed both ACHD claims on technical grounds-Williamson County ripeness (as to
the dedication) and exhaustion (as to the impact fees). We have already addressed Williamson

County. The exhaustion requirement, however, is an additional state law requirement. The

KMSTCourt went on to opine as to the merits of the takings claim on the road dedication saying
that this was not a taking because it was voluntarily offered. In essence, it was a not a "taking"
but a "giving" (our words, not the Court's). This holding, too, is on point and is a fatal flaw
going to the merits of Plaintiffs' claim.

B.

The Developers faiJed to exhaust

In KMST, the plaintiff failed to exhaust because it paid the fees rather than appealing
them.
[KMST] simply paid the impact fees in the amount initially
calculated. Having done so, it cannot now claim that the amount
of the impact fees constituted an unconstitutional taking of its
property.
As a general rule, a party must exhaust administrative
remedies before resorting to court to challenge the validity of
administrative acts. ... KMST had the opportunity to challenge
the calculation of the impact fees administratively, and it chose not
to do so.
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KAI5;T, 137 Idaho at 583,67 P.3d at 62.14
The Devc/opers are in the same position. They could have withdrawn the offer they
made in their

0\\11

Applications to provide mitigation. They could have raised their concerns in

any of the hearings before the P&Z. Likewise, they could have objected to the P&Z's
recommendation when the matter was taken up by the Board of County Commissioners. They
did none of these. Accordingly, they have failed to exhaust, as required by KMST.

KMST recognizes limited exceptions to the exhaustion requirement, notably "when the
agency acted outside its authority." KMST, 138 Idaho at 582, 67 P.3d at 61. Those exceptions
were not applicable in KAl';;;T, nor are they applicable here. IS And for good reason. The policy

14 ACHD's impact fees were imposed pursuant to the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act
("IDIFA"), Idaho Code §§ 67-8201 to 67-8216. Valley County has not yet adopted an IDIFAcompliant impact fee ordinance (although it is in the process of doing so). But KAlST remains on
point. The exhaustion requirement is not a function of IDIF A. It is based on general principles
of administrative law. ,. As a general rule, a party must exhaust administrative remedies before
resorting to the eourts to challenge the validity of administrative acts. K.AvfST, 137 Idaho at 583,
67 PJd at 62.
15 A review of the cases shows that this exception applies only to facial challenges to
ordinances and statutes. The clearest statement that exhaustion is required in as applied
constitutional challenges is found in White v. Bannock County Comm 'rs, 139 Idaho 396,80 PJd
332 (2003). In White, the Court rejected an end run around the judicial review requirements in
the Local Land Use Planning Act by a neighbor challenging zoning approval for an asphalt plant.
Rather than pursuing an administrative appeal, Mr. White filed suit raising various "as applied"
due process challenges to the zoning approval. The County sought dismissal for failure to
exhaust. The Court recognized that there are exceptions to the exhaustion requirement but said
they did not apply. "We also conclude that the recognized exceptions to the exhaustion doctrine
do not apply to the present case where the question of a conditional use permit' is one within the
zoning authority's specialization and when the administrative remedy is as likely as the judicial
remedy to provide the wanted relief.'" White, 139 Idaho at 402,80 P.3d at 338 (citing Fairway
Development Co. v. Bannock County, ) J 9 Idaho 121, 124, 804 P.2d 294, 297 (1990)). The
obvious conclusion is that when parties to a zoning matter wish to challenge the constitutional
adequacy of administrative proceedings (as opposed to the ordinance itself), they must first
present their objections to the local governmental officials and give them an opportunity to
consider and, if necessary, address the alleged violations. "As we have previously recognized,
important policy considerations underlie the requirement for exhausting administrative remedies,
such as providing the opportunity for mitigating or curing errors without judicial intervention,
deferring to the administrative processes established by the Legislature and the administrative
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considerations articulated by the Court in White are poignantly applicable here. I lad the
Developers timely opposed the mitigation proposal, objected to the Mitigation Agreements, or
stated that they were acting under protest, the County would have been on notice as to the
situation. Because the Developers did not take such action, there is no way of kno'Wing how
events might have unfolded. The Developers might have proceeded with their Applications
without any mitigation proposal, but it would have been much harder to sell the lots if the project
was accessed by unimproved roads. 16 Instead, the Developers pursued their offer of mitigation
and entered into the Mitigation Agreements. The County also complied with the terms of the
Mitigation Agreements, spending road development money on road improvements that directly
benetlted the Developers. The message from KMST and White is that developers cannot play it
both ways. There is a reason the Legislature created an administrative appeal process. It is to
avoid lawsuits like this one.

C.

Developers' actions were voluntary.

The !GUST case also applied Williamson County in ruling that KMST's action could not
be challenged under § 1983 because its decision was not a "tlnal decision." The Court then went
on to say that even if ACHD's recommendation had been a final decision, it would not have
constituted a taking because the dedication was voluntary.17 In a pre-application meeting with

body, and the sense of comity for the quasi-judicial functions of the administrative body."
White, l39 Idaho at 337-38.80 P.3d at 401-02. Thus, although the Court did not say so in so
many words, it is inescapable from White that the exhaustion exception does not apply to "as
applied" constitutional challenges.
16 Had the Developers withdra\vn their offer to provide road mitigation set out in their
own Applications, the County would have been entitled to withhold approval of the project or to
condition timing of the development upon finding other funding for the necessary road
construction. The County certainly has that authority. Idaho Code § 67 -6512(a).

17 Technically one might argue that this was dictum, but Justice Eismann's language
made it clear that the Court intended it as a ruling.
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ACHD staff, KMST was advised that staff would recommend a requirement ofa road dedication.
In order to move things along, KMST agreed to the dedication and included it in its application.
This proved fatal to KMST's taking claim.
KMST representatives included the construction and dedication of
Bird Street in the application because they were concerned that
failing to do so would delay closing on the property and
development ofthe property. K\1ST's propertv was not taken. It
voluntarily decided to dedicate the road to the public in order to
speed approval of its development. Having done so, it cannot now
claim that its property was "taken."
KA1..~T,

138 Idaho at 582, 67 P.3d at 61 (emphasis supplied) (internal quotations identifying

district court's language omitted). This language is significant because it shows that it makes no
difference that the developer was motivated by a desire to speed the processing of its application;
the developer's action is still voluntary.
The Developers' situation here is indistinguishable. Perhaps they were not pleased with
the idea of paying their fair share of transportation costs, but they did not say so and they
certainly did not challenge the County's authority to accept such mitigation. One way or
another, the Developers needed to assure the County that adequate infrastructure would be in
place to support the new development. The Developers could have simply waited until the
County was able to raise the funds to build that infrastructure. Instead, in order to speed their
project forward, the Developers elected to make payments to the County reflecting the project's
proportionate share of transportation impact costs.
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Having so elected, the Developers cannot now be heard to complain that the payments
they agreed to make were illegal taxes. This was the holding of the Idaho Supreme Court in
KAfSr.

18

V.

IF PLAINTIFFS' INVERSE CONDEMNATION ACTION IS DlS:\1ISSED, ITS REQUEST
FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF IS MOOT.

The core of Plaintiffs' claim, of course, is its desire to get its money hack-i. e., their
inverse condemnation claim. As shown above, that claim is procedurally and substantively
flawed. lfthe County is under no obligation to return the money, Plaintiffs' ancillary request for
declaratory relief is meaningless and moot. It would he of academic interest only and is not a
proper subject for judicial action.
VI.

PLAINTIFFS' REQUEST FOR RELIEF WITH RESPECT TO FUTURE ACTIONS IS NOT
RIPE.

This lawsuit is focused primarily on past actions-notably the Mitigation Agreements.
Plaintiffs, however, have also included requests for injunctive and declaratory relief with respect
to actions that might be taken by the County in the future.
Obviously, the Court has no jurisdiction to entertain a lawsuit respecting things the
Plaintiffs think the County might do in the future. \Vhat actions the Plaintiffs and the County
might take in the future regarding yet-to-be negotiated future road development agreements is
plainly speculative. Indeed, the County is now undergoing a complete review of its policies
regarding permitting of new developments and is exploring the enactment of a new IDIFAcompliant ordinance that would moot any claims with respect to future development agreements.

Developers may contend that their action was not voluntary, but no evidence supports
this. Valley County's Statement a/Material Facts Not in Dispute fully documents the voluntary
nature of the Developers' actions.
18
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for

The Court cannot entertain lawsuits over such patently unripe allegations. Equitable principles
prevent the Developers from obtaining the remedies they seek here.
VII.

EQl!IT ABLE PRINCIPLES PREVENT THE DEVELOPERS FROM OB'fAIMNG THE
REMEDmS THEY SEEK HERE.

The Developers benefited substantially from their arrangement with the County. As a
result of the Agreement, the Developers did not have to wait for the County to find the money to
build roads, and the approved portions of their project were completed before the economic
crash. Those roads are now in place, and the property continues to benefit from an improved
regional road network. Despite those benefits, Plaintiffs want their money back.
The law of common law of equity, however, prevents the Developers from having their
cake and eating it, too. Settled equitable principles demand that the Developers not prevail in
their attempt to profit from what amounts to nothing more than reneging on an explicit
agreement regarding the most appropriate way to finance necessary road improvements.
First, the law abhors the unjust enrichment of one party at the expense of another, and it
is a general principle oflaw that one should be required to make restitution of benefits received,
retained, or appropriated from another. 66 Am. Jur. 2d Restitution and Implied Contracts § 8
(2001). Allowing the Developers to recover the negotiated transportation payments from the

County would result in an unjust enrichment for the Developers at the expense of the County.
Equity does not permit the Developers to profit from the County's expenditure of public funds
without providing anything in return. See Barry v. Pacific West Construction. Inc., 140 Idaho
827, 103 P.3d 440 (2004) (general contractor was unjustly enriched by uncompensated work of
subcontractor).
Second, someone who performs substantial services for another without an express
agreement for compensation ordinarily becomes entitled to the reasonable value of those
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services. 66 Am. Jur. 2d Restitution and Implied Contracts § 37 (2001). Again, even if there
were no valid agreement between the panies, the fact remains that the County performed the
substantial service of designing, financing, and building the road network to serve the
Developers' property. Under this theory of quantum meruit, the County is entitled to the
reasonable value of the work and material provided to the Developers. The negotiated
transportation-related cost in the Agreement represents the reasonable value and should not be
returned to Developers.
Third, courts in equity ean use "promissory estoppel" to enforce a promise made without
consideration when the following elements are present: (i) the detriment suffered in reliance on
the promise was substantial in an economic sense; (ii) the substantial loss to the promisee acting
in reliance was, or should have been, foreseen by the promisor; and (iii) the promisee must have
acted reasonably in justifiable reliance on the promise made. Rule Sales and Service, Inc. v. US.

Bank National Association, 133 Idaho 669, 674, 99 I P.2d 857, 862 (Idaho Ct. App. 2000). Put
another way, "the doctrine requires only that it be foreseeable to the promisor that the promisee
would take some action or forbearance in reliance upon the promise and would thereby suffer
substantial loss if the promise were to be dishonored." !d. at 675, 991 P.2d at 863. In this action,
by trying to get its money back, the Developers are essentially claiming a right to take back their
promise to pay. But the County already relied on that promise and, reasonably and justifiably,
suffered a substantial economic detriment in response. To allow the Developers to dishonor their
promise now would be a great injustice.
Fourth, the equitable principle of laches provides that a plaintiff is estopped from
asserting the alleged invasion of his rights when: (i) the plaintiff delayed in asserting these rights;
(ii) the plaintiff had notice and an opportunity to institute a suit; (iii) the defendant did not know
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that the plaintiff would assert such rights; and (iv) the delayed suit would injure or prejudice the
defendant. Finucane v. Village of Hayden , 86 Idaho 199,205,384 P.2d 236,240 (1963). All
those tests are met here. Allowing the Developers to recover the negotiated transportationrelated costs now will require the County to burden its citizens to raise money to pay the
Developers for expenditures already made on behalf of the Developers. This financial burden
would result in a windfall to the Developers and severely injure and prejudice the County.
Equity should prevent such a result. The undisputed facts in the record show that Plaintiffs did
not raise any objection to any action of the County. Plaintiffs may claim that they did not object
because they assumed the County's actions were lawful. That is, in effect, an admission that
they did not question the County's actions, and, in any event, it is insufficient to overcome the
equities favoring the County.
Finally, the equitable concept of "waiver" applies in an action for breach of contract and
states that "a party who accepts the other's performance without objection is assumed to have
received the performance contemplated by the agreement." 17 A Am. Jur. 2d Contracts § 640
(2001). "A waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment ofa known right or advantage rand
the] party asserting the waiver must show that he has acted in reliance upon such a waiver and
reasonably altered his position to his detriment." Dennett v. Kuenzli, 130 Idaho 21,26,936 P.2d
219,224 (Idaho Ct. App. 1997). Here, the Developers arc not claiming breach of contract
against the County, but the principles behind the concept of waiver instruct that the Developers
cannot now complain that the road construction under the terms of the .\1itigation Agreements
was anything but acceptable. Until this suit was filed, Developers did not characterize the
negotiated transportation-related payment as an illegal impact fee or assert its purported rights to
be free from illegal impact fees. Had the Developers done so, the County could have responded
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accordingly Ih.:n. Ilo\\ever, nothing of the sorl took place <lnd til.: County acted in rdiaJl(:c on
the Dcvd\lpers'

acCCrlam;~

of lhe

COllnly'~

perCOfmaIlU; of it-; outies under the Agreerntnt

Waiver principles should prevent the Devt:lupers [mm asserting that thl..' CDunty did anythi!1g
\\rong now

Co:\{; Lt ~ION

In

~hort.

payments mad\: by Plaintiffs were not illegal taxes out

\\CTC

voluntarily

negotiated payments that hcm.:lited them by funding road construction on an expedited basis.
[vcn if those

paymcnt~

hud lx:cn Illegal taxcs.}1()\\-cvcr, it i::; too lale to challenge them now.

Plilintiff<; were obligated to challenge them at the time. Doing so

Ilm\

violates the statuI\:

or

Iimilalil)ns as well as ,,·;ell-settled cxhaUSlilln and ripeness principles. For these and all of the
utileI' legal and cquitablc reasons discussed abovc. juJglllcnt shollid be enlcrcd
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Plaintiffs' la\'vsuit.
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Exhibit A - Conditional Use Permit (May 24,2005)
Exhibit B - Road Development Agreement (June 26, 2006 - effective date)
Exhibit C - Plaintiffs' discovery responses (July 26, 2010)
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IN THE DISTRIC COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
~

THE S1'A TE 0
•

IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C01JNTY OF VALLEY

BUCKSIQN PROPERT S, INC. an
Idaho Corpontlon, and
ERI.JNE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
LIability Company,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CY-2009-554-C

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO FILE
BRIEF EXCEEDL'iG TWENTY·
FlVE Os) PAGES

VS.

-_

VALLEY COUNTY, a p Utlcal subdivision
of the State of Idaho .
...... _....
. .. ' "_.1._ .. , •. ,.
Defendant.

Plaintiffs. Buckski

Properties, Inc. and Timberline Development, lle (hereinafter

"Plaintiffs"). by and throug their attorneys of record, the law firm of Evans Keane LLP, hereby
moves for pemlission to fil a brief exceeding the 2S-page limit of Fourth District Court Local
Rule 8.1.

The Brief that is the subject of this motion is the Plaintiff's Memorandum in

Opposition Valley County' Motion for Summary Judgment filed October 14, 2010.
Plaintiffs move to fi e a brief exceeding 25 pages for the following reasons:

PLAINTIFFS' MonON TO

BRIEF RXCEBDING TWENTY.F1VE (25) PAGES - I

EVANS KEANE UP

10129/2010 10: 00 PAX 2083453!H

141 003

Pursuant to he Local Rule 8.1 of the Local Rules of the District Court aod

1,

Magistrate Division for the Fourth Judicial District, a memorandum may not exceed tvlcnty-five

(25) pages.
Defendant

alley County bas filed a Statement of Material Facts in Support of

Motion for Summary Jud

ent totaling thirteen (13) pages and an Opening Brief in Support of

Motion for Summary Jud

ent totaling twenty-nine (29) pages, Both documents, together, total

2,

forty~two

3.

(42) pages.

Plaintiffs re uest that they be allowed to file their opposing memOTartdum, which

will contain facts, points
(25) page limit prescribed
For these reasons,
Opposition to Valley Coun

d authorities of equal length and not be limited to the twenty-five
Local Rule 8.1.
aintiffs move this Court to allow the filing of their :\I[emorandum in
'5

Motion for Summa.ry Judgment in excess of25 pages, but not to

exceed 42 pages.
DATED this 15th

y of October, 2010,

BV ANS KEANE. I.\.P

By

Ycd;~~
f e Fmn

Victor Villegas,

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, INC. an
Idaho Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-2009-554-C
Pl.AI~TIFFS' MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
VALLEY COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho.
Defendant.
PJaintiffs, by and through their attorneys of record, Evans Keane. LLP, submit this
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Valley County's Motion for Summary Judgment:
INTRODUCTIO~

Buckskin

Properties,

Inc.

("Buckskin")

and

Timberline

Development,

LLC

(,Timberline") (collectively "Plaintiffs") undertook a multi-phase Planned Cnit Development in
Valley County, Idaho called The Meadows at West Mountain (the ·'Meadows"). Valley County
imposed the payment of impact fees as a condition to approve Plaintiffs' final plat for the various

PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT- I

phases of the Meadows. Valley County's impact fee is iJJegal. To require the payment of an
impact fee, Idaho law requires that a governmental entity first enact an impact fee ordinance in
compliance with the Idaho Development Impact Fee Act ("lDIFA"), Idaho Code Section 678201 et. seq. lDIFA sets forth the appropriate procedures and mechanisms necessary to collect

impact fees under Idaho law. Valley County failed to comply with IDIFA and the procedures
under IDIFA, but required developers to pay impact fees nonetheless.
Plaintiffs filed this lawsuit seeking a declaration that the contracts under which Valley
County required the payment of iHegaJ impact fees are invalld and seeking a judgment that
Valley County violated their rights in conditioning approval of their project based on the
payment of the illegal impact fees. Valley County now tiles a motion for summary judgment
seeking dismissal of Plaintiffs' lawsuit on grounds that Plaintiffs entered into the agreements and
paid the fees voluntarily. PlaintifTs did not enter the agreements or pay any of Valley County's
illegal impact fees voluntarily.

As set forth herein, there are significant disputes regarding

material facts and Valley County is not entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law.

STATEMENT OF DISPUTED AND UNDISPUTED FACTS.
In its Statement of Material Facts Valley County provides the initial history of Plaintiffs'
land-use application for the development

pr~iect

at issue in this case.

The facts regarding

Plaintiffs' application, the dates filed, and the actual contents of the application are largely
undisputed.

In presenting its version of the facts, however, Valley County focuses almost

exclusively on a proposed Development Agreement, which was attached to Plaintiffs'
application, but ultimately was not signed or used, in an effort to establish that Plaintiffs'
payment of the illegal impact fee at issue in this case was "voluntary." In doing so, Valley
County purposely ignores significant material facts regarding why Plaintiffs attached the

PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SlIM\1ARY
JUDGMENT-2
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proposed Development Agreement to their original application and why that proposed agreement
addressed the payment of illegal impact fees.
Buckskin originally submitted an application on or about March 29, 2004, for a Planned
Cnit Development ('·PUD"). Conditional ese Permit ("CUP"), Preliminary Plat and final plat for
Phase 1 for The Meadows located in Valley County, Idaho. (Affidavit of Joseph Pachner in
Support of Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment ("Pachner Affidavit"),

~

9.) The application was signed by Jack A. Charters, who is

deceased, and was submitted by the engineer for the project, Joseph Pachner. (fd.) Buckskin is a
member of defendant Timberline.
~emorandum

(Affidavit of ::\1ichael Mailhot in Support of Plaintiffs'

in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment (,'Mailhot

Affidavit"), ~ 3.)
As part of the application, Buckskin attached two proposed agreements, a Development
Agreement and a Capital Contribution Agreement.

(Pachner Affidavit,

~,

3-8.)

Buckskin

submitted these proposed agreements with its application because Valley County's Land Use and
Development Ordinance ("LUDO'') required that Plaintiffs, as applicants for a PUD, enter into a
Development Agreement. (Id.) The LUDO states, in relevant part:
I.

DEVELOPME~T

AGREEMENT

Because of the uniqueness of each proposal a PUD may impact county services
and/or property which may be mitigated through a Development Agreement.
Compensation for these impacts shall be negotiated in work sessions with
appropriate county entities and a Development Agreement sl,ml be entered into
between the applicant and the county through the Board as additional conditions
considered for approval of a PlJD.

J.

IMPACT FEES

The Commission may recommend to the Board impact fees as authorized by
Idaho Code Section 31-870 for any PUD proposal. The Board may implement the
impact fees as recommended by the Commission or as it deems necessary for the
proposal.

PLAI1\TIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFE1\DA1\rS MOTIO]\; FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - 3

(emphasis added). The idea to enter into a Development Agreement or pay an impact fee was
not Plaintiff", but rather it was required by Valley County's ordinances and policies.
Additional history of Valley County's impact fee program is also necessary for the Court
to understand how and why PlaintifTs entered into these agreements with Valley County. When
Valley County began to experience an increase in development during the past decade, it
initiated what it called a Capital Improvement" Program ("CIP"). (See Deposition of Gordon
Cruickshank ("Cruickshank Depo."), p. 36. 1. 17 - p. 37,1. 8, attached to the Affidavit of Victor
S. Villegas in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment (Villegas
Affidavit), Ex. A.). A description of Valley County's CIP can he found in the public reeords
such as Valley County's March, 2008 Master Transportation Plan. The Transportation Plan
describes the CIP as:
E.

Capital Improvement Program Process and Purpose

Valley County has developed and adopted a Capital Improvement Program (CIP).
The following description of the CIP is provided by Valley County:
"In 2005, the Valley County Commissioners initiated a Road Development
Agreement (RDA) process to require new developments to pay a fee to
mitigate the impacts of their developments on the roads and bridges in Valley
County. The RDA process replaced the Capital Contribution Agreements that
were used by Valley County for larger developments that needed infrastructure
improvements. The RDA requires all developers to pay a fee based on the
number of trips their developments generate. Developers are, in effect, required
to pay for the roadway capacity their developments use. The fee must be
paid at the time of final plat. Credit is given for ROW required from the
development and any in-lieu-of contributions, such as construction materials or
developer sponsored construction of portions of roads and bridges.
(Cruickshank Depo., Ex. l.)(emphasis added).
Under that program, the County identitied different areas throughout the county to
determine the level of road improvements necessary for the roads in that area to handle the
increases in trame as a result of the development. (ld.) Valley County identified approximately

15 to 20 CIP areas throughout the county. (Jd. at p. 39, 1. 2-11.)
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The CIP required that developers pay a fee, construct in-kind improvements on existing
roadways or dedicate rights-of-way in an amount calculated by the County's engineer to deal
with impacts on county roads. (ld. at p. 41, 1. 7

p. 42, I. 18.) The CIP, and calculations as to

road impacts allegedly caused by new development, was completed by Valley County and its
engineer sometime between 2000 and 2005. (ld. at p. 43, 1. 6 - p. 45, 1. 11.) Valley County did
not bother to follow IDIF A and the process required under IDIF A to charge developers impact
fees for their development. This is true even though Valley County officials understood that they
were requiring developers to pay to mitigate the impacts of development. (Deposition of F.
Phillip Davis ("Davis Depo."), p. 59, 11. 16-24, attached to the Villegas Affidavit, Ex. B.)
Planning and Zoning officials just assumed that the Road Development Agreements were lawful
under the Local Land Use Planning Act ("LLUPA"). which allows for development agreements
for zoning changes. (Deposition of Cynda M. Herrick ("Herrick Depo."), p t 12, I. 22 - p. 113, l.
5, p. 121, n. 12-17, attached to the Villegas Affidavit, Ex. C.)
The CIP was implemented, after due discussion between the VaHey County
Commissioners, Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission and Gordon Cruickshank,
who was the Valley County Road Department Supervisor at the time. (Cruickshank Depo. p. 45,
l. 12 -po 48, 1. 15.) The Valley County Commissioners directed the Valley County Planning and

Zoning Commission to begin conditioning final approval of developments by requiring
developers to enter into an agreement with the county to pay for impacts on county roads based
on the CIP and calculations arrived by the County and its engineers. (Cruickshank Depo .. at p.
45. I. 18

p. 50, I. 5; Davis Depo., at p. 110, I. 1 - p. 11 J, I. 25.; Affidavit of DeMar Burnett

("Burnett Affidavit''' Ti 3.) As a result, the Planning and Zoning Department began conditioning
final plat approval on developers entering into an agreement with the county to pay for road
impacts. (Cruickshank Depo., at p. 49. H. 12-17; Herrick Depo., Ex. C; Burnett Affidavit,

~

3.)
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The CIP area for The Meadows is the West Roseberry Area. (Pachner Affidavit, ~ 14,
Ex. G.) For Phase 1 of The Meadows the impact fee was calculated by Pat Dobie, the Valley
County engineer, pursuant to a traffic impact study he conducted related to the development of
the Tamarack Resort. (Pachner Affidavit, ~ 5; Burnett Affidavit, ~•. 4-5, Exs. A, B.) According
to Dobie's traffic impact study and his calculations, an impact fee of approximately $ 1,800.00
per residential unit was necessary to account for impacts of new development on the roadways.
(Pachner Affidavit, ~~ 5-7; Burnett Affidavit, '-;'4-5, Exs. A 8.) This amount and the fact that
Valley County planned to require that all developers enter into an agreement with Valley County
to pay the impact fee as a condition to approval of a land use application was determined before
Buckskin filed its application. (Burnett Affidavit,

~~

4-5, Exs. A, 8.)

As Buckskin prepared to submit its application, it was made clear by Dobie and/or
Planning and Zoning Administrator Cynda Herrick that Buckskin would be required to enter into
an agreement with Valley County and pay the impact fee predetermined by Valley County in
order get approval for final plat. (Pachner Affidavit, ~ 6, Ex. C.) This was re-confirmed at the
Planning and Zoning Commission public hearing to consider Buckskin's PUD application on
May 17, 2004. (Pachner Affidavit, ~~ 9-10; Burnett Atlidavit, ~~ 4-5, Exs. A. B.) Based on
Dobie's calculation and the LUDO, Buckskin provided a proposed Capital Contribution
Agreement and a proposed Development Agreement identifying the payment of an impact fee.
(Pachner Affidavit,

~

6-8.)

Plaintiffs and Valley County never entered into the proposed

Development Agreement.
Ultimately, Buckskin entered into a different Capital Contribution Agreement for Phase 1
of The Meadows, which Valley County prepared. (ld.,

~

11, Ex. E.) The Capital Contribution

Agreement was Valley County's precursor to the Road Development Agreement. (Cruickshank
Depo., p. 50. I. - p. 51, I. 10.)

The County Commissioners later changed the name of the
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agreement from Capital Contribution Agreement to Road Development Agreement to avoid
confusion. (/d.) Nonetheless, the terms and conditions of the Capital Contribution Agreement
were not negotiated or discussed prior to Valley County conditioning final plat approval on
entering into the agreement. (Pachner Affidavit. ~.' 10-13.) Likewise, Valley County's Capital
Contribution Agreement and the contents of the agreement differed from the proposed Capital
Contribution Agreement submitted by Buckskin with its application.
Plaintiffs' proposed agreements included the amount of the road impact fee only because
Valley County had predetermined and dictated the amount of the impact fcc. (Jd., at ~, 5-7.)
Buckskin never entered into a "Development Agreement" with Valley County, but was forced to
enter into a Road Development Agreement for Phases 2 and 3 of The Meadows. (ld., at 'I~ 1213.) The Road Development Agreement for Phases 2 and 3 also was not negotiated or discussed
prior to Valley County conditioning final plat approval on entering into the agreement. (ld.)
This was the typical experience for developers in Valley County. As the projects neared
the point where approval of a final plat was necessary, developers generally paid a visit to the
VaHey County Road Department to discuss the Road Development Agreement and how it would
be implemented.

(Cruickshank Depo., at p. 49, I. 12 - p. 50, I. 5.)

The actual Road

Development Agreement was prepared by Valley County and its engineer; when the agreement
wa.." finalized, it was sent to the County Commissioners for approvaL (Id. at p. 50,1. 6 - p. 52, 1.
6.) The key component of the Road Development Agreement was the payment obligation based

on Valley County's calculation of a monetary fee, or whether the developer would dedicatc a
right-of-way or undertake in-kind roadway construction in \leu of paying a fee. (Jd. at p. 53, \.
11

p. 54, l. 17.) Approval of the Road Development Agreement occurred when the developer

sought approval of the final plat and after all conditions of the preliminary plat were satisfied.

(Id. at p. 56, 11. 3-20.)
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Plaintiffs prepared to get tinal plat approval to develop Phases 4 through60f The
:vteadows on or around August 2007. Based on Valley County's impact fce, as calculated by
Parametrix (Valley County's current engineer) under the West Roseberry Area 2007 Roadway
Capital Improvement Program, the fee increased from $1,844.00 to $3,968.00.
Affidavit.

~

(Pachner

14, Ex. 0.) This increase was both startling and unanticipated. As a result of the

increase, Buckskin representatives scheduled a meeting with Jerry Robinson the current Valley
County Road Superintendent to discuss the Road Development Agreement and the increase in
the fee. (Affidavit of Larry Mangum ("Mangum Aftidavit"),
Pachner Aftidavit,

~f~

~~

4-5; Mailhot Affidavit, cr 6-7;

15-16.)

A primary purpose for this meeting was to request that Buckskin be allowed to post a
bond for payment of the impact fee rather than payment of the entire fee up front. (Mailhot
Affidavit,

~

6.) At this meeting Mr. Robinson informed the Buckskin representatives that they

had to enter into a Road Development Agreement and that they had to pay the fee in full to get
final plat. (Mailhot Aftidavit,

~~

6-7; Mangum Affidavit,

~l~

4-5; Pachner Affidavit,

~~

15-16.)

When questioned about the impact fee and why it more than doubled from Phases 2 and 3, :'vir.
Robinson told the Buckskin representatives that he hoped someone would take Valley County to
court to figure out if the Road Development Agreements and the impact fees required under the
agreements were legal.
AfIidavit,

~~

(Mangum Affidavit,

~~f

4-5; Mailhot Afiidavit,

~~

6-7; Pachner

15-16.)

Plaintiffs' experience was the same as all other developers.

Valley County required

developers to enter into a Road Development Agreement regardless of the size of the
development, including a one-lot subdivision. (Cruickshank Depo., at p. 70, I. 25

p. 71, 1. 5.)

The amount of the fee a developer was required to pay for road impacts under the Road
Development Agreement depended on the CIP area and the traffic impact that Valley County and
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its engineers determined the development would place on the roads in the area of the
development. (ld. at p. 71, II. 6-25.) The Road Development Agreement also had to be signed
by the developer and the fec paid before the developer could get on the agenda for the Board of

County Commissioners to consider the developer's final plat. (Jd. at p. 106.1. 23 - p. 109,1.9.)
This process of finalizing the Road Development Agreement and identifying the fee the
developer was required to pay under the agreement usually happened well after the initial
approval of the application for a CUP. (ld. at p. 117,1. 8

p. 119, l. 24.)

Other than the amount of the fee paid under the Road Development Agreement, the
wording of the agreements generally did not vary from developer to developer. (ld. at p. 125, II.
2-7.) Developers, however, did not know the contents of or the terms and conditions of a Road
Development Agreement when their CUP was approved with the condition that they enter into a
Road Development Agreement. (Herrick Depo .. at p. 83, 1. 24 - p. 84, 1. 16.) Unquestionably,
signing the Road Development Agreement and paying the required fee under the agreement,
however, was a required condition to obtaining final plat and authorization to begin construction.
(Cruickshank Depo. at p. 137, I. 6 - p. 138,1. 21; Herrick Depo., at p. 101, I. 23 - p. 102, I. 3, p.
107, I. 10 - p. 109, L 9; Davis Depo., p. 65, I. 16 - p. 68, I. 2.)
Signing a Road Development Agreement was not voluntary; if one wanted final plat
signing, the Road Development Agreement and paying the fee was required. (Herrick Depo., at
p. 104, 1. 2-18.) Gordon Cruickshank testified that signing the Road Development Agreement
and payment of the fee were "required" and "not voluntary". (Cruickshank Depo., p. l37, I. 6
p. 138, L 21.)
Valley County approved PlaintiiTs' application for a PUD, CUP and preliminary plat for
The Meadows on July 12, 2004, and CUP No. 04-01 was issued effective July 13, 2004.
(Pachner Affidavit,

~~

9-10, Ex. D.)

Condition No. 12 of the CUP states that a Capital
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Contribution Agreement must receive approval from the County Commissioners and Condition
No. 17 states that the final plat must dedicate a right-of-way to the County along West Roseberry
Road. (ld.)
Valley County's Planning and Zoning stail never informed PlaintitTs that its CIP included
"voluntary contributions" from developers to pay for the developer's proportionate share of
impacts created by developments. (Mangum Affidavit, , 3; Mailhot Affidavit,

~

8.) Plaintiffs

understood that the agreements were required under the LUDO and Valley County's CIP.
(Pachner Affidavit,

~~

8, 11-12, IS; Mai thot Affidavit, , 8; Mangum Affidavit, , 3.) Valley

County' engineer, planning and zoning representatives and road department consistently
informed Plaintiffs that they would be required to enter into a contract with Valley County and
pay a fee as a condition to final plat approval. (Pachner Affidavit,

«J,

6-7).

,~

4-6, 16; Mailhot Affidavit

There were no negotiations regarding the form or content of the initial Capital

Contribution Agreement or subsequent Road Development Agreements. (Pachner Affidavit,
7,10-11,13; Mangum Affidavit,

~

3; Mailhot Affidavit"

~~

8.) Valley County dictated all terms

of the agreements and the amount of the fees.
Under the Capital Contribution Agreement for Phase I, which Valley County prepared,
Plaintiffs dedicated a right-of-way with a total value of $91,142.00. (Mangum Affidavit,

4i

3;

Pachner Affidavit, , 11, Ex. E.) Under the Road Development Agreement for Phases 2 and 3,
which Valley County also prepared, Plaintiffs paid a total impact fee of $232, 160.00 after offsets
for right-of-way dedication. (Pachner Aflidavit, , 12, Ex. F.) This amount was calculated by
Dobie and had to be paid before tinal plat was granted and recorded. (Jd., at

,~

5-7, 12-13) As

Buckskin has progressed toward obtaining tinal plat for the subsequent phases of The Meadows,

it is faced with paying an impact fee of $3,968.00 per lot based on Valley County's West
Roseberry Area 2007 Roadway Capital Improvement Program.
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Despite the fact that Valley County has never enacted an impact fee ordinance pursuant
to Idaho taw under IDIF A, it has imposed on all developers as a condition to final plat approval,
at least since the inception of the CIP, that they enter into a Road Development Agreement and
pay an impact fee. (See Affidavit of Henry Rudolph ("Rudolph Affidavit"),
Affidavit of Matt Wolff (,'Wolff Affidavit"),

~,

~~

2-3, Exs. A-B:

2-3, Exs. A-8; Affidavit of Dan Brumwell

("Brumwell AffidaviC), ,;~ 2-3, Exs. A-B; Burnett Affidavit, ~«r 6-7. Exs. A-C; Aftidavit of
Robert Fodrea ("Fodrea Affidavit"),
Affidavit"),

'i~

fI'

2-3, Ex. A; Affidavit of Rodney A. Higgins ("Higgins

2-3, Ex. A; Affidavit of Anne Seastrom ("Seastrom Affidavit"),

~~

2-3, Ex. A).

As with Plaintiffs, Valley County has never advised any other developer that the Road
Development Agreement and the fee under the CIP is voluntary, that developers may negotiate
the terms of the Road Development Agreement or the fee under the Road Development
Agreement, or that developers had an option not to pay the fee. (See Rudolph Affidavit, ~~ 4-6;
Wolff Affidavit, fI~ 4-6; Brumwell Affidavit, ~~ 4-7; Burnett Affidavit, ~ 7; Fodrea Affidavit, ~,
4-6; Higgins Affidavit,
Affidavit,

~4;

~

3; Affidavit of Steve Loomis ("Loomis Affidavif'),

Affidavit of John Millington ("Millington Affidavit"),

~

~~

2-7; Seastrom

8). Since VaHey County

imposed the Road Development Agreements on developers, most believed Valley County had
the legal right to require the agreement and fee or they would have protested or elected not to
enter the agreement or pay the fee. (.)'ee Rudolph Affidavit, ~ 7; Wolff Affidavit, ~ 7; BrumwelL
Affidavit,'~

Affidavit,

~

6-7; Burnett Affidavit, ~ 3: Fodrea Affidavit,·: 6; Higgins Affidavit, ~ 5; Millington

8).

One developer, Mr. DeMar Burnett, is a former and long time Valley County Planning
and Zoning Commissioner who opposed Valley County's fee program. (See Burnett Affidavit, .,
3). Nonetheless, Valley County took the position that the Road Development Agreements and
the impact fees imposed under the agreements were legally permissible, a position Ylr. Burnett
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acquiesced to as a Planning and Zoning Commissioner, and, as a result, his o\...n development
was subject to the agreement and fees.

(ld.,

~c;

3-4). :VIr. Burnett did not do so voluntarily,

however, and based on his experience as a Planning and Zoning Commissioner, believed that the
agreement and the fee were a required condition to final plat. (Id.~' 7 -9).
Prior to Plaintiffs tiling this lawsuit, at least one sitting VaHey County Commissioner,
during a public hearing on September 28, 2009, expressed serious doubts about the legality of
Valley County's ClP/Road Development Agreements by stating:
... we have been working under an understanding which has been proven to be
incorrect, legally incorrect, on our road development agreements. And we need to
make a change. We need to make a change if we're going to continue those and
we need to be in compliance with Idaho state law if we're going to continue road
agreements, road fees, whatever you want to call them, we need to be in
compliance with Idaho state law.
And in order to be there. under today's Idaho state law we have to adopt impact
fees at least.. ..
(Deposition of Frank W. Eld ("Eld Depo."), p. 55, I. 25 - p. 56, 1. 12, attached to the Villegas
Affidavit, Ex. D.) Mr. Eld also testified that Valley County has two legal opinions that the Road
Development Agreement method of raising funds violated Idaho lav.-. (Eld Depo., p. 62, 1. 23 p. 63, 1. 25.)
Regardless of these concerns, all developers were required to pay a fee, construct in-kind
roadway improvements or dedicate a right-of-way and with the exception of the specific fee
paid, in-kind construction undertaken, or right-of-way dedicated, the terms and conditions of the
Road Development Agreements were not-negotiated and were largely the same from developer
to developer.
Affidavit,

~

(See Rudolph Affidavit, ~ 8, Ex. C; Wolff Affidavit, ~ 8, Ex. C; Brumwell

8, Ex. B; Burnett Affidavit,

~

5, Exs. B-D; Fodrea Affidavit, , 7, Ex. B; Higgins

Affidavit, ~ 4, Ex. B; Seastrom Affidavit, ~ 6, Ex. B; Millington Affidavit, , 7. Ex. F.)
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The fact that Valley County imposed the Road Development Agreements a'i a mandatory
condition on all developers seeking a CUP is especially illustrated by the Brewster Mills
Subdivision. Brewster Mills came about as a result of an application by property owners to
undertake a one lot split of a rural piece of property in Valley County. (Millington Affidavit ~
2.) The application for CUP did not contemplate the construction of any new structures or
residences. (ld.) Final plat, as with all other development applications, was conditioned on
entering into a Road Development Agreement. (ld. at

~

3, Ex. A.) The applicants had heard of

the County's practice of forcing developers to pay impact fees and approached the VaJley
County Road Department prior to tlling an application. (Id. at

~

3.) The applicants were told

that because their development entailed only a one lot split, a Road Development Agreement and
fee was not required. (ld.) Valley County Road Department engineer Jeff Schroeder sent a letter
to Valley County Planning and Zoning confirming this position. (Jd. at ~ 3. Ex. 8.)
Despite this letter, the County Commissioners required the applicants to enter into a Road
Development Agreement and pay a fee as a condition to final plat for Brewster Mill. (Id. at

~

4.)

Cynda Herrick, PLanning and Zoning Administrator, lobbicd the Commissioners to condition
final plat on the payment of the fee on Brewster Mill. (ld. at

-W

4, Ex. C.) After conditioning

final plat on entering into a Road Development Agreement and payment of a fee, the applicant emailed Ms. Herrick for an extension of the CUP because he and his fellow property owners
needed time to raise funds to pay the unanticipated fee. (ld. at

~

5, Exs. D. E.) The owners of

Brewster Mill did not volunteer to pay the impact fcc, but were forced to pay it under Valley
County's CIP. (Jd. at .. 6.) The property owners signed the Road Development Agreement and
paid the fee, despite the fact that they did not construct any new residences and did not create
any new or additional impacts to the roadways. (fd. at

~

7, Ex. F.) The property owners signed

the Road Development Agreement and paid the fee only because they believed that Valley
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County had the legal authority to require them to do so, they did not do so voluntarily. (/d. at

~

8.)

At least one developer attempted to prepare or draft a development agreement of her own
and indicate in her own agreement that she was dedicating a right-or-way under protest. which
Valley County rejected and told her that only Valley County's form Road Development
Agreement was acceptable.

(Seastrom Affidavit,

~

5).

In all cases, developers, including

Buckskin, were told that entering into a Road Development Agreement was not voluntary and
that Valley County would not set a hearing for their final plat before the County Commissioners
until the Road Development Agreement was signed and the fee paid. (Mangum At1idavit, ~, 34; Rudolph Affidavit, , 9; Wolff AffIdavit,
Fodrca Affidavit, , 8; Higgins AtTidavit,

~

~

9; Brumwell Affidavit, , 9; Burnett Affidavit,

'1 5; Loomis AtTidavit, ~ 6; Seastrom Affidavit, ~6).

9;
In

certain cases, a developer's ability to begin business operations was conditioned on entering the
Road Development Agreement and paying the required fee within a specified time period. (See
Fodrea Affidavit,~' 9.. 10, Exs. C-D).
STANDARD OF REVIEW
Summary judgment is appropriate only when all of the pleadings, affidavit"> and other
relevant documents before the court indicate that there are no genuine issues of material fact for a
jury to decide and the moving party is entitled to a judgment under the applicable law. I.R.c.P.
56(c). In each instance, the moving party bears the burden of establishing a lack of genuine issues
of matcrial fact. /d. All rea<;onable inferences and conclusions arc dra\\'11 in favor of the nonmoving party. /d. The non-moving party. however. may not rest on mere allegations or denials. but
must set forth genuine issues ofmatcrial fact by affIdavit or otherwise. I.R.C.P.56(e).
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ARGt:MENT
I.

Plaintiffs Have Pled A Right Of Action For Violations Of The Federal Constitution.
Valley County argues that Plaintiffs' allegations of violations of the federal constitution

must be dismissed because Plaintiffs' failed to bring this action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
Plaintiffs have not sought relief under 42lJ.S.C. § 1983, nor were they required to do so. Valley
County fails to recognize that an action for inverse condemnation for violations of the Fifth
Amendment can be brought independent of a § 1983 action.
The takings clause of the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution protects

private property from being taken for public use without just compensation. Gammoh v. City

(~r

La Habra, 395 F.3d 1114, 1122 (9th Cir. 2005). The United States Supreme Court as well as the
Idaho Supreme Court has treated money as private property subject to Fifth Amendment's
protection against taking without just compensation. See Webb's Fabulous Pharmacies, Inc. v.

Beckwith, 449 U.S. 155 (1980) (holding that interest accruing on an interpleader fund deposited
in the registry of a county court was subject to payment of just compensation when county took
the accrued interest); BHA Investments, Inc. v. City (~r Boise, 141 fdaho 168, 108 PJd 315 (2004)

(citing Brown v. Legal Fund o/Wash., 538 U.S. 216 (2003».
The United States Supreme Court has held that a party is entitled to bring an inverse
condemnation action seeking the payment of just compensation under the Fifth Amendment
because of the self-executing character of that constitutional provision.

First English

Evangelical Lutheran Church a/Glendale v. Los Angeles County, Cal. 482 C.S. 304, 314-315
(1987). Thus, contrary to Valley County's assertion, an action for inverse condemnation is an
appropriate cause of action lor violations of Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution
that may be maintained independent of filing a § 1983 claim.
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Plaintiffs were also entitled to procedural due process protections under both the Federal
and Idaho Constitutions. Valley County's assertion that no Bivens type remedy is available to
Plaintiffs is in error. "The Fourteenth Amendment forbids the State to deprive any person oflife,
liberty, or property without due process of law. Protected interests in property arc nonnally not
created by the Constitution. Rather, they are created and their dimensions are defined by an
independent source such as state statutes or rules entitling the citizen to certain benefits." Goss

v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565, 572·573, 95 S.Ct. 729, 735 (1975) (underlining added). "In procedural
due process claims, the deprivation by state action of a constitutiona11y protected interest in "life,
liberty, or property" is not in itself unconstitutional; what is unconstitutional is the deprivation of
such an interest without due process of law." Zinermon v. Burch. 494 U.S. 113, 125, 110 S.Ct.
975,983 (1990).
The United States Supreme Court has recognized that a cause of action for the protection
of procedural due process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment may be maintained absent a
specific federal statute. In Davis v. Passman, 442 U.S. 228, 242·243, (1979). the United States
Supreme Court recognized that it is a well established practice to sustain the jurisdiction of
federal courts to issue injunctions to safeguard constitutional rights and el1join state officers
"from doing what the 14th Amendment forbids the State to do." Id. (quoting Bell v. Hood 327
U.S. 678,684 (1946»).
One of Plaintiffs' requests for declaratory relief from this Court is a declaration that
Valley County's policy/practice of placing a condition of approval to enter into a contract to
mitigate for road impacts is in fact an impact fcc.

The Idaho statute creating the protected

interest and the procedural process required to collect impact fees is the Idaho Development
Impact Fee Act ("IDIF A"),

I.e.

§ 67-8201 et seq. The lDIFA requires that '"Governmental

entities which comply with the requirements of this chapter may Impose by ordinance
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development impact fees as a condition of development approval on all developments." I.e. §
67-8204 (underlining added).

IOIFA also requires that an impact fee ordinance contain a

provision for an individualized assessment of the proportionate share (I.e. § 67-8204), a
development impact fee advisory council must be established before fees are collected (I.e. § 678205), and the governmental entity must provide in its ordinance for administrative appeals and
mediation (I.e. § 67-812).
Bad Valley County complied with [IJIFA and passed an impact fee ordinance, the
ordinance would have contained the proceduraJ protections spelled out throughout various
provisions of the Act.

PlaintitTs seek among other things, injunctive relief enjoining Valley

County from depriving them of those safeguards before having to pay another impact fee for
their tinal phases.

II.

Plaintiffs' Lawsuit Is Timely And Is Not Barred By Any Applicable Statute Of
Limitations.
Plaintiffs timely filed their lawsuit against Valley County and have satisfied all applicable

statutes of limitation. On this issue Valley County argues that Plaintiffs failed to timely file this
action within: (a) the four years for an inverse condemnation action; (b) the two-year limitations
for claims for a 42 U.S.C. § 1983

action~

(c) the three-year statute of limitation for the taking of

personal property; and (d) the six-month statute of limitations for claims against a county.
Valley County's arguments with regard to statutes of limitation should be rejected for the reasons
discussed below.
A.

Plaintiffs Inverse Condemnation Claim Was Filed Within Four Years.

Plaintiffs are not barred by the four-year statute of limitations for bringing an inverse
condemnation action. Inverse condemnation claims against a governmental entity are subject to
a four year statute of limitations under Idaho Code Section 5-224. C&G. Inc. v. Canyon flwy

Dist., 139 Idaho 140,143,75 P.3d 194, 197(2003). The determination of when a cause of action
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for inverse condemnation accrues is well settled in Idaho. The Idaho Supreme Court has held
that a cause of action for a taking of this nature accrues at the time of the taking. McCuskey v.
Canyon Cnty Comm'rs, 128 Idaho 213,217,912 P.2d 100,104 (1996) (underlining added). In

other words, "ltJhe time of taking occurs, and hence the cause of action accrues, as of the time
that the full extent of the plaintiffs loss of use and enjoyment of the property becomes apparent."

Id. The Idaho Supreme Court has also held that a property o\\ner cannot maintain an inverse
condemnation action unless there has actual! y been a taking of his or her property. KAfST. LLC v.
County ofAda, 138 Idaho 577, 581,67 P.3d 56, 60 (2003) (citing Covington v. Jefferson County,

137 Idaho 777, 53 P.3d 828 (2002)).
In this case, Plaintiffs' inverse condemnation action seeks just compensation for the
money taken under the Road Development Agreement executed on September 26, 2005. Valley
County's reliance on the date of issuance of the Conditional Use Permit or the dates of execution
for the Capital Contribution Agreement and/or Road Development Agreement are not the proper
analysis for determining when Plaintiffs' inverse condemnation cause of action accrued.

On

those three dates no property was taken and therefore there can be no violation of the Idaho or
Federal constitution until that has occurred.

See e.g. Williamson County Regional Planning

Commission v. lfamilton Bank o.lJohnson City, 473 U.S. 172, J95 (1985) ('"the Constitution does
not require pretaking compensation").
As indicated in }'dcCuskey the cause of action accrues when Plaintiffs' loss and
enjoyment of the property becomes apparent. Plaintiffs drew the cashier" s check in the amount
of $236,160 on December 15, 2005. See Mailhot Affidavit,

~

4, Ex. A. On or shortly after that

check was issued, it was given to Valley County as payment under the Road Development
Agreement.

Therefore, at the very earliest, the limitations period for tiling an inverse

condemnation claim seeking just compensation for the $236,160 that had been taken \'I,'ould have
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been December 15, 2009. It was at that point that Plaintiffs were deprived of their money (i.e
property) and their claim accrued. The record reflects that the Complaint was filed December 9,
2009 which is within the four year statute of limitations.

B.

Plaintiffs' Invalidation of Contract Theories Are Timely Filed.

It is important to note in this case that the mechanism tor enforcing the collection of

money, dedication of right-of-way or providing in-kind construction was through a Capital
Contribution Agreement and/or a Road Development Agreement. which are both contracts. The
Capital Contribution Agreement was Valley County's precursor to the use of Road Development
Agreements.

(Cruickshank Depo., p. 50, l.

p. 51, l. 10.).

Like a Capital Contribution

Agreement, the Road Development Agreement is aimed at having developers pay to mitigate for
impacts placed on county roads by their projects. The limitations period for an action founded
upon a written instrument is five (5) years.

I.e. § 5-216.

Plaintiffs' have requested in their Complaint declaratory relief declaring that the Road
Development Agreement executed on September 26, 2004, is void ab initio. Plaintiffs' theories
for declaring the Road Development Agreement void is two-fold. First. the Road Development
Agreement is void because Valley County cannot circumvent the requirements of IDIF A by
forcing developers to enter into a contract to pay an impact fee. There was no legal basis to
require PlaintifIs to enter into the agreements. Second, the Road Development Agreement is
void because Plaintiffs entered into the contract under duress.
Idaho Courts recognize that a contract for the transter of property, even wherc it has been
fully performed can be rescinded by judicial decree for, among other reasons, duress. "Executed
contracts 'under which the chose is vested ordinarily can be rescinded only by mutual consent or
judicial decree." Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 261-262, 646 P.2d 1030, 1032 - 1033 (Ct. App.
1982). Likewise, Idaho law recognizes rescission as an equitable remedy that totally abrogates
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the contract and seeks to restore the parties to their original position prior to the contract.

Primary Ilealth Network Inc. v. State, Dept. of Admin.
312 (2002).

137 Idaho 663, 668, 52 PJd 307,

The basis for obtaining a judicial decree rescinding a contract may arise from

duress. Courts have determined that duress exists where: (1) one side involuntarily accepted the
terms of another; (2) that circumstances permitted no other alternative; and (3) that said
circumstances were the result of coercive acts of the opposite party. Lomas & .Vettleton Co. v.

Tiger Enterprises. Inc., 99 Idaho 539, 542-543, 585 P.2d 949, 952 - 953 (1978).
Plaintiffs' causes of action to declare the Road Development Agreement void are "actions
founded upon a \\Titten instrument." Plaintiffs' Road Development Agreement was executed on
September 26, 2005.

Since the limitations period f'Or an action founded upon a written

instrument is five (5) years (I.e. § 5-216), the tIling of Plaintiffs' Complaint on December 9,
2009 is timely.

C.

All Remaining Statute of Limitations Cited By Valley County Are
Inapplicable.

Valley County argues Plaintiffs' claims should be dismissed because the t\vo-year
limitations for claims f'Or a 42 U.S.C. § 1983 action, the three-year statute of limitation for the
taking of personal property; and the six-month statute of limitations for claims against a county
are applicable. VaHey County is incorrect.
First, as explained above, Plaintiffs have not sought relief under 42 C .S.c. § 1983, nor
were they required to do so to maintain an inverse condemnation action for a violation of the
Fifth Amendment. The two-year statute of limitations under Idaho Code § 5-219(4) is simply
not applicable.

The same conclusion is also applicable to PlaintitIs' state based inverse

condemnation action for violations of Article 1, § 14 of the Idaho Constitution. There are no
decisions from the Idaho appellate courts holding that an action for a state based inverse
condemnation must be brought under 42 U.s.c. § 1983 or that the statute of limitations for
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inverse condemnation is two years. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that I.e. § 5-224 contains
the statute of limitations for an inverse condemnation claim. See Wadsworth v. Deptt. of Transp. ,
128 Idaho 439, 441-42,915 P.2d 1,3-4 (1996) (citing AfcCuskey v. Canyon County Comm'rs,
128 Idaho 213, 912 P.2d 100 (1996) (I.e. § 5-224 states: "[ a]n action for ... [inverse
condemnation] ... must be commenced within four (4) years after the cause of action shall have
accrued").
The three year statute of limitations under Idaho Code Section 5-218 also does not apply
to Plaintiffs' claims. Section 5-218 applies to, among other things, claims for trespass, replevin,
trover, fraud, mistake or actions involving the taking or detaining of goods or chattels, or for
specific recovery of personal property. As to the taking of personal property, Section 5-218
applies to the tortious taking, detaining or injuring of personal property. Common School Dist.
,\To. 18, in THlin Falls Cnty

1'.

Twin Falls Bank & Trust, 52 Idaho 200. 207, 12 P.2d 774 (1932).

Valley County attempts to argue that because money is personal property, Plaintiffs' claims are
subject to this three-year limitation.

Plaintiffs' claims are not based on a tortious taking,

detaining or injuring of personal property as contemplated by Section 5-218. Further. Valley
County cannot point to any Idaho case where this statute of limitations applied to actions by a
governmental entity for the taking of property because there is no such case. This limitation of
action simply does not apply to such claims and does not apply to any of the claims brought by
Plaintiff.~

in this action.

The six-month limitations period under Idaho Code Section 5-221 is also inapplicable.
Section 5-221 provides that "claims against a county which have been rejected by the board of
commissioners must be commenced within six (6) months after the first rejection thereof by such
board." There have been no rejections in this case. Additionally, Idaho Code Section 5-221 is a
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general statute of limitations and will not apply when a specific statute controls the limitations
period. Walker v. Shoshone Cmy, 112 [daho 991, 994. 739 P.2d 290, 294 (1987).

III.

Plaintiffs Had No Obligation To Exhaust Administrative Remedies.
Valley County argues that summary judgment should be granted because Plaintiffs could

have objected or otherwise tiled an appeal to the conditions of approvaL but did not do so.

A.

Exceptions to exhaustion of administrative remedies apply in this case.

Plaintiffs had no obligation to exhaust any administrative remedies. As a general rule, a
party must exhaust administrative remedies before resorting to the courts to challenge the
validity of administrative acts. Arnzen v. State, 123 Idaho 899, 906, 854 P.2d 242, 249 (1993).
The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized exceptions to that rule in two instances: (a) when the
interests of justice so require, and (b) when the agency acted outside its authority. Regan v.

Kootenai County, 140 Idaho 721, 725, 100 P.3d 615, 619 (2004).
Plaintiffs' c1aims meet both exceptions to the general rule of exhaustion. First, Valley
County acted outside its authority by conditioning approval of Plaintiffs' development upon the
payment of impact fees without first meeting the requirements of IDIFA. Second, the interests
of justice also compel application of the exhaustion exception - the public has an interest in local
governments adhering to the laws and processes enacted by the Idaho Legislature before
exacting impact fees.

Thus, the exception to the exhaustion of administrative remedies

requirement applies in this case.
The Local Land Use Planning Act also specifically exempts an afTected party from
exhausting administrative remedies if that party's claim involves a claim for inverse
condemnation.

Generally, Idaho Code § 67-6521(l)(d) permits an aggrieved party. after

exhausting administrative remedies. to petition a court for judicial review. However. subsection
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(2)(b) of that statute exempts a party from exhausting administrative remedies for claims for just
compensation. Subsection (2)(b) states in pertinent part:
(2)(b) An affected person claiming "just compensation" for a perceived "taking,"
the basis of the claim being that a final action restricting private property
development is actually a regulatory action by local government deemed
"necessary to complete the development of the material resources of the state," or
necessary for other public uses, may seck a judicial determination of whether the
claim comes within defined provisions of section 14, article I, of the constitution
of the state of Idaho relating to eminent domain. Under these circumstances, the
affected person is exempt from the provisions of subsection (1) of this section and
may seek judicial review through an inverse condemnation action specifying
neglect by local government to provide "just compensation" under the provisions
of section 14, article I, of the constitution of the state of Idaho and chapter 7, title
7, Idaho Code.
LC. § 67-6521 (2)(b). Plaintiffs have followed the guidance of that statute and have filed an
action for inverse condemnation.

The requirement that Plaintiffs exhaust administrative

remedies is not applicable when its claims are for inverse condemnation.
Valley County argues that under KMST, LLC v. County olAda, 138 Idaho 557, 67 PJd
56 (2003), the exceptions to the exhaustion requirement do not apply to this case because the
exceptions only apply to facial challenges of ordinances and statutes. This position is incorrect.
Foremost, no Idaho case stands for the proposition asserted by Valley County. Valley County
attempts to manipulate the holding in the White v. Bannock County Commissioners, 139 Idaho
396,80 P.3d 332 (2003) to stand for the proposition that the exhaustion exceptions only apply to
"facial" challenges, but admits in footnote 15 of its brief that: ", .. although the Court did not say
so in so many words, it is inescapable from 'White that the exhaustion exception does not apply to
'as applied' constitutional chal1enges." (underlining added). White does not lead to any such
inescapable conclusion. The decision does not even use the terms "as applied" or "facial", or
analyze the exceptions to the exhaustion requirement other than to summarily state at the
conclusion of the decision that the exceptions did not apply to the casco Neither White nor any
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other Idaho case holds that the exhaustion exceptions apply only to "facial" challenges. See
Also, American Falls Reservoir Disl. No, 2 v, Idaho Dept, of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862,
870-73, 154 PJd 433, 441-43 (2007) (stating that in an "as applied" challenge, administrative
remedies must first be exhausted for purposes of establishing a factual record when the
traditional exceptions to the exhaustion requirement do not apply).
B.

Plaintiffs' claims involve a facial challenge to the County's policies and
ordinances.

Even if Valley County's argument that the exhaustion exceptions only apply to facial
challenges, this case involves a facial challenge to Valley County's Capital Improvements
Program and related ordinances. Joseph Pachner, the project manager for The Meadows testified
in his affidavit that he is familiar with Valley County's Land L:sc Development Ordinance
("'LUDO") and that he reviewed the LUDO so he would know what was required to have a
complete application. See Pachner Affidavit.

~,

4-8, Ex. A. Mr. Pachner reviewed the LUDO

provision applicable to PUD projects which states in relevant part:
I.

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

Because of the uniqueness of each proposal a PUD may impact county services
andlor property which may be mitigated through a Development Agreement.
Compensation for these impacts shall be negotiated in work sessions with
appropriate county entities and a Development Agreement shall be entered into
between the applicant and the count}· through the Board as additional conditions
considered for approval of a PUD.

J.

IMPACT FEES

The Commission may recommend to the Board impact fees as authorized by
Idaho Code Section 31-870 for any pun proposal. The Board may implement the
impact fees a" recommended by the Commission or as it deems necessary for the
proposal.
(emphasis added). According to Mr. Pachner. based on the LUDO provisions and discussions
with Valley County engineer Pat Dobie and Planning Administrator Cynda Herrick, he submitted
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the proposed development agreement and proposed capital contribution agreement (,'Proposed
Agreements") because it was required by Valley County. See /d.
Sections 'T' and 'T' of the LUDO relating to the collection of impact fees cannot be
implemented by Valley County unless it follows the requirements of IDIFA.

Plaintiffs have

sought in their Complaint a declaration that the practice or policy be declared illegal and
therefore this action involves a facial challenge.
C.

Administrative Remedies Do Not Prm.'ide Relief Plaintiffs Seek.

The administrative appeal process would not provide Plaintiffs the proper remedy as the
County suggests.

The Idaho Supreme Court has distinguished the difference between an

administrative appeal and a civil action. The court in Euclid Avenue Trust v. City ojBoise, 146
Idaho 306, 193 PJd 853 (2008) held that an administrative appeal and a civil action may not be
combined in one proceeding. The Euclid court reasoned:
The separation of civil actions and administrative appeals is supported by good
policy underpinnings. After all, one proceeding is appellate in nature and the
other is an original action. They are processed differently by our courts.
Discovery is rarely available in a judicial review proceeding. The review is to be
conducted on the record, absent specific authorization. I.C. § 67-5276. The
standards for determining an outcome are specified by statute (I.C. § 67-5279),
whereas this is not the case with actions seeking dedaratory or monetary relief
Id. at 308.

Here. Plaintiffs have pleaded Inverse condemnation for its money that was taken.
requested declaratory relief declaring that the Road Development Agreement is void and a
declaration enjoining Valley County from enforcing its ordinances and policies to require
PlaintitTs to enter into yet another contract for the payment of impact fees for its final phases.
All of Plaintiffs' requests are civil actions that cannot be properly addressed by a court sitting in
an appellate capacity onjudicial review.
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D.

Plaintiffs Were Not Required To Object To Vallcy County.

Valley County argues that Plaintiffs should have raised and pressed their objections with
the local government in a timely manner in order to set up their claim that their payment was
involuntary.

See Opening Brief In Support of Summary judgment pg. 17.

Although that

statement was made in the context to analyzing the "finality test' in Williamson County Regional

Planning Commission v. Hamilton Bank of Johnson City, 473 U.S. 172 (1985), it is appropriate
to include Valley County's argument under this exhaustion of remedies analysis. Valley County
basically asks this Court to find that Plaintiffs should be precluded from maintaining this action
because it did not object during the public hearings on its previous approvals for Phases
through 3. Valley County's arguments should be disregarded by this Court for two reasons.
First, there is no Idaho law requiring a party to object or otherwise pay under protest an
illegal fee before it can be recovered. This was the Idaho Supreme Court's holding in BHA

Investments v. City Boise, 141 Idaho 168, 108 P.3d 315 (2004), which involved a claim by a fee
payer challenging the City of Boise's liquor transfer fee. The City of Boise argued that since the
fee payer did not pay the tee under protest, the fee payer could not recover its money. The BHA
court held "We have not held, however, that when a city imposes a fee that it has no authority to
impose at all, such fee must be paid under protest before it can be recovered. If it has no
authority to impose any fee at all, it does not matter whether the fce imposed bears a reasonable
relationship to the services provided. It is illegal regardless of the amount of the fee. ,. ld. at 176.
Valley County failed to enact an impact fec ordinance pursuant

to

IDIFA and by failing to do so,

it had no autbority to impose an impact fee. Plaintiffs were not required to raise their objections
prior to paying the impact fee.
Second, Plaintiffs had no reason to question Valley County's LCDO at the time of the
public hearings on its CUP/PUD application. The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that a
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county's ordinance is presumed valid until the contrary is shown. State v. Clark, 88 Idaho 365,
377,399 P.2d 955,962 (1965). The party attacking an ordinance bears the burden of proving it

is illegal. ld. Just as the courts presume ordinances are valid. the general public must have some
confidence in local government and likev,:ise presume that laws local governments pass are legal.
Plaintiffs read VaHey County's LUDO provisions that required mitigation of impacts through a
development agreement, the LUDO states that impact fees can be charged. and Valley County
representatives told Plaintiffs' project manager that Plaintiffs had to mitigate for traffic impacts.
As members of the general public, Plaintiffs would have had no reason to doubt Valley County's
actions especially in light of the fact that there is in fact a state statute (the IDIFA) that authorizes
local government to collect impact fees. Based on these facts it would be unconscionable to
place a heightened burden on Plaintiffs to examine every detail of Valley County's ordinances to
ensure that they were properly promulgated pursuant to state statute before paying a fee that
Valley County required.

Ill.

Materia) Issues of Fact Regarding Plaintiffs' AUeged Voluntary Acts Precludes
Summary Judgment.
Valley County argues that summary judgment should be granted because Plaintiffs'

payments were made voluntarily by submitting the proposed Capital Contribution Agreement
and proposed Development Agreement ("Proposed Agreements"). Valley County argues that the
act of including the Proposed Agreements is analogous to the facts in KAl..)T, LLC v. County of
Ada, 138 Idaho 557, 67 P.3d 56 (2003) and therefore no taking had occurred. Valley County is

incorrect.
"On a motion for summary judgment, a court liberally construes all disputed facts in
favor of the non-moving party, and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions supported by
the record in iavor of the non-moving party." Herman ex reI. Herman v. Herman, 136 Idaho
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78 L

783~ 784,

41 P.3d 209, 211 - 212 (2002).

"If reasonable people could reach different

conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the evidence, the motion must be denied. ld.
In this case, the affidavit of Joseph Pachner sets forth in detail the nature and history of
why the Proposed Agreements were included in Plaintiffs' application for The Meadows. As
discussed above, Mr. Pachner testified that he reviewed the LeDO provisions which required a
development agreement to mitigate impacts. See Pachner Affidavit, ~~ 4-8, Ex. A. Mr. Pachner
testified that he also met with Valley County engineer Pat Dobie and Planning Administrator
Cynda Herrick that informed him that a road fee would be assessed for mitigation of traffic.
Pachner Affidavit,

~

6. Contrary to Valley County's assertions, the Proposed Agreements were

submitted because they were required, not because Plaintiffs offered up the idea of wanting to
pay to mitigate for traffic impacts. Mr. Pachner's affidavit creates genuine issues of material fact
that preclude summary judgment.
The affidavit of DeMar Burnett, a sitting Valley County Planning and Zoning
Commissioner at the time The Meadows appJication was heard, corroborates Mr. Pachner's
statements and demonstrates that Valley County required developers to enter into a contract for
the payment of impact fees. Mr. Burnett testified that on February 14, 2004, the Valley County
engineer at that time, Pat Dobie met with Valley County's Planning and Zoning Commission to
discuss traffic impacts in the "Donnelly to

Tamarack~Road

West Roseberry Road. See Burnett Affidavit,

Improvement Plan:' which included

f' 4-5. Exs. A,

B. The meeting minutes on that

day and Mr. Burnett's Affidavit reveal that Pat Dobie asked that the Planning and Zoning
Commissioners make a condition of approval that developers pay $1,844.00 per lot. Id.
Mr. Burnett testifies that based on that transportation meeting, the issue \vas raised during
the public hearing on Plaintiffs' application for its CUP/PUD on May 17,2004. Id. The meeting
minutes and Mr. Burnett's testimony show that a Planning and Zoning Commissioner asked Pat
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Dobie whether developers in that area would be required to pay the impact fcc addressed by \1r.
Dobie during the February 12, 2004 Transportation Meeting. Id. Y1r. Dobie responded that the
Plaintiffs would be required to pay a fce of approximately $) ,800. /d. The affidavit of Mr.
Burnett and the meeting minutes of the February 12,2004 and May 17,2004 of the Planning and
Zoning meetings establish genuine issues of material fact that Plaintiffs' payments were not
voluntary.
Current Valley County Commissioner and former Valley County Road Superintendant
Gordon Cruickshank's deposition testimony demonstrates that Valley County required
developers regardless of \vhether is was an application for a residential subdivision or a PUD to
pay to mitigate for traffic impacts. Ytr. Cruickshank openly admitted that the road development
agreement and payment of monetary fees or an in-kind equivalent' to mitigate for road impacts
was "'required." See Cruickshank Depo., p. 59, I. 24 - p. 60, 1. 14; p. 88, 1. 12 - p. 90, 1. 16; p.
136, I. 18 - p. 138, L 21. Mr. Cruickshank also testified that during his meetings with developers
he never told anyone that the fees were only voluntary. See Cruickshank Depo., p. 77, I. 11

p.

82, I. 2; pp. 140-153, L 6. Mr. Cruickshank also couldn't point to a single document published
by the County prior to filing of this lawsuit that said the Capital rmprovement Program/Road
Development Agreement was voluntary. Jd.
The requirement that a developer enter into a Road Development Agreement became a
standard condition of approval on all development applications. See. Herrick Depo., pp. 65-68.
Ytoreover, Valley County's Planning and Zoning Commission was instructed by the Valley
County Commissioners to place a condition of approval on all development applications that the
applicants enter into a Road Development Agreement. See Davis Depo., p. 110-111; Burnett

I :vir. Cruickshank testified that mitigation payment under the Capital Improvements Program and associated Road
Development Agreement could be mitigated through payment of fees. in-kind construction or giving right-of way.
Gordon Cruickshank Deposition. pg. 40, L. II thru pg. 42. L. 18; pg. 88 L. 12 thru pg. 9(). L. 16.
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Affidavit.

~:

2.

The Road Development Agreement language itself was a standardized form

contract with only the variation being the amounts required for mitigating impacts.

5,'ee.

Cruickshank Depo., p. 125, II. 2-7; Herrick Depo., p. 101-104.
At least one land use applicant attempted to submit her own version of a Road
Development Agreement saying that she was dedicating right-of-way under protest. but that
version was rejected. See Seastrom Affidavit,

~

5. Even when a fully built road did exist to

serve a development, a Road Development Agreement was still required. See Loomis Affidavit,
~

5. Valley County's alleged voluntary program even forced one land use applicant to request an

extension on their application for a single lot split because they did not have the money to pay
the impact fees being assessed under the Road Development Agreement despite the fact that the
lot split did not create any new or additional road impacts. See Millington Affidavit, ~~ 2-8.
The requirement that developers enter into a Road Development Agreement with the
County resulted in the payment of something of value as mitigation for impacts on county roads.
On this point the depositions of Gordon Cruickshank and Phillip Davis illustrate that there was
no "negotiation." It was not a "negotiation" to require developers, as a condition of approval, to
pay money, dedicate right-of-way or provide in-kind construction. See Cruickshank Depo., p.
40, 1. 11 - p. 42, 1. 18, p. 88 I. 12 - p. 90, I. 16; Davis Depo., p. 93, l. 3

p. 96, I. 12. This

requirement fits squarely within IDIFA's definition of a 'development requirement' which is
defined as:
... a requirement attached to a developmental approval or other governmental
action approving or authorizing a particular development project including, but
not limited to, a rezoning. which requirement compels the payment, dedication or
contribution of goods, services, land, or monev as a condition of approval.
I.C.

*67·8203(10) (underlining added).
The affidavit of Joseph Pachner, affidavit of DeMar Burnett, affidavits of other nonparty

witnesses, and the deposition testimony of current and former Valley County officials all
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establish genuine issues of material facts. The payment of impact fees was not voluntary, hut
rather it was a fonnal County policy that required payment

a<;

a condition to approval of an

application.
Valley County's reliance on the facts and holding of Klvf.';T. LLC v. County of Ada. 138
Jdaho 557, 67 P.3d 56 (2003) as being indistinguishable to the tacts of this case is in error. In

KMST the property owner, prior to submitting its land use application, met twice with the
supervisor of ACHD's Development Services Division in order to determine what the ACHD
staff recommendations regarding its development were going to be.

K~fST,

at

579~580.

The

ACHD supervisor informed the property owner that "he would recommend that KMST be
required to construct a street. .. and dedicate that street to the public." KAlST, at 580. Based on
that conversation, the property owner submitted, along with its application, a statement that it
would construct a public street and that such street would be the primary access for the
development. Id
The KMST court held that no taking had occurred because ACHD had no linal authority
to approve or reject the property owners' proposed development. KMST, at 582. Moreover, the
court, in dicta, stated that even if ACHD did have final authority to approve some aspect of the
development, there was no taking because the property owner had voluntarily included the
dedication of the street based on the conversation it had with the AClID supervisor. Id.
In the present case and contrary to the facts in KMST, voluntariness on the part of
Plaintiffs to pay money and dedicate right-of-way to mitigate for traffic impacts is clearly
lacking. This case does not deal with a simple pre-application meeting between a developer and
a county staff member regarding what will be recommended to the governing board. Rather, the
affidavits of Joseph Pachner, DeMar Burnett, and other nonparty witness affidavits coupled with
the deposition testimony of Gordon Cruickshank, Phillip Davis, Cynda Herrick and frank Eld
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demonstrate that Valley County's Capital Improvement Program and ordinances was a
predetennined policy reviewed and implemented by the Valley County Commissioners to make
all development applications pay to mitigate for traffic impacts allegedly caused by their
proposed development.
Plaintiffs' CUP/PUD contained a standard condition of approval that was placed on all
development applications that required the Plaintiffs to enter into a Capital Contribution
Agreement and later a Road Development Agreement to mitigate for traffic impacts. Plaintiffs
and their project engineer Mr. Pachner were fooled by Valley County's peD ordinance and
statements from Valley County representatives into believing that Valley County can require the
payment of impact fees as a condition of approval. Those material facts do not make Plaintiffs'
action "voluntary" as contemplated by the KAlST holding.
Valley County's uniform practice of requiring developments to mitigate for traffic
impacts is further corroborated by the affidavits submitted by nonparty witnesses Robert Fodrea,

Ann Seastrom, DeMar Burnett, Henry Rudolph. Matt

Wolt~

Steve Millington, Steve Loomis,

Rodney Higgins and Dan Brumwell. All these witnesses testified that they applied for CUPs and
were required to enter into a Road Development Agreement to mitigate impacts on county roads
generated by their developments.

Thls Court need merely review the Road Development

Agreements attached to these witnesses' affidavits and compare them to Plaintiffs' Road
Development Agreement to see that all read materially the same and all require the payment of
money, dedication of right-of-way and/or in-kind construction as means of mitigating traflie
impacts.

All of the nonparty witnesses testify that they were never advised that the Road

Development Agreement and the fees under the Capital Improvements Program were voluntary,
that they may negotiate the tenns of the Road Development Agreement or the fee, or that they
had an option not to pay the fee. Valley County's Capital Improvements Program and its Capital
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Contribution Agreement/Road Development Agreement

IS

not, and never was, a voluntary

program.
Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the non-moving party, Plaintiffs have
demonstrated that genuine issues of fact exist contradicting Valley County's alJeged voluntary
act argument. In fact, based on the documents and testimony submitted, Plaintiffs believe they
have conclusively proven that they were required to pay an illegal impact fee.

IV.

The Williamson County Ripeness Tests Do Not Apply.
Valley County argues that Plaintiffs' lawsuit does not satisfy the two-part ripeness test

established in Williamson County Regional Planning Commission v. Hamilton Bank ojJohnson

City, 473 V.S. 172 (1985). The two-part test requires that: (1) the governmental entity reach a
final decision; Id. at 186 and (2) in federal court litigation involving regulatory takings, the
property owner must "seek compensation through the procedures the State has provided for
doing so" Id. at 194.

A.

Williamson County's First Ripeness Test Is Distinguishable And Even If
Applicable In This Case Has Been Met.

Valley County attempts to roll its exhaustion of administrative remedies arguments into
its analysis of Williamson County's first ripeness stating that PlaintifIs "should have raised and
pressed their objections with the local government in a timely and meaningful way in order to set
up their claim that the exaction is involuntary." See Valley County's Opening Brief In Support
of Summary Judgment, p. 17. Valley County misconstrues the Williamson County holding.
In Williamson County a land owner sued Williamson County alleging that the county's
zoning ordinance amounted to a taking in violation of the Fifth Amendment. Williamson County
at 105 U.S. 175. The developer's arguments centered on a regulatory taking claim. Citing to
cases such as Penn Central Tramp. Co. v. New York City, 438 C.S. 104, (1978), the Williamson

Counry court recognized that a regulation that goes 'too far' can be a 'taking' but for the claim to
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be ripe, the government entity charged with implementing the regulation has to reach a final
decision. Williamson County, at 186. The Williamson County court held that the land owner's
claim in that case was not ripe because the land owner could have sought a variance from the
decision maker by holding "As the Court has made clear in several recent decisions, a claim that
the application of a government regulation effects a taking of a property interest is not ripe until
the government entity charged with implementing the regulations has reached a final decision
regarding the application of the regulations to the property at issue:' Williamson County at 191.
Plaintiffs' claim is distinguishable from the facts in Williamson County because their
claim does not involve a regulatory taking, but rather an actual physical taking of its property.
Specifically, Plaintiffs were required, and did in fact pay money and dedicate right-of-way to be
used for public roadway improvements as mitigation for traffic impacts. The Williamson County
holding has no analysis of whether the first prong (the "finality test") applies when an actual
takings has occurred.
Even assuming that the test applies, the Kinth Circuit has held that the Williamson
County "finality" test is met where a physical taking ha, already occurred. In Daniel v. County

of Santa Barbara, 288 F.3d 375, 382 (9th Cir.2002), the court held "[tJhe first Williamson
County requirement is automaticaJly satisfied at the time of the physical taking. See also Hallv.
City olSanta Barbara. 833 F.2d 1270, 1281 n. 28 (9th Cir. 1986) (stating that "Where there has

bcen a physical inva"ion, the taking occurs at once, and nothing the city can do or say after that
point will change that fact:'), overruled on other grounds by Yee v. City of Escondido. 503 U.S.
519 (1992»." Since Valley County hali already taken Plaintifl's' money and property, the finality
test has been met in this case.
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Williamson County's Second Ripeness Test Is Inapplicable.

Valley County argues that Plaintiffs' inverse condemnation claim fails to meet this test
because it should have sought judicial review of the County's actions.

Valley County

misinterprets the Willimason County's second test. The second prong of the Williamson ("ounty
test requires that the property owner must tirst seek just compensation through state inverse
condemnation and be denied before litigating in federal court. Williamson County at 194. The
Plaintiffs have filed this action before this state court seeking among other things, inverse
comdemnation and therefore the second ripeness test is inapplicable.
C.

Plaintiffs Due Process Claims are distinguishable from the Williamson
County Ripeness Tests.

In Williamson County the court dismissed the landowner's procedural due process claims
as unripe by holding "respondent's claim is premature, whether it is analyzed as a deprivation of
property without due process under the Fourteenth Amendment, or as a taking under the Just
Compensation Clause of the Fifth Amendment." Williamson County at 200. Valley County
relics on that particular quote, without anymore analysis to argue that PlaintifTs' due process
claims is just a reframing of the taking issue and therefore does not change the outcome. Valley
County fails to recognize the important factual distinctions betv.,:een Williamson County and this
present case.
The ripeness issues relative to due process claims discussed by the Williamson County
court dealt with the first ripeness test of "finality' in the context of a regulatory taking and are
therefore inapplicable in this case. In addressing the land o\\-ner's due process arguments, the
Court held that the due process claim was not ripe for review because it could not determine
whether the regulation went 'too far':
Viewing a regulation that 'goes too far' as an invalid exercise of the police power,
rather than as a 'taking' for which just compensation must be paid, does not
resolve the diflicult problem of how to define 'too far: that is, how to distinguish
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the point at which regulation becomes so onerous that it has the same effect as an
appropriation of the property through eminent domain or physical possession. As
we have noted, resolution of that question depends, in significant part, upon an
analysis of the effeet the Commission's application of the zoning ordinance and
subdivision regulations had on the value of respondent's property and investmentbacked profit expectations. That etTcet cannot be measured until a final decision
is made as to how the regulations will bc applied to respondent's property.

Williamson County at 199-200.
The law and facts in this case do not present the same ripeness concerns faced by the

Williamson County court. Valley County has already imposed as condition of approval for final
plat that Plaintiffs enter into a contract to pay to mitigate for traffic impacts.

The issue of

whether VaIley County can condition approval of a land use application upon the payment of an
impact fee is expressly answered by the Idaho legislature through its enactment of the IDfFA.
For example, rDIF A requires that an impact fee ordinance be enacted prior to a governmental
entity collecting impact fees and that a public hearing with notice of the time, place and purpose
be stated (I.C. §§ 67-8204 and 67-8206), the ordinance must contain a provision allowing a
developer to submit an individualized assessment of the proportionate share (l.e. § 67-8204), a
development impact fee advisory council must be established before fees are collected (I.e. § 678205), and the governmental entity must provide in its ordinance for administrative appeals and
mediation (r.e. § 67-812).
Based on the analysis above, this Court can readily determine whether Valley County's
Capital Improvement Program and Road Development Agreement have gone 'too far' by
analyzing whether the County's ordinances and policies meet the requirements of the IDIF A.

v.

An Actual Case or Controversy Exists Appropriate For Declaratory Relief.
Valley County argues that Plaintiffs' claims as to future action is not ripe for a

declaratory action. The test of whether a declaratory action may be maintained is not whether a
claim is ripe in the sense of bringing a coercive action.

Rather. to support a declaratory
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judgment there must be an actual case or controversy among the parties.

"A declaratory

judgment action must raise issues that are definite and concrete, and must involve a real and
substantial controversy as opposed to an advisory opinion based upon hypothetical facts.
Ripeness asks whether there is any need for court action at the present time."

lvfiles v. Idaho

Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 641, 642 778 P.2d 757, 764 (1989). The criteria for determining

whether to grant a declaratory judgment is whether it will clarify and settle the legal relations at
issue, and whether such declaration wiII afford relief from uncertainty and controversy giving
rise to the proceeding. Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 773, 133 P.3d 1232, 1238 (2006)
Schneider at 142 Idaho 674. The Schneider Court continued by holding:

If deferring the adjudication 'would add nothing material to the legal issues
presented' so that a court will be in no better position in the future and if a
declaration of the rights of parties will 'certainly afford a relief from uncertainty
and controversy in the future' the case may be presently ripe for adjudication.
Id. quoting ,Hiles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 641, 642778 P.2d 757, 764 (1989).

In this case, an actual case or controversy exists between the parties. Plaintiffs seek a
declaration that the Road Development Agreement that Valley County required it to sign and the
resultant impact fees it had to pay violate Idaho's IDIF A because VaIley County did not enact an
impact fee ordinance. Therefore, the contract must be declared void and the money returned to
Plaintiffs. An actual case or controversy also exists with respect to the final plat for Plaintiffs'
remaining phases of The Meadows. A declaration will remove the uncertainty whether Valley
County can legally require Plaintiffs to enter into a contract again for the payment of impact fees
as a condition for receiving final plat approval on its remaining phases.

VI.

Valley County Cannot Rely On Equitable Principles To Justify Its Illegal Conduct.
Valley County argues that principles of equity namely, unjust enrichment, laches

promissory estoppel and waiver should bar Plaintiffs' causes of action. VaHey County cannot,
however, hide behind equitable theories to justifY its

O'WTI

illegal conduct.

The doctrine of
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unclean hands allows "a court to deny equitable relief to a litigant on the ground that his conduct
has been inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to the controversy at
issue." Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 251,92 P.3d 492,501 (2004).
In this case documentary evidence, deposition testimony and affidavits from Plaintiffs
and nonparty witness developers establish that Valley County conditioned approval of land use
development applications upon the payment of money, dedication of right-of-way or in-kind
construction to mitigate traffic impacts.

Despite Valley County's strained use of the word

"voluntary," it cannot escape the fact that it required Plaintiffs and other land use applicant to
pay an impact fee. The use of a contract (i.e. the Road Development Agreement) to circumvent
very specific state law requirements is inequitable, unfair and is dishonest conduct which
prevents equitable relief the County seeks.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above Plaintiffs request that this Court deny Valley County's
Motion for Summary Judgment.
DATED this 2nd day of November, 2010.

EVANS KEANE LLP

Bv

y~~~

"' Victor Villegas~irm
Attorneys for Plaintiff"
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of November. 2010. a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served by first-class mail. postage prepaid, and addressed to; by fax
transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or leaving with a person
in charge of the office as indicated below:
IX] U.S. Mail

Matthew C. Williams
Valley County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, ID 83611
Telephone: (208) 382-7120
Facsimile: (208) 382-7124

( 1 Fax
[ ] Overnight Delivery
[ I Hand Delivery

[ ] C.S. Mail

Christopher 11. Meyer
Martin C. Hendrickson
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, 10 83701-2720
Telephone: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

r ] Fax
r ]

Overnight Delivery
l X] Hand Delivery

Victor Villega
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Jed Manwaring ISB #3040
Victor Villegas ISB# 5860
EVANS KEANE LLP
t 405 West Main
P. O. Box 959
Boise, Idaho 83701-0959
Telephone: (208) 384-1800
Facsimile: (208) 345-3514
e-mail: jmanwaring@evanskeane.com
Vvillegas(tl;evanskeane.com
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Case No
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COl:NTY OF VALLEY

BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, INC. an
Idaho Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

Case No. CV ·2009·554-C
AFFIDA VIT OF
DAN R. BRUMWELL

Plaintiff,
vs.
VALLEY COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho.
Defendant.

STATE OF WASHINGTON
) 55.

County of Spokane

)

DAN R. BRUMWELL, being duly sworn upon oath deposes and says as follows:
I.

That I am an adult over the age of eighteen (18) years, that

r am

a resident of

Liberty Lake, Washington, and that I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this
Affidavit.
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2.

My wife and I applied to Valley County for a conditional use pennit ("CUP") to

construct the Little PearsoI Estates Subdivision located in VaJIey County. My application was
approved by the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission on September I, 2005, and
CUP No. 05-42 was issued to me, effective August 30, 2005. A true and correct copy of the
CUP is attached to this Aftldavit as Exhibit A.
3.

Condition No. 6 of the CUP states that I shall enter into a Development

Agreement with Valley County. In fulfilling the conditions of the CCP and in order to obtain
approval of the final plat for Little Pearsol Estates Subdivision, I was required to enter into a
Road Development Agreement with Valley County and either pay the fee calculated by Valley
County Engineer for the Little Pearsol 2006 Capital Improvement Area where Little Pearsol
Estates Subdivision is located, or dedicate right-of-way and construct in-kind roadway
improvements to Little Pearsol Road in lieu of paying the fee.
4.

I did not offer to pay a fee, dedicate a right-of-way or construct in-kind

improvements to mitigate for any impacts on county roadways attributable to trallic generated by
Little Pearsol Estates Subdivision. Rather, Valley County required me to enter into the Road
Development Agreement pursuant to the conditions placed on its CUP.
5.

At no time in my meetings and interactions with any Valley County representative

with regard to my CUP was I told or advised that the Road Development Agreement and
payment of the fee was voluntary. or that I had an option not to enter into the Road Development
Agreement. At no time in my meetings or interactions with Valley County representatives with
regard to my CUP was I told or advised that the fee paid under the Road Development
Agreement was negotiable or that I could elect not to pay a fee or not to construct in-kind
improvements. At no time in my meetings or interactions with Valley County representatives
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with regard to my CUP was I told or advised that the contents of the Road Development
Agreement were negotiable or that I could strike certain parts or provisions of the Road
Development Agreement.
6.

Since Valley County imposed the Road Development Agreement and the

associated tee, dedication of right-of-way or in-kind construction as a condition to receive a final
plat, I believed that Valley County had legal authority to do so. I lad I been advised by Valley
County that payment of the fee, dedication of right-of-way or in-kind construction under the
Road Development Agreement was negotiable or that I had an option not to pay the fee, dedicate
a right-of-way or construct in-kind roadway improvements, I would not have signed the Road
Development Agreement nor pay a fee, dedicate a right-of-way or construct roadway
improvements on Little Pearsol Road.
7.

I and my engineer Joe Pachner met with representatives of Valley County's Road

Department and Planning and Zoning to explain that the fees being assessed as mitigation for
impacts on county roads should not apply to my project because its main access was primarily
state highway. During those meetings we were never informed that this Capital Improvements
Program and the resulting Road Development Agreement was voluntary or otherwise not
required. Simply put. I was required to give something of value whether it be money, property
or in-kind construction to mitigate for impacts that my development placed on county roads.
8.

I signed the Road Development Agreement on May 22, 2006. A true and correct

copy of the Road Development Agreement is attached to thjs Affidavit as Exhibit B. Under the
Road Development Agreement I had to pay Thirty Thousand Seven Hundred Twenty and noll 00
Dollars ($30,720.00). In lieu of paying money directly to Valley County, I could dedicate right
of way along Little Pearsol Road and provide in-kind construction to a portion of Little Pearsol
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Road as a means of meeting the $30,720.00 fee. I opted to dedicate the dght-of-way and pay for
and undertake the construction of in-kind improvements to Little Pearsol Road instead of paying
the fee directly to Valley County. I was not given an option to proceed with the development of

Little Pearsol Estates without improvements to Little Pearsol Road.
9.

I did not voluntarily enter into the Road Development Agreement with Valley

County or voluntarily incur the costs of the in-kind construction under the agreement. I did so
only because Valley COWIty required it as a condition to approval of the fmal plat for Little

Pearsol Estates.
,/

,..//

//'
c

-./~~
,

~
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SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me thjs~~
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day o():jow ,2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

,

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
'"
day of t/&~
2010, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document ''''as served by tirst-c1ass mail, postage prepaid, and
addressed to; by fax transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or
leaving with a person in charge of the office as indicated below:
Matthew C. Williams
Valley County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, ID 83611
Telephone: (208) 382-7120
Facsimile: (208) 382-7124

[X)
[ ]
( ]
[ j

Christopher H. Meyer
Martin C. Hendrickson
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

r

U.S. Mail
Fax
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery

I U.S. Mail
[ 1 Fax
[ ] Overnight Delivery

[) J Hand Delivery
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Planning and Zoning Commission
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VALLEY COUNTY
IDAHO
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0.00

P,O. Box 1350/219 North Maio Street/Cascade, Idaho 83611·1350
Phone: 208,382 ,7114
FAX: 208.382,7119
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Approved by
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Date
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CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
NO. 05-41
Linle Pearsol Estates
Issued to:

Dan R. Brumwell and Susan Ashley-Brumwell

23507 E. 2nd Ave.
Liberty Lake, WA 99019
Property Location:

Located in Section 28, T. 14N, R. 4E. B.M., Valley County, Idaho. The
site is approximately 31.5 acres,

There have been no appeals of the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission's decision of
August 18, 2005. The Commission's decision stands and you are hereby issued Conditional Use
Permit No, 05-42 with Conditions for establishing a single family subdivision as described in the
application, staff report, and minutes.
The effective date of this permit is August 30, 2005. The plat must be recorded within one year
or a permit extension in compliance with the Valley County Land Use and Development
Ordinance will be required.
Conditions of Approval:
I. The application, the staff report, and the provisions of the Land ' Use and Development
Ordinance are all made a part of this pennit as if written in full herein.

2. Any change in the nature or scope of land use activities shall require an additional
Conditional Use Pennit.
3. The final plat shall be recorded within 90 days or this pennit shall be null and void.

Conditional Use Permit
Page 1
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4. The issuance of this permit and these conditions will not relieve the appJicant from
complying with applicable County. State, or Federal laws or regulations or be construed as
permission to operate in violation of any statute or regulations. Violation of these laws,
regulations or rules may be grounds for revocation of the Conditional Use Permit or grounds
for suspension of the Conditional Use Permit.

5. The CCRs shall address wood burning devices, bear proof garbage containers, and lighting
requirements.
6. A Development Agreement shall be required to be negotiated witb the Board of County
Commissioners. The Development Agreement may address road impacts andlor affordable
housing requirements. The Planning and Zoning Commission recommends 10% of the lots
be dedicated to tbe future housing authority as deed restricted lots.

7. Must comply with requirements of the Cascade Rural Fire District.
8. A final site grading plan and storm water drainage plan shall be approved by the ValJey
County Engineer.

9. Must provide an engineer certified determination of whether there is high ground water; and,
if so, must determine top of foundation elevations for each buiJding and identify them on the
plat. A bench mark must be provided.
10. No lot splits.

11. Change proposed road name.

12. Applicant will negotiate with the Board of County Commissioner regarding placing money
into a trust instead of dedicating 10% to the housing authority

El\o'D CONDlTIONAL USE PERMIT
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Little Pearsol Estates

ROAD DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

11,;

,

TIDS AGREEMENT is made this ~• .I.
day of
2006,
by and between Dan Bromwell, whose address is P.O. Box 15 5, McCall, Id 83638, the
Developer of that certain Project in Valley County, Idaho, known as Little Pearsol
Estates, and Valley County. a political subdivision of the State of Idaho, (bereinafter
referred to as "Valley County").
RECITALS
Developer bas su.bmitted a subdivision application to Valley County for approval of an 8
lot residential development known as Little Pearsol Estates.
Throu.gh the development review of this application., Valley County identified cenain
unmitigated impact~ on public services and infrastructure reasonably attributable to the
Project.
Developer has agreed to participate in the cost of mitigating these impacts by
contributing its proportionate fair share of the cost of the needed improvements identified
in the Agreement and listed on the attached Exhibit A.
Valley County and the Developer desire to memorialize the tenns of their agreement
regarding the Developer's participation in the funding of certain of the aforesaid
improvements.

AGREEMENT
Therefore, it is agreed as follows:

1. Capital Improvement Program: A listing and cost estimate of the Little Pearso}
Area 2006 Roadway Capital Improvement Program, incorporating construction
and right-of-way needs for the project area (see map. Exhibit B) is attached as
Exhibit A.
2. Proponionate share: Developer agrees to a proponionate share of the road
improvement costs attributable to traffic generated by the Uttle Pearso) Estates
subdivision as established by Valley County. Currently this amount has been
calculated by the Valley County Engineer to be $480 per average daily vehicle
trip generated by the Project. Refer to Exhibit A for details of the Little Pearsol
Area 2006 Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate. Road impact mitigation
.'may be provided by Developer contribution of money or other capital offsets such
as right-of-way, or in-kind construction. Such an offset to the road improvements
is addressed in paragraph 3 of this Agreement.
3. Capital contribution: Developer agrees to pay a sum equal to $3,840 per lot (an
average of 8 trips per single family residenciallot times $480 per trip). The
Developer's proportionate share of the road jmprovements identified in Exhibit A

Little Pearsol Estates

Road Development Agreement
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for the 8 lots shown on the subdivision application is $30,720 less the fonowing
offsets:

1)

2)

Dedicated roadway right-of-way (ROW) as shown on the Final
Plat and more specifically described as: 20 feet of dedicated
ROW along 100 feet of Little Pearsol Road and a 70 square
foot remnant of ROW immediately east of Little Pearsol Road
where Valley County already owns 100 feet of ROW. The total
area of ROW donated is 2070 SF, or 0.05 Acres. The total
value of the dedicated ROW is $700.
Design and construction by Developer of a portion of Little

Pearse) Road from Warm Lake Road south approximately 410'
to Samantha Drive (Little Pearsol Estates). The road shall be
designed and constructed to a local road standard per Valley
County's current Minimum Standards for Public Road DeSign
and Construction.
Valley County and the Developer agree that the combined value of the dedicated
ROWand the road design and construction is likely to exceed the Developer's
proportionate share of the Cn> roadway improvements ($30,720). The developer
agrees to design and construct the portion of Uttle Pearson Road described above
without additional compensation if costs exceed $30,720.
Prior to recordation of the Final Plat. the Developer herein agrees to bond or
provide a letter a credit for 110% of their proportionate share of the C1P roadway
improvements ($30,720) less the offsets for dedicated right-of-way ($700), for a
total amount of $33,022.
4. The contributions made by DevelOper to Valley County pursuant to the tenns of
tltis Agreement shall be segregated by Valley County and earmarked and applied
only to the project costs of the road improvement projects specified in Exhibit A
or to such other projects as are mutually agreeable to the parties.
5. The sale by Developer of part or all of the Project prior to the planing thereof
shall not trigger any payment or contribution responsibility. However, in such
case, the purchaser of such property, and the successors and assigns thereof, shall
be bound by the terms of this Agreement in the same respect as Developer,
regarding the property purchased.

6. Recordation: It is intended that VaHey County will record this Agreement. The
intent of the recordation will be to document the official aspect of the contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement will not in any way
establish a lien or other interests in favor of Valley County as to any real propeny
owned by the Developer at the time of recording, or any real property that may be
acquired by the Developer on any date after the recording of this Agreement.
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_ _ _ _ Date: £-~~-p.!

VALLEY COUNTY BOARD OF COl\-IMISSIONERS:

CommissionerlChairman F. Phillip Davis

Comntissioner F. W. Eld

ATTF.,8T;
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STATE OF IDAHO)

) ss.
COUNTY OF VALLEY

)

On this ;o..J, day of H4t
2006, before me, Htdw:l:r.rcd. ~g,.,
the undersigned, a Notary Pub~c in and for said State, personally appeared
~J>-ufr:yue \\
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.
In witness whereof. I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
ftrst above un-·'TT ..........

Residing at:~_.-,;::;;..:..t:tL-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

My Commission Expires;

STA TE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF VALLEY

---L-~day

....Ge""'/u.1..c.*"f''''''-''-'?I--_ __

)
) ss.
)

~
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1\ i1-v~~
~
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On this
of
2006, before me,
the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared
F
1~ It..! ~ y..\
w. Uc.Land acknowledged to me that they executed the same.
1

r:

•

;'\

.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

first above

:tteJ.1

N~bCfO<~
Residing at: ___

_~~~
~).\t;~~
LAs. __«~~~__
~
~:::::..:u
A.(

dU

_

My Commission Expires; _ _....JI<...I'---_(_).._-_'...-y
__
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LITTLE PEARSOL AREA

2006 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM COST ESTIMATE

ADOPTED BY VALLEY COUNTY
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

February 27, 2006

Valley County Road Department

Little PearsoJ Area
2006 Roadway Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate

Param etrix
February 2006
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Exhibit A
L1TILE PEARSOL AREA
2006 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
COST ESTIMATE
Location: Little Pearsol Area

Study Boundary:
•
•
•

•

North: Warm Lake Road
South: Gold Dust Road and South Section Line of
Sections 1,2,3 and 4, T13N. R4E
West: SH-55
East: East Section Une of Sections 23,26, and 35. T14N. R4E; and
East Section Une of Section 1, T13N, R4E

Roadway Engineering/Construction Costs

Classification
Locar1
Minor Collecto~

length

CQsVMiJe

Total

6.2 Miles

$500,000
$300,000

$3,100.000
$360,000
$250,000

1.2 Miles

Additional Drainage Costs

$250,000

& Creek Crossings
Sub Total $3,710,000
'Full Reconstruction
'Cost adjusted for 1/2 split With Corral CreeK Area CIP

Intersection Improvement Costs (unsignalized)

location

Co§!

Gold Dust @ SH-552
Thunder City @ Warm Lake'
Little Pearso/ @ Warm Lake'
Cut Off @ SH-55
Thunder City @ SH-55

$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100.000

Sub Total

$500,000

Right of Way Costs

Right of Way acquisition: 16.48 acres @ $14,000/acre

$230,720

Capital Improvement Cost Total $4,440,720
Based on a combined capacity of 9,250 3 vpd level of service threshold, cost
per vehicle trip:: $480.
For a typical single family residential development (8 tripsllot), cost per lot
$3,840. Costs will vary based on type of development and expected
number/type of vehicle trips.

=

lAssumes 3 local outlets (Little Pearsol Road. and the north and south end of Thunder City Road) at 2.000
IIpd. and 1 minor coHector outlet (Gold Dust Road) at 3,250 IIpd (the other 1/2 of the fuJI capacity (6.500) for
Gold Dust Road will be accounted for in the Corral Creek CIP area.

Valley County Road Department

LiffJe Pearso! Area
2006 Roadway Capitallmprovemenl Program Cost Estimate

ParaMetrix
Ft'lbruary 2006
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Exhibit B
LITTLE PEARSOL AREA
2006 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
MAP OF CIP AREA
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Jed Manwaring ISB #3040
Victor ViIJegu ISB# 5860
EVANS KEANE LLP
1405 West Main
P. O. Box 959
Boise, Idaho 83701-0959
Telephone: (208) 384-1800
Facsimile: (208) 345-3514
e-mail: jmanwaring@evanskeane.com
Vvillegas@evanskeane.com

ARCHI N. tjANBUAY, CLERK
BY......,.~u.;:;M::~~:.....DmIJ

t,w'
cas& No..-

Fled

u 1. 2010
InstNo_ __

/0 ~ (SA.M

J

P.M

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, INC. an
Idaho Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

Case No. CV-2009-5S4-C

AFFIDAVIT OF
DEMAR BURNETT

Plaintiff,
vs.
VALLEY COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho.
Defendant.

ST ATE OF IDAHO )

) ss.
County of Valley

)

DeMAR BeRNETI', being duly sworn upon oath deposes and says as follows:

1.

That f am an adult over the age of eighteen (18) years, that I am a resident of

Valley County, Idaho, and that I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Affidavit.

AFFIDA VIT OF DEMAR BURNETT - I
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2.

I served as a member of the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission

from 1998 until approximately February 2007.

During this time, the Planning and Zoning

Commission was directed by the Valley County Commissioners to place a condition of approval
on all developers to enter into agreements with Valley County to mitigate tramc impacts that the
developer's project placed on county roads.
3.

I voiced my opinion and belief that the Road Development Agreements that

Valley County required of developers as a condition for approval of final plat was illegal under
Idaho law, and that final plat approval should not be conditioned on the Road Development
Agreement. The Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission, the Valley County Engineer
and the Valley County Board of Commissioners disagreed ""ith my opinion regarding Road
Development Agreements.

Valley County took the position that the Road Development

Agreement was a legitimate condition for final plat approval and was legal under Idaho law. As
a result, in my capacity as a Planning and Zoning Commissioner, I continued to vote to approve
conditional use penn its that required that all developers enter into an agreement to mitigate the
impact of their projects on county roads as a condition to final approval.
4.

As a member of the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission, I

participated in Transportation Planning meetings held by the Planning and Zoning Commission
in conjunction with planning and zoning meetings. During a planning and zoning meeting held
on February 12, 2004, Valley County Engineer, Pat Dobie, addressed the Planning and Zoning
Commission on Transportation Planning issues, including the "Donnelly to Tamarack - Road
Improvement Plan." During the Transportation Planning presentation, Mr. Dobie discussed road
issues related to the development of Tamarack Resort and new residential developments in the
area of the Tamarack Resort. One of the areas of concern included West Roseberry Road. This

AFFIDAVIT OF DEMAR BURNETT - 2
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is the road that fronts The
captioned case.

~1cadows

at West ."v1ountain. the project at Issue in the above-

Y1r. Dobie calculated that new development in the area would result in

approximately 2,700 vehicles per day on the road, which, when calculated out, resulted in a
development impact fee of $1,844.00 per lot. As reflected in the minutes of this meeting, Mr.
Dobie conveyed that: "this figure is being given to all developers. They are recommending that
this is a condition of approval for the developments and any new developments in the area." A
true and correct copy of the February 12, 2004, Valley County Planning and Zoning Meeting
Minutes is attached as Exhibit A. Mr. Dobie's comments are found under Agenda Item No.5 on
pages 10-12. Several months later, on May 17, 2004, I attended a meeting of the Planning and
Zoning Commissioners in my official capacity as a Planning and Zoning Commissioner when
The Meadows at West Y10untain application was under consideration. During that meeting a
Planning and Zoning Commissioner asked Mr. Dobie whether the developers in that area,
including the developers of The Meadows at West Mountain, would be required to pay the
impact fee addressed by Mr. Dobie during the February 12, 2004 Transportation Meeting. Mr.
Dobie responded that the developers would be required to pay the impact fee for road
construction, which, based on his calculations, was approximately $1,800.00. A true and correct
copy of the May 17, 2004, Valley County Planning and Zoning Meeting Minutes is attached as
Exhibit B. Mr. Dobie's comments are found on page 13.
5.

As a result of Mr. Dobie's calculations and with input from other Valley County

authorities, including the Road Department, the Valley County Planning and Zoning
Commission included as a condition of final plat approval that all developers within the vicinity
of Tamarack Resort, and based on the "Donnelly to Tamarack

Road Improvement Plan"

AFfIDAVIT OF DEMAR BURNETT - 3
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presented by Mr. Dobie, pay a road impact fee of approximately $1,800.00 per lot for each new
development project.
6.

These same conditions were placed on my o\vn development projects in Valley

County. I am a member of KDB CLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("KDB"). KDB's
predecessor, PV LLC, applied for a conditional use permit ("CUP") to develop Phase 1 of a
three-phase subdivision in Valley County

kno\~.:n

as Whispering Pines Subdivision ("Whispering

Pines"). The Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission issued CUP 03-07 for Phase 1 of
Whispering Pines on June 27,2003, effective as of June 23, 2003. A true and correct copy of the
CUP for Phase 1 is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit C. Condition 1'\0. 16 of the CUP requires
the developer to "[ s lubmit a Development Agreement on improvements to Gold Dust Road"
with VaHey County as a condition to obtaining a final plat approval. KDB purchased from PV
LLC all of the real property and the rights and obligations related to developing Whispering
Pines, including Phase I and the subsequent phases.
7.

As a result of Condition Ko. 16 in the CUP, I entered into a Road Development

Agreement with Valley County tor all three phases of Whispering Pines. I signed the Road
Development Agreement .- Phase 1 on behalf of KDB, dated effective August 18, 2005.
Pursuant to the Road Development Agreement - Phase 1, KDB was required to pay a road
development fee and dedicate a right-of-way along Warner Drive. A true and correct copy of the
Road Development Agreement - Phase 1 is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit D. J signed a
Road Development Agreement - Phase 2 with Valley County on behalf of KDB. dated effective
September 25, 2006. Pursuant to the Road Development Agreement, KDB was required to pay a
road development fee and dedicate a right-of.way along Warner Drive. A true and correct copy
of the Road Development Agreement - Phase 2 is attached to this affidavit

AFFIDA VIT OF DEMAR BURNETT - 4
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Exhibit E. I

signed a Road Development Agreement

Phase 3 with Valley County on behalf of KDB, dated

effective January 15, 2008. Pursuant to the Road Development Agreement, KDB was required
to pay a road development fee. A true and correct copy of the Road Development Agreement Phase 3 is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit F.

For each of these Road Development

Agreements, I was not made aware of the amount of the road development fee to be charged or
the value of the right-of-\vay dedication until Valley County presented me with its Road
Development Agreements as KDB prepared to seck final plat approval on each phase.
8.

In fulfilling the conditions of the CUP for all three phases of Whispering Pines

and in order to obtain approval of the final plat for each phase, KDB was required to enter into a
Road Development Agreement with Valley County and pay the fee calculated by Valley County
Engineer for the Gold Dust Road Area 2005 and Little Pearsol 2006 Capital Improvement Area
where Whispering Pines is located. In the case of Phases 1 and 2, KDB was also required to
dedicate a right-of-way.
9.

KDB did not offer to pay to mitigate for any impacts on county roadways

attributable to traffic generated by Whispering Pines Subdivision. Rather, KDB was required to
enter into the Road Development Agreement pursuant to the conditions placed on its CCP for all
three phases. At no time in my meetings and interactions with any Valley County representative
with regard to KDB's CUP was I told or advised that the Road Development Agreement and
payment of the fee was voluntary, or that KDB had an option not to entcr into the Road
Development Agreement.

At no time in my meetings or interactions with Valley County

representatives \vith regard to KDB's CCP was I told or advised that the fee paid under the Road
Development Agreement \Vas negotiable or that KDB could elect not to pay a fee. At no time in
my meetings or interactions with Valley County representatives with regard to KDB's CUP was

AFFIDA VIT OF DEMAR m;RNETT - 5

I told or advised that the contents of the Road Development Agreement were negotiable or that I
could strike certain parts or provisions of the Road Development Agreement.
10.

Based on my service on the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission, I

knew that unless KDB entered into the Road Development Agreements imposed by Valley
County, KDB would not receive a hearing for approval affinal plat on any phase of Whispering
Pines nor final plat approval itself.

As a result. KDB entered into the Road Development

Agreements.
11.

KDB did not voluntarily enter into the Road Development Agreements with

Valley County or voluntarily pay the fees or dedicate the rights-of-way under the agreements.
KDB did so only because VaJley County required it as a condition to approval of the final plat
and as a condition for scheduling a hearing before the County Commissioners to approve final
plat for all three phases of KDB's project. KDB was never given an option of proceeding with
the development of Whispering Pines Subdivision without road

improv~ts.
/

Qt'~l~J
DeMAJfBU J'\E.

d i(~ay of &~ ,2010.

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this

(

Not
Public for Idaho
Resaingin ~ (~
My Commission Expire;:

A3!o 8/j1) f .;L
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
)..
day of AifflJH-fu.rr , 2010, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was served by tirst-c1ass mail, postage prepaid, and
addressed to; by fax transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or
leaving with a person in charge of the office as indicated below:
:Ylatthew C. Williams
Valley County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, ID 836 J I
Telephone: (208) 382-7120
Facsimile: (208) 382-7124

Christopher H. Meyer
Martlo C. Hendrickson
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

iXJ U.S. Mail

[ J Fax
[ J Overnight Delivery
[ J I land Del i very

[: I U.S. Mail
[ ] Fax

[ J Overnight Delivery
[X] Hand Delivery

Victor Villegas

AFFIDA VIT OF DEMAR BCRNETf • 7

VALLEY COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING MEETING MINUTES
DATE:

February 12,2004

TIME:

6:03 P.YL to 9:00 P.M.

LOCATION: Valley County Courthouse
Chairman Somerton introduced and welcomed Todd Hatfield as the new P & Z
Commissioner replacing Commissioner Allen Campbell.
ATTENDENCE: Commissioners Ed Allen, Todd Hatfield, Jerry Winkle, DeMar
Burnett and Chairman Hugh Somerton were present. StatT members present: Cynda
Herrick, AICP, Planning and Zoning Administrator; and, Denise Snyder, Planning and
Zoning Secretary.
The meeting wa.,> called to order by Chairman Somerton at 6:03 p.m.

MINUTES: Chairman Somerton asked ifthere were any changes or corrections to the
January 8, 2004, meeting minutes. There were none. Commissioner Winkle moved to
approve the minutes as presented. Commissioner Burnett seconded the motion. The
motion carried.
MC CALL BUSINESS:
1. ROS-04-4 Payette Lake Club, Group C, Lots 9,10 & 11: The applicants
were Marcia and Mac Page. They were being represented by LeGrand Bennett as their
architect agent. They were requesting approval to split Lot 10 to increase Lots 9 & 11
which will reduce the overall density of the remaining lots. The lots are being redefined
as to allow the building of a new residence by the end of 2005. The site is located in the
Payette Lake Club, Group C, Lots 9, 10 & I I, in the McCall Area of Impact, McCall,
Idaho.
Lindley Kirkpatrick, McCall Community Development Director, came forward and stated
the following:
• This application is to split one lot equaJIy in half then merge that lot with the
remaining two Jots.
• This will allow the two remaining larger lots to be suitable building sites.
Planning and Zoning Commission
February 12,2004
Page I
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•
•

\1eets requirements, therefore, Staff recommends approval.
There are no Conditions of Approval.

Chairman Somerton asked if there were any questions of SlafT. There were none.
Commissioner Winkle moved to approve ROS-04-4 Payette Lake Club, Group C, Lots 9,
10 & II as presented. Commissioner Allen seconded the motion. The motion carried.

2. SR-04-2 Payette Lake Club, Group C, Lots 9,10 & 11: The applicants
were Marcia and Mac Page. They were being represented by LeGrand Bennett as their
architect agent. They were requesting approval to remove the existing tree and top soil on
the lots. Then place 3' to 4' of structural fill on the entire site. Also l' of top soil will be
placed on top of the fill. The lots will be redefined as to allow the building of a new
residence by the end of 2005. The site is located in the Payette Lake Club, Group C, Lots
9, 10 & 11, in the MeCall Area of Impact, McCall. Idaho.
Chairman Somerton asked for the Staff Report.
LindJey Kirkpatrick, McCall Community Development Director, came forward and stated
the following:
• This is the same property and owners as presented above.
• Two homes will be built. One on each of the now approved two lots.
• The homes will be accessed from Warren Wagon Road.
• A common driveway with an easement across the second lot will access both lots.
• The applicant is present if the Commission has questions regarding the building
designs.
• The homes are in the scenic overlay district.
• Typical development for the area.
• Buildings will be compatible with the neighborhood.
• Staff recommends approval.
• There arc no Conditions of Approval.
Commissioner Burnett asked if all the items listed in the application are required to
receive scenic route approval. Staff responded, yes. Commissioner Burnett then asked if
the applicant needs approval to cut a tree. Staff responded, yes in the scenic overlay
district. If the applicant is land clearing, filling, and/or tree cutting in anticipation for
future development, scenic route approval is required.
LeGrand Bennett, Bennett Architect, representing the applicants, came forward and stated
the following:
• There is only one l2" diameter lodge pole pine on the existing three lots.
• Once the tree is removed, they will bring site up to grade.
• 11 is necessary to add the fill in order bring it up to grade to eliminate the low areas
on the lots.
Planning and Zoning Commission
February 12,2004
Page 2
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•

The new residence is scheduled to be built in 2005.

Chairman Somerton asked if there were any further questions of Staff or applicant. There
were none.
Commissioner Burnett moved to approve SR-04-2 Payette Lake Club, Group C, Lots 9,
10& I I as presented. Commissioner \\/inkle seconded the motion. The motion carried.

NEW BUSINESS:

1. C.U.P. 03-30 Guest Chalets: The applicants were Samuel and Katharine
Sullins. They were requesting approval to build 13 rental chalets in four phases. The
existing residence and two existing outbuildings ,,,:ill remain on the property. The
remaining outbuildings will be demolished. The 13 rental properties will consist of four
I, I 00 square toot chalets and nine 750 square foot chalets. The project will be serviced
by a community well, storage and pressure system that is designed to meet the demands
for potable water and fire protection. ~orth Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District
will provide sewer service. The site is located at 1734 West Roseberry Road and consists
of2.5 acres located on parcel RP16'N03E096485A in Section 9, T. 16N, R. 3E, B.M.,
Valley County, Idaho.
Chairman Somerton announced the item and opened the public hearing.
Chairman Somerton asked the Commission if there were any conflicts of interest or ex
parte contact. Chairman Somerton excused himself from the proceedings as he does have
a conflict of interest. Vice-Chairman Burnett continued with the public hearing.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked for the Staff Report. Staff presented the Staff Report.
Staff stated that each unit is a duplex; therefore, there are actually eighteen 750 square
foot units and eight 1, 100 square foot units. Staff stated that since the Staff Report was
completed a Supplemental Staff Report (exhibit 1) was also completed. Staff presented
the Supplemental Staff Report. Staff stated that since the applicant stated his intention
was that this application be reviewed as a P.U.D. (not a C.C.P.), that the Commission
should review the information presented tonight and, if the Commission determines this
is a P.U.D., then the Commission must determine if this item should be re-notified as a
P.C.D. Staff also recommended the Commission thoroughly review the Supplemental
Staff Report before making a decision.
Staff stated that since both the Staff Report and Supplemental Staff Report were
completed, the following has been received: (exhibit 2) a letter from Donnelly Fire
Protection District, dated February 11,2004, listing the standards applicant must comply
with regarding water flow; (exhibit 3) a letter from Department of Environmental
Quality, faxed February 12, 2004, addressing air quality, drinking water, wastewater
system and storm water disposal system; (exhibit 4) a letter from David ~ordberg,
received February 12, 2004; (exbibit 5) a letter from John and Delores Hubbard, received
Planning and Zoning Commission
February 12, 2004
Page 3
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February 12,2004; (exhibit 6) a memorandum from Pat Dobie, Valley County Engineer,
received February 12, 2004: and, (exhibit 7) a letter from Christina Nordberg received
February 12,2004.
Vice-Chainnan Burnett asked ifthere were any questions of Staff.
Commissioner Winkle asked Staff how the determination \l\,'as made on the total number
of units. Staff reviewed the application with the Commission. Staff stated the applicant
will clarify this detennination.
Commissioner Allen asked how does the Commission resolve the issue whether this is a
C.U.P. or P.U.D? Vice-Chairman Burnett stated that the application states both.
Commissioner Winkle stated that this is a lot of information to digest and that the
applicant should also clarify this issue.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked for the presentation from the applicant.
Sam Sullins, 10555 Horseshoe Bend Road, Boise, came fonvard and stated the following:
• The intent was this application is for a P.U.D.
• He thought he completed the proper paper work.
• The documents he included with the application do apply to a P.U.D.
• The Sullins plan to live at the site once they retire.
• They want to leave as many trees on the site as possible.
• Setbacks are 20' side and 30' rear.
• Units may be single, double or triplex - will determine which when placed on site
- total of 26 units.
• There will be additional landscaping and fencing.
• There will be underground utilities.
• The main house will be remodeled.
• Mr. Sullins showed the Commission examples of chalets (exhibit 8).
• The mixed chalets will make the area more attractive and will be situated so there
will be less potential for noise.
• Mr. Sullins notified as many neighbors as possible around this area - had little
response.
• Snow storage will be in the setback area.
• The fence will be a 3 to 4 rail fence.
• Any trailers brought into the site will be a maximum of 16'. No RVs or 5-wheels
will be allowed.
• At least one-half the units will accommodate a recreation trailer.
• Wells will draw water out of a deeper aquifer; therefore, should not impact
existing wells.
Commissioner Winkle asked Mr. Sullins how these units are going to be situated especially if Mr. Sullins is now planning to use triplexes. The Commission will need a
Planning and Zoning Commission
February 12, 2004
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final site plan with dimensions before they can make a decision.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked Mr. Sullins about the Donnelly Fire Protection District
letter. Mr. Sull ins stated that he just received the letter this afternoon. He will be in
contact with Mr. deJong to address the fire district's concerns. This application's first
phase will have one well. This project will take four years to complete; therefore, will tie
into the Norwood Road system once that system is completed.
Commissioner Allen asked about the location of Gestrin Road. \1r. Sullins stated that it
runs along the right side of the next lot over, which is about 80'. They do have a utility
easement across that lot. Mr. Sullins also stated that this project's sewer system will tie
into the church camp's system.
Mr. Sullins further stated that they will comply Vvith whatever road requirements are
needed regarding the approach on Roseberry Road. Roseberry Road will be a major
access road now and in the future because of the Tamarack Rcsort. The ingress and
egress wi II be addressed.
Mr. Sullins stated they are looking for conceptual approval tonight before they spend
thousands of dollars to give the Commission the needed hard answers.
Commissioner Winkle asked if Mr. Sullins has reviewed the letter from the road
department. Mr. Sullins stated he had not. Mr. Sullins stated the existing house will be
20' from the road once they remove the added outbuilding which is now on the front of
house. Mr. Sullins will get finn answers regarding the proposed road improvements on
Roseberry Road regarding the added lanes, etc.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked if there were any proponents or undecided that would like
to speak. There were none.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked if there were any opponents that would like to speak.
Dave Coski, 239 East Roseberry Road, came forward and stated that he feels commercial
development outside the city limits will jeopardize the livelihood of the established
communities.
Dave Nordberg, 1821 Rand Street, Boise, came forward and stated the following:
• His family O\\11S the property just \vest of this project at 1736 West Roseberry.
• When the snow melts from the snow storage area on the chalet project - \vill it
flood his property?
• He also feels 13 chalets (26 units) are too many for this narrow 2.5 acre parcel.
• Should be dO\\'TISized if the Commission does approve the project.
• Short and long term disturbances will atTect the surrounding properties.
• The project may cause a Jarge influx of people.
• Can the applicant be required to hire an accredited outside agency to do
Planning and Zoning Commission
February 12,2004
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•
•
•
•

engineering and surveying regarding impacts; environmental impacts, safety
concerns, pri vacy concerns, etc.
He realizes gro'W1h is inevitable in this arca because of the Tamarack Resort, but
he feels this project is irresponsible.
Wants to keep Donnelly a beautiful place to live.
Would like to keep commercial development off of Roseberry Road.
Mr. Nordberg also read his wife's letter to the Commission listing her concerns

(exhibit 7).
John Hubbard, 13152 Gail-Alan Road, Donnelly, came forward and stated the following:
• Would like clarification on what a C.V.P. and a P.U.D. are?
• The water situation - how deep will the well be?
• His property is 200' from this proposed project - Fran Dot Subdivision No.2.
• The density for this project is too much.
• He has traffic and setback concerns on this project when West Roseberry Road is
widened.
• Some of the proponents to this project don't actually live in this area - they are
just considering their investment potential on the property they own.
• Would like to see this application postponed until some answers can be given by
the applicant and some of the neighbors to this project can be contacted.
George Dorris, 163 EJd Lane, Donnelly, came forward and stated the following:
• lIe also believes Tamarack is going to be developed in the future.
• He feels that commercial development outside the Donnelly area, and the other
existing communities, should not be allowed at this time.
• f Ie stated that there is plenty of acreage to be developed in those communities or
close proximity to the communities and those areas should be developed first.
• He is concerned with the potential impact that these developments ""ill have on
the North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District.
• The NLRS&WD has 1,500 part-time hookups. How will they be impacted by
these new developments?
• The City of Donnelly has 110 full-time hookUps. They share the same storage
ponds with the part-time hookups. Nobody is excited about the potential of
building more storage ponds near Donnelly.
• 30%-50% occupancy throughout the year for this project would mean an
additional 10 full-time residents to the sewer system.
• He feels NSRS& WD is reaching their maximum hookups.
• Please keep the commercial growth in existing commercial areas.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked if there were any other opponents that would like to speak
tonight. There were none.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked for a presentation from Pat Dobie, Valley County Engineer.
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Pat Dobie, Valley County Engineer, came forward and stated the following:
• His letter (exhibit 6) addresses much of his concerns which were also addressed
by other agencies.
• The application being proposed is very dense.
• Concerned that site plan will not fit in the proposed area.
• The access road "vould need to be wider then 18' - should be a minimum of 40'.
• Requires an area on the site for storm water.
• A minimum 60,000 gallon water tank for fire protection - which is the size of one
of the units.
• The cul-de-sac should be a 40' radius.
• An analysis should be done showing how many units could be placed on this site.
• What is the long term land use? Kitchens would be required if long term.
• Could be a high traffic generator.
• Also concerned v.,ith the water usage requirements. A water tank or extension
from the water system on Norwood Road would be required.
• A stub for future connection from Oestrin Road should be requi red.
• Thjs development may be required to participate in the road improvement system
connecting Tamarack to Donnelly.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked Mr. Dobie what is the current right of way on Roseberry
Road. Mr. Dobie responded, 50'. Mr. Dobie further explained that Roseberry Road, in
reference to the proposed right of way, was originally not mapped out properly; therefore,
the right of way may be further away from Roseberry Road. Since the applicant has
agreed to tear down the addition on the front of the residence, it will bring the property
back into conformity.
Vice-Chairman Burnett asked "Ylr. Sullins for his rebuttal presentation.
Sam Sullins, 10555 Horseshoe Bend Road, Boise, came forward and stated the following:
• He disagrees with about 80% of what was presented by Mr. Dobie.
• He had Network Engineers look at this closely. A fully engineered site plan will
be presented that will meet all that is required.
• The site plan is drawn to scale.
• The drainage off the site will drain naturally toward Roseberry Road and perk into
the ground.
• This "\till not be short term rental for transients.
• He is going to live on-site; therefore, this will be a chalet type environment with
quality residents.
• 80% of the units will not have kitchens - so can't be long term rentals.
• They are trying to achieve a motel type project that will look like homes.
• They are investing about 1.5 million into this project.
• A water tank will not be required - they will hook into the municipal water.
• The expense of putting in a well is cost prohibitive.
• The fire hydrants will benefit all the surrounding properties.
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This project will improve the surrounding property values.
Roseberry Road will be developed whether or not this project is approved.
The density meets the County requirements for a P.C.D.
This design is not intrusive.
They are looking for conceptual approval tonight before more money is put into
this project.
They will meet all requirements recommended by the Commission.
They want to be good neighbors - are still willing to meet with the neighbors.
The 13 duplexes will be 26 units, plus the residence, which works out to 6 units
per acre.

Commissioner Winkle asked if there wil1 be settling ponds. Mr. SuIIins responded, yes if
needed. Vice-Chairman Burnett asked what is the type of soil and if they hired an
engineering firm. Mr. Sullins responded, medium perk and Network Architects has been
retained. Commissioner Allen asked Mr. Sullins about the setback. Mr. Sullins
responded, the sides will be 20' and the front and rear will be 30'.
The Commission and Mr. Sullins discussed that there will be 60% open space, no CCRs
will be required, will meet the setback for the proposed road right of way, project will be
privately o"V.'I1ed, project is a commercial use, determined this can be a P.U.D. project,
there will be rules for guests, will determine which and where the trees will remain on the
site, units vvill not have fuel burning fireplaces but may have remote controlled propane
fireplaces, and the heat will be propane or electric.
Commissioner Hatfield asked Staff to explain the difference between a private road and a
driveway. Staff stated that roads access lots and buildings under different o-v.'J1erships and
driveways access structures under the same ov,:nership. The driveway width will be based
upon the engineering, fire codes, parking, and snow removal. The trees will make it
difficult for snow storage in the setbacks.
Vice-Chairman Burnett closed the public hearing and brought it back to the Commission
tor discussion.
The Commission decided that this \ViII need to be re-advertised as a P.U.D. development.
Numerous agencies still need to respond; applicant must work out the density, water and
sewer problems; the ditliculty in snow removal must be addressed; and the possible
future link to Gestrin Road should be considered by the applicant. The Commission
would like to review a workable site plan, and approval tonight would only be
conceptual. Staff and Mr. Su1Jins shou1d meet to work out these issues.
Statf stated that the applicant is seeking confirmation that once these issues are resolved,
this project will be a compatible use with the surrounding land uses. The Commission
responded, yes.
StatTasked the Commission for a determination whether this is a C.U.P. or P.U.D. The
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Commission agreed that this appl ication is for a P. U.D. Staff summarized the definition
ofa P.U.D.: The purpose ofa P.U.D. is that it is expected it will provide certain amenities
such as recreational facilities, landscaping and natural open spaces, which will be for the
enjoyment of the owners, employees, etc., and will demonstrate a better than average
quality of development. StafT stated that the compatibility rating will change sinee this is
for 26 units and not for 13 units, but Statf still feels it will be compatible to the area.
Staff stressed Planned Cnit Developments are for flexibility of diverse uses in a single
comprehensive plan and not meant to just avoid standards.
Vice-Chainnan Burnett fe-opened the public hearing.
Sam Sullins, 10555 Horseshoe Bend Road, Boise, came forward for claritication on the
difference between a residential and commercial P.U.D. The open spaces are for ovmers,
such as to\\']1 houses, etc. This is a commercial P.U.D and there is no other ovmership.
The applicant wants the users to leave the area to play and only sleep here. They don't
want parties, etc. held here. They do not plan on putting in hot tubs, outside fireplaces,
etc. The open spaces would not be applicable since this is a commercial P.U.D. If this is
given conceptual approval, it wiJI allow the applicant to go forward, spend money and get
this project engineered.
Vice-Chainnan Burnett again closed the public hearing.
Commissioner Winkle moved to table C.U.P. 03-30 Guest Chalets. Commissioner Allen
seconded the motion. The motion carried. (No decision was made on concept approval.)
Staff will re-notice this application as a P.U.D. once the applicant submits the revised
application. There will be an approximate 45 day timeframe for notification and
schedul ing.
Chainnan Somerton returned to preside over the rest of the items on tonight's agenda.

OTHER ITEMS:
1. ExteDsioD of C.U.P. 03-04 PoiDte at Gold Fork Subdivision: Staff
provided copies to the Commission of a letter (exhibit 1) received February 4, 2004, from
the applicant. They are requesting the extension of this CU.P. for one year.
Commissioner Burnett moved to approve the extension, along with the original
conditions of approval, for this C.U.P. as requested. Commissioner Allen seconded the
motion. The motion carried. The extension is until May 1, 2005.
2. RobertsoD Supply - Do they need a C.U.P.?: Robertson Supply is leasing
the Baum Shelter building in Lake Fork. Staff stated that this is a wholesale plumbing
business, which is a change in the nature and scope of the original C.U.P. 88-4 and 92-4.
Staff stated the concern is the grandfathered sign. Staff explained that the Commission
must decide if Robertson Supply \vi]1 need a c.e.p. - and if they need a C.C.P. then they
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must take down the grandfathcrcd sign as it does not comply with the current sign
standards. The panels in the grandfathered sign have been changed. StaiT stated that if
the Commission decides that Robertson Supply does not need a CT.P., the Commission
may request they decrease the wattage in the sign.
Byron Morgan, 19634 Pride Lane, Caldwell, came fOI'\Vard and stated the following:
• Robertson Supply discussed the sign issue \\-;th Larry Baum.
• Larry Baum recommended that when they put in their new panels, that they
decrease the wattage.
• The lowest wattage bulb was put in the sign.
• Robertson Supply \.vishes to be good residents of Valley County.
• This is a temporary facility and is only leased.
• This is a wholesale business, the sign isn't necessary.
• Il' necessary they wi II turn off the sign.
• It is recommended by the manufacturer, because of the weather changes in
Valley County, the bulbs should be left on continuously.
• Will work with the Commission with whatever they decide.
The Commission discussed the issue and decided that a new C.U.P. is not required since
there is mostly storage and very little traffic impact.
Commissioner Burnett moved that this is an Administrative C.U.P. and the Conditions of
Approval are that Robertson Supply will either dim the sign or turn it off completely.
Also if the business expands, a new C.C.P. will be required. Commissioner Winkle
seconded the motion. Staff will send a lctter to Larry Baum letting him know that in the
future ifhe leases this business, the new O\\-11ers may need a C.U.P. The motion carried.
Robertson Supply wiII try to dim the lights. Mr. Morgan will contact the Commission to
drive by and see if they are acceptable. Ifnot acceptable, they will turn off the sign.

3. Findings of Facts and Conclusions: Commissioner Winkle moved
to approve the Facts and Conclusions for C.U.P. 03-27 Ernsberger - Multiple Residences,
and combined C.U.P. 03-39 and V-3-03 Donnelly Snowmobile Club, as presented and
authorized the Chainnan to sign. Commissioner Allen seconded the motion. The motion
carried.
4. Reschedule P & Z Meeting of November 11, 2004 - County Holiday:
Commissioner Burnett moved to change the Thursday, :--Jovember 11,2004, meeting to
Wednesday, Novembcr 10,2004, at 6:00 p.m. Commissioner Winkle seconded the
motion. The motion carried.
Chainnan Somerton adjourned the P & Z meeting and opened the Transportation
Planning meeting.

5. Transportation Planning: Pat Dobie, Valley County Engineer, presented to
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the Commission the agenda for the Valley County Transportation Advisory Committee.
The agenda was as follows:
I. Valley County Road Standards and Specifications - 2004
2. Federal Aid Grant Application - Lake Cascade Causeway
3. Donnelly to Tamarack - Road Improvement Plan
4. Recommended Road Name
Also present for tonight's pJanning meeting were Dave Coski and George Dorris, both
from Donnelly.
Pat Dobie, Valley County Engineer, went over the agenda with the Commission. The
existing road standards were adopted in 1966 and are considerably out of date.
The definitions of roads and right of ways, etc. will need to be changed in the LUDO.
These changes are taken from Idaho Code.
They are adopting the Idaho Standards for Public Works Construction. This is generally
accepted as the standard document
Policy changes, which have been reviewed and conceptually accepted by the Board of
Commissioners, are being recommended. These will be changed after the public
hearings, etc. These recommended changes include, but are not limited to: adopt specific
water quality mitigation standards; recommend that all roads carrying 200 vehicles per
day be paved; recommend the Road Acceptance Policy state that the County not accept
any roads for maintenance \vith less then 50 vehicles per day - and roads with more than
50 vehicles per day be paved before the County accepts them for maintenance;
recommending that any new driveways accessing major collector roads be paved for the
first 20'; and, specific recommendations for Development Agreements and Development
Agreement Fees.
The Commission and Mr. Dobie discussed the Road Acceptance Policy regarding the
development of the County's paved and unpaved roads. Commissioner Burnett stated
that this policy may increase the number of private roads being requested by developers.
Mr. Dobie responded that this may be true in the short term but this should help tighten
up the language in the Private Road Declarations. Commissioner Burnett is aJso
concerned with the type of gravel required for roads. Mr. Dobie stated they exempted the
gravel because the local gravel does not meet the requirements.
The Commission then discussed the grant application (Surface Transportation Act) to
recreate the Lake Cascade Causeway. This grant is being requested to improve the
alignment, width, and sidewalks. The planned improvements \\Ii11 include a bicycle path.
Commissioner Burnett moved to approve that Pat Dohie will continue to go forward with
this grant application. Commissioner Winkle seconded the motion. The motion carried.
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Mr. Dobie then discussed with the Commission the Donnelly to Tamarack Road
Improvement Plan. Mr. Dobie went over the spreadsheet which outlines the preliminary
improvement plan to accommodate Phase I of development traffic from Tamarack: 1)
The Norwood Road to Tamarack Falls Road alignment minor widening of the road,
some shifting in alignment on West Mountain Road and the widening of the shoulders; 2)
Improvements to the West Roseberry Road extension from the intersection of Korwood
Road and Roseberry Road, then continuing into some of the new subdivisions being
developed; 3) Preliminary engineering on the Causeway; 4) The new bridge across Mud
Creek; 5) Cost of enlarging culverts on West Mountain Road; 6) Right of way
acquisition; 7) Reconstructing the Roseberry and Norwood Road intersection; 8) Corridor
study; and, 9) & 10) Replace culverts across Rock Creek and Poison Creek with small
bridges.

The bottom line of this 4.15 million dollar allocation proposal is that it will buy a road
with the traffic carrying capacity of9,000 cars per day. Tamarack offered to pay 30% of
the cost and receive 30% of the capacity. Their share is 1.2 million and their capacity
allocation is about 2,700 vehicles per day. The changes in traffic are being monitored in
this area and it seems Tamarack is generating more traffic then the 30%. The County is
funding 3,600 vehicles per day. The remaining 2,700 vehicles per day equates to the new
developments expected in this area. The development fee is $1,844 per lot. This figure is
being given to all the developers. They are recommending that this is a condition of
approval for the developments and any new developments in the area. This will be
figured on a cac;e by case basis.
Mr. Dobie asked the Commission to consider a road name for the West Roseberry Road
extension. Before a road name is finalized, a public hearing is required.

ADJOURN: 9:00 p.m.
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VALLEY COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING MEETING MINUTES
DATE:

May 17,2004

TIME:

6:02 P.M. to 9:40 P.M.

LOCATION: Valley County Courthouse
ATTENDENCE: Commissioners Ed Allen, DeMar Bumett, Todd Hatfield, Jerry
Winkle and Chairman Hugh Somerton were present. Staff members present: Cynda
Herrick, AICP, Planning and Zoning Administrator; and, Denise Snyder, Planning and
Zoning Secretary.
The meeting was called to order by Chairman Somerton at 6:02 p.m.
This is a continuation of the May 13,2004, meeting. The last two items on the May 13,
2004, meeting were rescheduled to May 17,2004. The applicants and neighbors of these
two applications were notified of the change as required.

NEW BUSINESS:
1. C.U.P. 04-12 Tamarack-Plant Nursery, Pre-Construction Yard &
Short-term RV Site: The applicant was Tamarack Resort, LLC. They were requesting
approval to develop a 6.5 acre nursery, a 2.5 acre pre-construction yard and 10 space RV
park. The site will be accessed from ~orwood Road. The nursery will provide
landscaping materials for Tamarack Resort during the construction phase. The screened
pre-construction yard will be behind the nursery and will provide a site for the cottage and
chalet contractors to pre-construct panels and wall systems. The purpose of the RV sites
is to provide short-term contractor housing if needed. The site is located in the SE4 of
Section 8, T. l6N, R. 3E, B.M., Valley County, Idaho.
Chairman Somerton announced the item and opened the public hearing.
Chairman Somerton asked the Commission ifthere were any conflicts of interest or ex

parte contact. There were none.
Chairman Somerton asked for the presentation of the Staff Report. Staff presented the
report. Staff stated that since the Staff Report was completed the following was received:
(exhibit 1) a letter from the Donnelly Fire District, faxed ~1ay 17, 2004, stating that the
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fire district approves of the plant nursery, pre-construction yard, and short term RV site as
presented. The fire district verbally told Staff that if the parking sites increase to 60, then
they will need to take another look at it; (exhibit 2) a Jetter from Valley Soil and Water
Conservation District, dated May 6, 2004, recommending reseeding all disturbed areas
such as equipment staging areas, etc. to a perennial grass/forb mixture to decrease
noxious weed infestations. Also, this area is close proximity to elk ealving habitat and if
contractors have dogs on site they should be controlled and not allowed to roam freely;
(exhibit 3) a letter from Sharon Sharp and Melissa Sharp, received May 17,2004, stating
as owners of the property adjacent to the proposed project, they would like to express
their thoughts and concerns. They do not have any issues with the project as a whole, but
they would like to see it moved to a different site because their house is very close to the
adjoining property line. They have spoken with their attorney as well as their insurance
agent and when taking their past experiences into consideration, they advised them to
contact the Commission regarding their concerns regarding the threat of theft, vandalism
and trespass that could increase significantly with this project.
Chairman Somerton asked if there were any questions of Staff. There were none.
Chairman Somerton asked for the presentation from the applicant.
Chris Kirk, representing Tamarack, came forward and stated the following:
• Will work with Pat Dobie in getting his approval of the final site grading plan.
• In meeting with Pat Dobie last week regarding the traffic report - they estimate 80
average trips per day.
• Hours of operation will be 7:00 a.m. to dusk.
• There will be no outdoor lighting.
• Excess waste material will be hauled off-site.
• Will have electrical hookup for pre-construction site. They are considering
electrical hookups for RV sites.
• Will provide fire extinguishers that win meet County requirements.
• Employees will park at the pre-construction area or RV sites.
• The nursery will provide plant material for Tamarack. Will transplant existing
plants and trees to other areas of the Tamarack when possible.
• They request that no restrictions be placed on the amount of years for this use.
They anticipate using these sites until build-out is complete.
• The site will be restored to its original condition upon completion of Tamarack.
• They chose this location because there is an existing well on site. They will use
this "veil for irrigation of the nursery.
• Don Weilmunster is aware of this application. Will get a letter from him ifit is
made a condition of approval. They feel there is no problem getting that letter.
• There is not an appropriate location on the Tamarack site to store plant material.
• Employees of Tamarack will be using outside rental sites. The RV sites they are
requesting on this application will be used only as needed.
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Commissioner Burnett asked Mr. Kirk how the pre·construction site will be used as far as
hauling of materials, noise, fencing. and the access location for nearest neighbor. Mr.
Kirk discussed the map with the Commission. Mr. Kirk agreed to move the RV site so it
would be about 2,000-2,500' away from the neighbor.
Commissioner Burnett asked about the RV park. Mr. Kirk stated they were planning on
making this a dry park - no \vater, dump station or electricity. It will used by employees
of Tamarack or the contractors. Mr. Kirk stated that Jeff Lappin suggested that they
install a storage tank on site for a dump station - they agree.
Commissioner Burnett asked if Mr. Kirk had contacted the surrounding RV parks
regarding Tamarack employees needed housing. Mr. Kirk stated that it is a work in
progress. Commissioner Burnett asked Mr. Kirk who has the answers to these questions.
Staff stated that Tamarack had been notified that there were 708 RV sites in Valley
County. They were to disseminate this information to their contractors and
subcontractors - so that everyone would know where the available RV sites were along
with the motels and hotels. That is what was approved with the P.U.D.
Commissioner Winkle asked Mr. Kirk how many employees Tamarack will have during
the winter. Mr. Kirk responded that he didn't have those numbers. Tamarack currently
employees approximately 70 employees - this number includes Boise. Commissioner
Winkle stated, even though this project is separate from Tamarack Resort, his concern is
that Tamarack has not addressed employee housing 30<; of yet. Brundage and Bogus Basin
hire 175 or more employees each winter.
Commissioner Winkle asked Mr. Kirk if they arc charging for the use ofthe RV spaces
on this application. Mr. Kirk stated, no.
Commissioner Hatfield asked how much material will be stored on site in the preconstruction yard. Mr. Kirk stated that this site will not have a lot of material stored
because of the weather - basically will be on an as needed basis. Commissioner Hatfield
stated that the dust would need to be mitigated at the RV park and also the surrounding
roads. Commissioner Hatfield asked that Mr. Dobie address this applicant's participation
in the road impact fees in this area and whether there is a drainage plan.
Commissioner Allen asked Mr. Kirk about the hours of operation. Does the 7:00 a.m. to
dusk include weekends and holidays? Mr. Kirk responded that they would like to be able
to work on weekends because of the short work season. Mr. Kirk also stated that the RV
park would not be operated during the winter months. Commissioner Allen asked about
the power and water to the RV sites. Mr. Kirk stated that they are considering putting in
the power. The well is only permitted for agricultural uses.
Pat Dobie, Valley County Engineer, came forward and stated:
• This application is in the area of the road improvements. They will be
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participating by contributing fees for those road improvements.
The drainage plan will need to be finalized.
There are light industrial activities as part of this application.
The Commission might consider, as a condition of approval, that this
application be required to meet the performance standards of light industrial;
such as, noise, dust, hours of operation, etc.

Staff had stated to Amy Pemberton, attorney for Tamarack, that it is questionable whether
it was necessary to have the nursery and RV site as part of this CU.P.
Chairman Somerton asked if there were any proponents that would like to speak.
Amy Pemberton, attorney for Tamarack, came forward and stated the following:
• The original P.O.D. approval states that there are 700 RV sites.
• Tamarack is working on the employee housing issues.
• She feels it is necessary for a C.U.P. in the pre-construction staging area.
• She also stated that since there is no fee charged for the RV spaces, and no selling
of the nursery items - these will probably fall under a permitted use.
Commissioner Burnett asked what the timeframe is for getting the housing issues
answered. Ms. Pemberton stated that Tamarack is helping the workers find housing, and
they arc also working on the possibility of a housing addition. She further stated that the
RV site that is part of this application will address the housing for the workers at the preconstruction yard and will not add to the problem of the employee housing load.
Chairman Somerton stated the RV sites are being used as an employee fringe benefit. If
the use continues for an extended period of time - then a C.U.P. would be required. Ms.
Pemberton stated that if this is the case, Tamarack would like to request an extension
beyond the two year period. Chairman Somerton stated that the Commission could
review this in two years. Ms. Pemberton stated that the application for the RV park was
an open ended request.
Commissioner Burnett stated that if this is going to be permanent, it will need amenities
on it. Ifit is only going to be for two years, then the Commission can't expect the
applicant to spend thousands of dollars for each site for a temporary use.
The Commission, Ms. Pemberton and Mr. Kirk discussed the RV sites, the use of
generators for the RVs, and power being put in. The applicant would like to have the RV
park for at least two years. Mr. Kirk stated that the intent was to use facility on a
temporary basis. The water will have to be hauled in and out. The existing well is for
irrigation purposes only. These units can be used for specific jobs and timeframes; they
would be perfect for short time use.
Chairman Somerton asked if there were any undecided or opponents that would like to
speak. There were none.
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Chairman Somerton closed the public hearing and brought it back to the Commission for
discussion.
The Commission decided the nursery would not need a C.U.P. They discussed that the
power and dump station be installed and these should be conditions of approval. ?\o
outdoor lighting unless it is motion sensor lights. They also discussed the hours of
operation. They decided that the hours should be 7:00 a.m. through 7:00 p.m. on Monday
through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday, no Sundays.
Staff listed the conditions of approval as follows:
• Will restore site to original condition.
• Will receive a letter from Don Weilmunster giving approval to use the site before
the start of operations.
• Will move pre-construction yard to northwest of the nursery.
• No RVs in the winter.
• Will need to water yard for dust mitigation.
• Will enter into the development agreement with the Board of County
Commissioners.
• Will provide power to the RVs.
• There will not be outdoor lighting unless it meets the LUDO requirements.
• The hours of operation will be 7:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. on Saturday - closed Sundays.
• A dump station will be onsite.
Commissioner Allen moved to approve C. U.P. 04-12 Parks Ranch - Pre-construction
Yard and Short-term RV sites (removed the plant nursery from the C.U.P.) as presented
with the conditions of approval in the Staff Report and with the 10 additional CO As
listed above. Commissioner Winkle seconded the motion. The motion carried.
Chairman Somerton explained the 10-day appeal period.

2. P.U.D. 04-01 The Meadows at West Mountain, a Planned Unit
Development: The applicant was Jack Charters, Buckskin Properties, Inc. He was
requesting conceptual, planned unit development, conditional use permit, and preliminary
plat approval in six phases that will include the following uses: 221 single-family
residential lots, 17 common lots, 2 commercial lots totaling 11 acres, and 12 multi.family
lots with 96 units. The lot sizes will range from: .18 to .34 acres residential; 5.61 to 5.62
acres commercial; and, .44 to .71 acres multi-family. All lots will be provided with or
have direct access to utility services including central water and sewer. The site contains
122 acres and will be accessed from Norwood Road and a new proposed road that will be
an extension of West Roseberry Road. Interior streets \\;11 be private. The site is located
in the NE4 of Section 17, T. 16N, R. 3E, B.\t1., Valley County, Idaho.
Chairman Somerton announced the item and opened the public hearing.
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Chairman Somerton asked the Commission if there were any conflicts of interest or ex
parte contact. There were none.
Chairman Somerton asked for the presentation of the Staff Report. Staff presented the
report. Staff stated that since the Staff Report was completed the following was received:
(exbibit 1) a letter from the Donnelly Fire District, received May 17,2004, stating the fire
district will require that the subdivision be supplied with fire hydrants. The firc hydrants
shall be supplied by a six-inch water main. Fire hydrants shall be inspected and tested by
the fire district before any residential building permits are issued within their respective
phase of their development. A \vritten agreement will be in place with North
Recreational Lake Sewer and Water District regarding future maintenance and
development of the water system, if the developers plan on turning over control of the
water system 10 North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District. The fire district will
also require that all access roads in The Meadows at West Mountain shall comply with
the Valley County Road Standards. Also, all dead timber and slash shall be cleaned up
throughout the area. Will require that all of these provisions to the preliminary plat be
met and approved before any construction begins; (exhibit 2) a letter from Valley Soil
and Water Conservation District, dated May 6, 2004, staling drainage flows and water
rights through this property to adjoining property owners need to be ensured and water
delivery according to their water rights should not be impeded. Mitigation to be
considered could include irrigation water being piped through the property to adjacent
property owner's to ensure their water rights. Any livestock such as horses should be
kept away from riparian areas with appropriate setbacks. Drainage culverts installed need
adequate sizing to handle at lea"t a 25-year rain-on-snow event. Placement and storage of
snow regarding runoff should be addressed for water quality treatment before runotY
enters Mud Creek and then on to Cascade Reservoir. Recommend following Valley
County Storm Water Management Handbook and recommend reseeding all disturbed
areas such as road bar ditches, equipment staging areas, etc. to a perennial grass/forbs
mixture to decrease noxious weed infestations; (exhibit 3) a fax received May 17,2004,
from Ken Everett stating that he is a resident ofthe Lake Cascade Forest #2 Subdivision.
He has been involved in the construction and development business for over twenty-five
years. He is pro-growth and pro-common sense - he states that growth is a good thing as
long as there is good sense involved in the process. He strongly believes this proposed
P.U.D., in its present form, does not make sense for this valley. His biggest complaint is
that the lot sizes are way too small: .18 acre is ridiculous - this calculates out to be about
118 of an acre, the approximate average lot size in McCall. He is not interested in seeing
the entire valley floor the density of McCall. He believes the County has a 113 acre
minimum for residential construction. Please, maintain this standard at the very least. In
fact, he would strongly encourage the Commission to increase the minimum lot size to
112 acre. Many of the adjacent subdivisions around this P.U.D. alrcady appear to meet
this criteria. This unique valley is not going to suffer from lack of development. Let us
not be too quick to give it away. There is time to be wise. lIe understands Mr. Charters'
reason for smaller lot sizes is to help pay for the development's infrastructure and
maintenance. Well, he doesn't agree. Value ofland has increased dramatically and if
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Mr. Charters can't make money off )/3 or Il2 acre parcels in his plan then he should
reconsider. Most of us live here because we can't stand the city life - 118 acre lot is the
city. He doesn't oppose gro\A,1h. He opposes urban density in the rural setting.

The Commission and Staff discussed the map that was part of the application that shows
the layout of the irrigation ditch.
Chairman Somerton asked if there \vere any questions of StafT. There were none.
Chairman Somerton asked for the presentation from the applicant.
Joe Pachner, Toothman-Orton Engineering, representing Jack Charters of Buckskin
Properties who is the president and developer, came forward and stated the following:
• He presented to the Commission a map (exhibit 4) showing the contours of the
irrigation ditch.
• He also presented to the Commission a map (exhibit S) which shows the area of
the proposed application and the surrounding roads and subdivisions.
• This is a p1anned unit development with three mixed land uses - they include
single family, multi-family and commercial.
• Jack Charters has been in the housing industry since 1967 - the last twelve years
in St. George, Utah, developing planned unit developments that cluster these
second homes.
• The open spaces of this development can be used for amenities, such as;
recreation and gathering areas.
• This development incorporates the need for medium to low-income housing in the
multi-family units.
• Mr. Pachner presented to the Commission a layout (exhibit 6) of the typical
housing sites that they will incorporate into this project.
• These will be natural earth tones that fil into the natural settings. They will be
using rock features when possible because of the high cost oflumber.
• The homeowners association will be taking care of these lots so they wilJ be well
maintained and will allow ease in accessing the open areas.
• The building sites will be 8,000 square foot minimum and wi II range up to 12,000
square foot.
• Building envelopes have been incorporated into the plat to ensure separation
between lots to meet snow storage requirements.
• They have decreased the density of the original proposal slightly by changing the
minimum lot sizes to 8,000 square feet. This has decreased the open spaces but it
is a good mix.
Mr. Pachner showed the Commission (exhibit 4) seventeen open areas located on the
map. The open areas wi11 promote ease of maintenance and allow the use of the gathering
places.
Mr. Pachner continued his presentation by stating the following:
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Regarding the impact to the schools - they feel that there may be a 30% permanent
occupancy \vith 25% of those with school age children. At full build-out, that
would be approximately 18 students to the school district.
The cost that they received from the school district is about $7,400 per student.
The taxes that would be generated from this project, along with the Tamarack
Resort, will reduce the impact to the school district.
The commercial development will front the new roadway that will be part of this
development. The commercial areas will be buffered by storage units and
surrounding landscaping placed between the commercial and residential
developments.
They \viH also have buffering in the commercial areas office I retail centers.
They are proposing a central water system and central sewage collection facility.
They have an agreement with North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District
to facilitate the sewer.
The sewer will meet North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District's master
plan requirements which include development of future properties in this area.
The central water system was designed to meet the Donnelly Fire District's fire
flow requirements for not only the residential, but also the commercial tire flow
requirements.
They have applied for the water rights, drilling permit and have negotiated with
the adjacent subdivisions for their potential use of this central water system.
The main irrigation ditch will be used to irrigate the open areas; therefore, this
will be using this natural resource.
The traffic report completed by the Tamarack Resort has been incorporated into
the design of this project. The impact of this project using this roadway is
incorporated and they will pay their proportional impact fees.
The internal roads will be paved and will be constructed to county standards.
They will be in compliance with the County's BMPs in handling the stonnwater
runoff; including retaining the rain-on-snow events and allowing the natural
drainage to continue through this area.
The on-site investigation has begun to identify wetlands. The report will be
compiled and submitted to the Corps of Engineers.
They have joined the Edwards Mosquito Abatement District. The drainage
facilities will reduce the mosquito problem.
The Idaho Fish and Game have identified some birds of prey in the area, but
nothing site specific.
They feel this project will best suit what the County needs for development in this
area - multi-family for potential employees of Tamarack, single family for second
homes and small commercial areas to facilitate the needs of this development.
The private roads, central water system and central sewer system will be o'wned
and maintained by the homeowner's association; therefore, because it is being
funded by private funds it will not impact the public monies.

Commissioner Winkle asked Mr. Pachner who will maintain the ditch. Mr. Pachner
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responded, the homeowner's association. They will not reduce the flow from the
irrigation ditch to the neighbors to the south. Commissioner Winkle asked Mr. Pachner if
he has spoken to the owner of the ditch. Mr. Pachner responded, no. The ditch will be
re-aligned. The Commission and \1r. Pachner discussed the proposed changes to the
irrigation district on the map.
Commissioner Allen stated he would like further explanation of the commercial areas.
Mr. Pachner showed the Commission on the map (exhibit 7) how this area will be
developed, where it will set along the highway, landscaping berms, storage units with
paved access, and another landscape berm that \\.;11 separate the storage units from the
retail space / office areas \\lith the proposcd parking.
Commissioner Burnett asked Mr. Pachner if the developer will be building the homes.
Mr. Pachner stated, yes and that Mr. Charters will be able to answer that ques60n during
his presentation.
Mr. Pachner further discussed the map (exhibit 7) with the Commission - showing the
layout of the development.
Commissioner Allen asked Mr. Pachner about the affordable homes. Mr. Pachner
explained that the affordable homes will be the multi-family units. Commissioner Allen
asked if this would include rentals. Mr. Pachner responded, yes.
Commissioner Burnett asked if the whole complex will be fenced. Mr. Pachner
responded. nor the whole complex - but will allow some fencing around the single family
units, central water system, water reservoir, and maintenance yard.
Commissioner Burnett asked Mr. Pachner about the grazing in the area. Mr. Pachner
showed Commissioner Burnett on the map where the grazing areas are located.
Commissioner Winkle asked Mr. Pachner if they would be using wood burning devices in
the homes. Mr. Pachner responded, propane stoves with propane tanks would be allowed
as the burning devices.
Chairman Somerton asked Mr. Pachner the size of units proposed for multi-family. Mr.
Pachner responded, they will be I, I 00 square foot.
Commissioner Allen asked Mr. Pachner about the open spaces. The Commission and
Mr. Pachner discussed the minimum requirements for open spaces in a planned unit
development. 50% is required - which includes the interior roads and right-of-ways.
This project meets those requirements at 60%. They also discussed the building
envelopes, storage facilities. snow storage areas with 20' setbacks (includes drainage,
storage ponds, natural drainage. and capturing pre-development flows).
Commissioner Hatfield asked Mr. Pachner how the hOmeO\Nller'S association will be
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maintaining the lots. Jack Charters will respond to that question. Commissioner Hatfield
asked about the fencing. Mr. Pachner responded that a portion of them may fence with a
maximum of height 6'. Commissioner Hatfield asked Mr. Pachner who would be
maintaining the lots. Mr. Pachner responded, they ""ill be using the local employee force.
Jack Charters, Buckskins Properties, came forward and stated the following:
• The homeo""ner's association will charge $12 per home per month.
• He will put in $3,000-$4,000 at the beginning to help establish the fund.
• They hire local employees to maintain the property.
Commissioner Burnett asked Mr. Charters about the proposed number of 18 children
impacting the school district. Commissioner Burnett and Commissioner Winkle stated
that number is too low. Commissioner Burnett asked Mr. Charters ifhe would be willing
to help out the schools if the numbers run 30-40. Mr. Charters responded, yes - why
wouldn't you want to help the schools.
Commissioner Burnett asked if they have anything planned for the commercial area. Mr.
Charters stated that they have had people approach them - but nothing finalized. He
expects there to be a convenience store and nice shops.
Commissioner Burnett stated to Mr. Charters that the $7+ million estimated cost of
development is too low.
Commissioner Winkle stated that these lots are too dense. He asked Mr. Charters ifthere
was any reason, other then monetary, why these lots are so dense. Mr. Charters
responded, yes. They want to make better use of the ground. The 92 acres retlects 2.4
houses per acre. The people who buy these units don't want to maintain their second
homes - they want to come up and play. Because these are well maintained, the property
values will increase.
Staff asked Mr. Chartcrs ifhe considered his employees using the multi-family units. Mr.
Charters responded he will have 5 to 10 employees. He showed the Commission and
Statl'the map (exhibit 4) of the planned development site - wells, water, power, RV
spots with hookups for the workers while this is being developed, and fire hydrants.
Until North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District actually buys the central water
system - Mr. Charters will be operating it. Staff asked Mr. Charters how many RV sites
he is proposing. Mr. Charters stated he would like to start out with 20 - and then maybe
ask for 10 more later if necded. This will be added to the P.U.D. and these will be
temporary.
Chairman Somerton asked if there were any proponents that would like to speak.
Larry Eld, 783 South Trunnel Avenue, Meridian, came forward and stated the following:
• He was born and raised in Valley County south of Donnelly.
• He wanted to make sure he would be proud of whatever development is done to
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the land.
He wanted to make sure the developer had the money to do what he proposed.
Mr. Charters has established that he has the financial backing.
They called the Southern Utah Building Association and they had nothing but
positive feedback regarding Mr. Charters - no complaints.
He feels this will be a great development.
He requests that the Commission approve this application.
The trees will need to be replaced because they are diseased.
Mr. Eld stated that the change to this irrigation system will solve the problem of
flooding in this area because of his past method of irrigating the land. The
wetlands in the area are manmade.
Mr. Charters knows that he has to send water downstream.

Penny Leavitt, 480 South Cotterell Drive, Boise, 10, 83709, came forward and stated the
following:
• She is a realtor and has known Jack Charters for thirty-five years.
• She also visited Mr. Charter's project in St. George.
• She is confident that this is a good project.
• She is requesting the Commission approve this application.
Chairman Somerton asked if there were any undecided that would like to speak.
Krystal Kangas-Hanes, 157 West State Street, Donnelly, came forward and stated the
following:
• She is a proponent of growth and development within the Donnelly city limits.
• She is requesting that the Commission consider this regarding the density issue People move here because of the open spaces and wildlife.
• The fences will deter wildlife from being allowed to roam through the project.
• Commercial areas should be encouraged within cities.
Chairman Somerton asked if there were any opponents that would like to speak.
Sherman Button, Mtn. Meadows Subdivision, came forward and stated the following:
• He lives on the comer of Roseberry and Cameron.
• One of the concerns they have is speeding traffic.
• They moved here in 1985 and built their retirement home.
• The proposed development is too close to his house.
• People are making money from these developments. They are paving paradise
\\.;th a parking lot.
• This will impact their livelihood
• The impact of the number of people and density of the 121 homes scares them to
death.
• The beauti ful field will now be housing units.
• He asked the Commission to please consider these issues.
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Button, PO Box 442, Donnelly, came forvv'ard and stated the following:
She agrees with her husband.
The lot sizes should be bigger - 2 homes per acre instead of2.5 homes per acre.
Not allow fencing so the wildlife can roam through the area.
Questions the quality of the homes - by allowing low-income housing.
The commercial area should be disclosed before being allowed to be pan of the
application. She also believes the commercial areas should be within the cities.
Questions the effectiveness of the snow removal.

Tom Steinberg, 13161 Cameron Drive, Donnelly, came forward and stated the following:
• Also believes the density is an issue that needs to be addressed.
• The location of this commercial area is inappropriate.
• The estimated number of students is too low.
• Where did they come up with the number of 30% of homes will be penn anent
homes?
• How do they know how many homes will be second homes?
• The homes blending into the setting will not happen on a .18 acre lot. A half acre
is more reasonable.
• Snow storage is an issue. This is one of the biggest snow drift areas in the valley.
• Promoting gatherings - what does that mean?
• If the wells are dug deep - how will that effect water quality?
• He agrees that they should know what kind of businesses will be proposed before
it is allowed to be part of the application.
• He is a finn advocate that the City of Donnelly should be viable before developing
commercial areas two miles outside the city.
• The traffic in this area will be adversely affected.
• Mosquito abatement is a concern because of the issue of spraying toxins in the
area.
• Eight-plexes in this proposal is questionable. There are not even eight-plexes in
the City of Donnelly yet.
• What is the heat source for the homes?
• Natural drainage is an issue.
• Timber issues need to be re-addressed.
• The 20 RV sites is a whole new issue.
• Proper notice wasn't given - area of the placement of the sign, and the time and
date weren't noted.
Ken Everett, Forest Place, came forward and stated the following:
• His home is at the south access of this proposal.
• He has been in the building business for twenty-five years.
• He is for development - he knew Tamarack would eventually happen.
• The issue of the small lots is setting a bad precedence for the valley.
• The whole section in this area is being developed into subdivisions - but the .18
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acres is a real concern if allowed in this development and future developments.
We may have 20AO subdivisions in the next twenty years. Density issues will
become an even bigger issue.
Maybe Mr. Charters would sacrifice a little money by increasing the lot sizes.
He appreciates the work of the Commission - but p1case consider making these
lots the standard (113 of an acre).

Chainnan Somerton asked if there were any other proponents, undecided or opponents
that would like to speak. There were none.
Pat Dobie, VaHey County Engineer, came forward and stated the following:
• He has visited the site.
• Staff has put a lot of time and work in these developments trying to coordinate all
the issues - utilities, road issues, and access.
• The drainage plan is not complete.
• A development fee program is being completed.
• Based upon the cost of the capital improvement plan to upgrade the roads, and the
estimate of new units in the area, a fee of approximately $1,800 per residential
unit will be required to construct the roads.
Commissioner Winkle asked Me. Dobie about the snow storage. Me. Dobie stated that he
doesn't feel this will be a problem. As far as design standards and objectives for this
project, a plan needs to be worked up showing the ability to provide stonn water capacity
for a 100-year event, the infrastructure on the roads to accommodate at least a twenty-five
year frequency event. the developer be required to detain the stonnwater on site so the
discharge from the site doesn't exceed the pre-development conditions, and the developer
retain the water quality event on site. Mr. Dobie feels the drainage will work.
Chairman Somerton asked for the rebuttal from the applicant.
Jack Charters, Buckskin Properties, came forward and stated the foHowing:
• He agrees and sympathizes with the concerns of the people living in the area.
• He understands the emotions of this development near their homes.
• They will have parks for children and grandchildren; swing sets, fire pits with
grates and with concrete areas to put chairs.
• There will not be fences - except around the water.
• 10,000 square foot commercial space.
Commissioner Burnett asked ifhe could make the lots bigger then 8,000 square feet. Mr.
Charters responded that he had already increa<;ed the size from 7,000 to 8,000. Your
ordinance slated I could have 6 per acre with a planned unit development. If the snow
becomes a problem - he will pay to have it removed. This will be made a condition of
approvaL Mr. Charters stated that this will also be put in the HOAs guidelines.
Mr. Charters stated that he received the studies from Tamarack and Jug Mountain and
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applied them to this project. He has pre-sold 42 of these units - and not one will be
spending the winter here with their children. Mr. Charters agreed that if he impacts the
schools more then the agreed 30% he will contribute proportionally to the school district.
This could also be put in as a condition of approval.
Mr. Charters further stated that he will be building this in 6 phases in 6 years. The
average home will be 1,500 square feet with a maximum of 3,000 square feet. The eightplexes will be used as rentals with 1,384 square feet units - each with 3 bedrooms /2
baths. Mr. Charters showed the Commission on the map (exhibit 7) the layout of the
homes.
Chairman Somerton closed the public hearing and brought it back to the Commission for
discussion.
Commissioner Winkle stated now that Tamarack is going - the door is open. There is no
way to stop it.
Commissioner Allen asked how does this development meet Valley County housing
needs. Is this affordable housing or retirement housing. He feels this is retirement
housing at this point, unless they move the rental housing portion ofthis development to
one of the first phases.
The Commission discussed the other subdivisions that have been approved lately that
could be considered economy housing. They need to meet all the needs of the County, so
they need to have a balance.
Commissioner Burnett stated that this could meet both needs - because of the sizes of the
homes and lots.
Commissioner Winkle asked why would a family from Boise come up to Valley County
to spend the weekend in a tract? Couldn't the developer make more money if he put one
home on a five acre lot?
Commissioner Burnett responded that they come here for the atmosphere, the area, the
recreation, and for what they can afford. He also stated that land is so expensive; reality
is that average person can't aftord that. Everyone has different lifestyles and we can't
judge those lifestyles.
Commissioner Hatfield stated the layout is nice - but the reason he moved up here is to
get away from crowds. He feels the density is too high. Commissioner Hatfield then read
a few excerpts from the Valley County Comprehensive Plan that addresses open spaces,
recreation and preserving the quality of life in Valley County.
Commissioner Burnett stated that in our ordinances, they allow a developer to do a
project like this - we can't pick and choose - we have to look at the whole LUDO. Plus
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we have private property rights that have to be considered.
The Commissioners agreed that they need to again revisit the comprehensive plan,
subdivision ordinance, and LUDO to address these issues.
Commissioner Allen stated that the prior P.U.D. applications had thousands of acres of
land. This is a small section that is extremely densely developed. This does meet the
ordinance standards, but this is not the same as the prior P.U.D.'s that have been
considered. It will need to stand on its own merits. How open-ended do we allow these
phases to be? Can a condition of approval be that there will be non-slide roofs?
The Commission further discussed density, snow removal and affordable housing. Can
the phasing be changed so that the multi-family housing is moved up to the first phase?
Staff stated that the Commission will need a specific phasing plan

every two years.

Chairman Somerton reopened the public hearing.
The Commission asked Mr. Pachner if they could move the muIti-family units to the first
phase? Mr. Pachner reviewed the map (exhibit 7) and the current phasing.
Jack Charters, Buckskin Properties, came forward and stated that he could switch half of
the multi-family units to be started this next spring.
Commissioner Hatfield asked what the multi-family units would look like. Mr. Pachner
stated they didn't bring the drawings with them tonight, but they will also be natural
tones.
Commissioner Burnett asked how much would these units rent for. Mr. Charters stated
probably $500 to $600 each.
Chairman Somerton stated that if they would change the phasing portion, we could give
this concept approval and then they would come in with a more detailed plan before they
can go any further.
Chairman Somerton asked if any proponents or opponents would like to speak.
Tom Steinberg, 13161 Cameron Drive, came forward and stated the following:
• The site did not have proper notice.
• He doesn't feel the pictures (exhibit 6) show what the subdivision would look like
- just what the houses would look like.
• Why does the multi-family units need to be included in this project. Is it
necessary?
• He hopes that with as many questions that are still left unanswered, that this not
be approved.
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The numbers don't add up to show that the developer will be making money on
this if he rents the multi-family units for $600 per month - that means they would
sell for $60,000'1 It would cost him more then that to build each unit. There is no
economic feasibility to this.

Chairman Somerton again closed the public hearing and brought it back to the
Commission for discussion.
Staff and the Commission went over Page 40 of the Land Use and Development
Ordinance and reviewed all questions of the compatibility rating (including #6, #8 and
#9). They came up from a + 13 to a + 19.
The Commission discussed the proposal. Commissioner Hatfield asked that the
Commission ask the developer to be put all the larger lots all along the outer edge of the
proposed development.
The Commission and Staff then went over the Board's concept approval list together:

Question Commissioner Allen Commissioner Burnett Commissioner Hatfield Commissioner Winkle Chairman Somerton -

1

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

2
Y
Y

3
Y
Y

4

5

Y
Y

Y
Y

N
N
Y

Y

Y

N

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Staff went over the additional Conditions of Approval:
• The multi-family portion of the development is moved to Phase n.
• Homeowner's Association will take care of snow removal.
• There will be no fencing between single family structures.
• They will not discharge more water in the drainage then pre-development flows.
• A phase must be developed every two years.
The Commission made a recommendation that they negotiate with the developer to have
less density along the East side of this project, even though the developer already meets
the density requirements of a planned unit development.
Commissioner Hatfield stated he still has a problem with the Commission setting
precedence, that if everyone who comes along is compatible, there could be planned unit
developments all up and down the highway.
Commissioner Allen stated the Commission has planning input and flexibility in the
development phase. \Vhat is the highway going to look like? The new units that butt up
to each other should have similarities. The Commission can make recommendations.
Staff stated that this developer has changed this application from his original plan. He
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has decreased his density.
Commissioner Burnett moved to recommend approval of the following to the Valley
County Board of Commissioners: I) Concept Approval and the Planned Unit
Development; 2) Conditional Use Permit; 3) Preliminary Plat; and 4) Recommend that
they negotiate lesser density along the East side - for P.U.D. 04-01 Meadows at West
Mountain with the Conditions of Approval in the Staff Report and with the five
additional COAs listed above. Commissioner Allen seconded the motion. Commissioner
Hatfield and Commissioner Winkle voted nay. The motion carried.
Chairman Somerton explained the lO-day appeal period.

OTHER ITEMS:
1. Ken McPhail - Burial Crypt: Staff had given each of the Commission
members a copy of the appeal letter and backup received from Mr. Ken McPhail on May
13,2004. Staff stated that Mr. McPhail's appeal is regarding her administrative decision
to not give approval of his building permit. The Commission discussed the issue and
agreed that Mr. McPhail will need to apply for a Conditional Use Permit.
2. Excavation Permits: Staff stated that a Conditional Use Permit is
required before any excavation is done for gravel ponds. The Valley County Engineer
would like something to be put in the ordinance that requires an excavation permit which
has time limits. The Commission discussed the issue. Staff will add this under Chapter
Two of the permitted uses in the ordinance. This item will be in front of the P & Z
Commission at next month's meeting.
ADJOURN: 9:40 p.m.
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CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
NO. 03-07

Whispering Pines Subdivision
Preliminary Plat

Issued to:

P.V.LLC
3628 Hillcrest Drive
Boise, ID 83701

Property Location:

Located on RP13N04E032405 in the E1I2 of Section 3, T. 13N, R. 4E,
and RP14N04E337205 in the EII2 SE1I4 SW1I4 SEl/4 of Section 33,
T. 13N, R. 3E, B.M., Valley County, Idaho. The propeny is
approximately 435 acres.

There have been no appeals of the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission's decision of
June 12, 2003 . The Commission's decision stands and you are hereby issued Conditional Use
Permit No. 03-07 with Conditions for establishing a 24 lot single family subdivision as descnbed
in the application, staff report, and minutes.
The effective date of this permit is June 24, 2003. All provisions of the conditional use permit
must be established and a final plat recorded within one year or a new permit or a pennit
extension in compliance with the Valley County Land Use and Development Ordinance will be

required.
Conditions of Approval:
1. The portion of the application regarding Phase I, the staff report, and the provisions of the
Land Use and Development Ordinance and Subdivision Regu lations are all made a pan of
this penn it as if written in full herein.
Conditional Use Permit
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2. Any change in the nature or scope of land use activities shall require an additional
Conditional Use Pennit.
3. The final plat for Phase I shaH be recorded within one year of the date of approval of the
conditional use pennit or this pennit shall be null and void.
4. The issuance of this pennit and these conditions will not relieve the applicant from
complying with applicable County I State, or Federal Jaws or regulations or be construed as
permission to operate in violation of any statute or regulations. Violation of these laws,
regulations or rules may be grounds for revocation of the Conditional Use Permit or
grounds for suspension of the Conditional Use Permit.
5. A Private Road Declaration must be submitted prior to recording the final plat.

6. A ftnal site grading plan with BMP' s should be reviewed by DEQ and will need to be
approved by the Valley County Engineer.
1. Purchasers of lots will be provided with the necessary information in order to comply with
site grading requirements, lighting standards, landscaping requirements, any building
envelope requirements, and other requirements as provided in the CCRs.

8. The applicant will obtain a wetland determination from the Anny Corps of Engineers.
9. Those portions of the CCRs that are presented as part of the application to fulfill
requirements of the LUDO are enforceable by Valley County.

10. All provisions for the ditch must be finalized prior to recording the final plat.
11. The applicant shall comply with the requirements listed in the Valley County Engineer's

letter.

12. A four-strand barbwire fence shall be extended around the boundaries of the subdivision.
There shall be no gates within the fence until an agreement has been negotiated with the
adjoining property owners. This shall be included in the CCR's.
13. Main access roads to adjacent lands will be public right of way.

14. CCRs will be provided prior to final platting and will address lighting, fencing, household
pets, architecture and disposal of trash

15. Project will provide for a homeowners association.
16. Submit a Development Agreement on improvements to Gold Dust Road.

Conditional Use Permit
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17. Project will comply with the requirements of the Cascade Rural Fire Department.

END CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
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THIS AGREEMENT is made tbis
day of
, 2005,
by and between Kristy Burnett, whose address is P.O. Box 125
asca e, Idaho, the
Developer of that certain Project in Valley County, Idaho 83611 known as Whispering
Pines Subdivlsion, and Valley County, a political subdivlsion of the State ofIdabo,
(hereinafter referred to as "Valley County").
RECITALS
Developer has submitted a Subdivlsion application to Valley County for approval of a 51
lot residential development known as Whispering Pines Subdivision.
Through the development review of this application. Valley County identified certain

unmitigated impacts on public services and infrastructure reasonably attributable to the
Project.
Developer has agreed to participate in the cost of mitigating these impacts by
contributing its proportionate fair share of the cost of the needed improvements identified
in the Agreement and listed on the attached Exlubit A.
Valley County and the Developer desire to memorialize the tenns of their agreement
regarding the Developer's participation in the funding of certain of the aforesaid
improvements.

,

AGREEMENT

Therefore, it is agreed as fo11ows:

1. Capital Improvement Program: A listing and cost estimate of the Gold Dust
Road Area 2005 Roadway Capital Improvement Program, incorporating
construction and right-of.way needs for the project area (see map, Exhibit B) is
attached as Exhibit A.

2. Proportionate share: Developer agrees to a proportionate share of the road
improvement costs attributable to traffic generated by Whispering Pines
Subdivision as established by Valley County. Currently this amount has been
calculated by the Valley County Engineer to be $192 per average daily vehicle
trip generated by the Project. Refer to Exhibit A for details of the Gold Dust
Road Area 2005 Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate. Road impact
mitigation may be provided by Developer contribution of money or other capital
offsets such as right-of-way, engineering or in-kind construction. Such an offset
to the road improvements is addressed in paragraph 3 of this Agreement

3. Capital contribution: Developer agrees to pay a sum equal to $1,536 per lot (an
average of 8 trips per single family residential lot times $192 per trip). The

Whi$pering PiJle$ Subdivi~ion

Road Development Agreement
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Developer's proportionate ~are of the road improvements identified in Exhibit A
for the 5] lots shown on the isubdivision application is $78,336 less the following
offsets:
Dedicated roadway right-of-way as shoW'll on the Final Plat and
more specifically described as: 35 feet of ROW north and south of
centerline ofWamer Drive (an additional 20 feet of ROW). The
total value of the dedicated ROW is $43,614.
The developer agrees to pay Valley County the difference between their
proportionate share of roadway costs ($78,336) less the offsets for dedlcated
right-or-way ($43,614) for a total cash payment of $34,722 due prior to
recordation of the Final Plat.

4. The contributions made by Developer to Valley County pursuant to the terms of
this Agreement shall be segregated by Valley County and earmarked and applied
only to the project costs of the road improvement projects specified in Exhibit A
or to such other projects as are mutually agreeable to the parties.
5. The sale by Developer of part or all of the Project prior to the platting thereof
shall not trigger any payment or contribution responsibility. However, in such
case, the purchaser of such property, and the successors and assigns thereof, shall
be bound by the terms of this Agreement in the same respect as Developer,
regarding the property purcbased.

6. Recordation: It is intended that Valley County will record this Agreement. The
intent of the recordation will be to docwnent the official aspect ofthe contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. Tbis Agreement will not in any way
establish a lien or other interests in favor of Valley County as to any real property
owned by the Developer at the time of recording, or any real property that may be
acquired by the Developer on any date after the recording of this Agreement.

Whispering Pines Subdivision
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VALLEY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS:

Date:~A.r
/'
Commissioner/Chainnan F. Phillip Davis

BevJ~
~homaJ

W. Kerr

Date:

? - ;;1 Z - o~-

CommissionerF. W. Eld

ATTEST:
VALLEY COUNTY CLERK:
Date:

Whisperina Pines Subdivision
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STATE OF IDAHO)
) SS.

COUNTYOFVALLEY

I

)

~ sI-:

r

'/tv. .rsf-r--

On this I
day of
2005, before me,tc:r.k /
the und~gned, a Notary~ and for said State, personally appeared
't;eMCM.-'r5&tt.()t T' t6/5k and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.
~1t.L/.,t
In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

fin! a

e

writt (f.~~~=:::::~____4

• otary Public for Idaho

Residing at:

tJ&sCZl cI~ _+-J-"---:J-_ _ _--1h1~1:

My Commission Expires:

?-JtJ -0 ;7

STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF V ALLEY

)

) 55.

On this .;ill. day of CCv. ~
2005, before me, -7""f--=-J'-"'--i~~w....=.,.,..,
the undersigned, a Notary Pubifci!latld for said State, personall ppeared F: ~I4.LGIW~
t~ w t{...tM,/ £.tN.-t..Mth:cknowledged to me that they executed the s

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my officia1 seal the day and year

fin! above

wrii1

N~forl~~
Residing at:

.

~(.L« ~___

My Commission Expires:

Whispering Pines Subdivision
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Exhibit A
GOLD/DUST ROAD AREA
2005 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
COST ESTIMATE
Location:

Gold Dust Road Area

Study Boundary:
•

North:

i2 Mile North of Gold Dust Road

•

South:

it, Mile South of Gold Dust Road

•

West:

SH 55

•

East:

Foothills west of Gold Dust Road

Roadway Engineering/Construction Costs
Classification

Length

Cost/Mile

Total

Minor Collector (Gold Dust Road)

1.2 miles

$600,000

$720,000

Intersection Improvement Costs (unsignalized)
Location
Gold Dust Rd/SH-55

Cost
$200,000

Right-of-Way Costs
Right-of-Way Acquisition for 1.2 miles of roadway ............................ ' ... ' .... $41,000

Capital Improvement Cost Total ...........................................................$961,000
Based on a 5,000 vpd level of service threshold. cost per vehicle trip = $192

=

For a typical single family residential development (8 trips/lot). cost per lot
$1,536. Costs will vary based on type of development and expected numberltype
of vehicle trips.

Valley County Road Department
Gold Dust Road Area

2005 Roadway Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate

Parametrlx
April 2005

Page 1 of2
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Exhibit B
GOLD :DUST ROAD AREA
2005 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
LOCATION MAP

Valley County Road Department
Gold Dust Road Area
2005 Roadway Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate

Paramelrix
April 2005
Page 2 of2
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STATE OF IDAHO)
) 55.

COUNTY OF VALLEY

)

rO( J

+:

2006, before me, .) ~ n0.\ \ e.:( L.
On this @e:) day of Sf ~
the undersigned, a Notary Pub) c m and for s31d State, personally appeared
'Lv',:J\'i :\)~Jf\i:,;±~ and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed. my official seal the day and year

fi~t
above writte~.

~ Public
N\JV-"--~
for I

N

Residing at:

.,,''''~~t.tl L. Po..~,

LQ~~e.? \'0

My Commission Expires:

~JJ-~
) \. \.
0:. L-

STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF VALLEY

)ss.
)

On this

~.............

cK W

~ oS

day of

~z;:;,k<

l~t;A")- ~()\

I

(+'"•• -

'\ \

i

ItVB"''-''

Q

J

.. .JI~ ~I
.....,. -i 1'll ott \~ ,...'"
'I.,••,.... ,,"'."_

2006, before me,

s>,

j~ )~,
4

,..

the undersigned, a Notary
PUiic iy and for said State, personally appeared ~ _. F. f ...J.v..L.f-.p ,.:h.~,
1/yya".a, W.
ttl.<! 'Ua:ntracknowledged to me that they executed the same.

6$

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
first
ve written.

N
Residing at;

_~~~"""""""---,Y:;;.....:~"",,"""____

". .....

My Commission Expires: _........:.i..;..I_-_Il.,:;.}-_'-....'i':<--__
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VALLEY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS:

Commissioner/Chainnan F. Phillip Davis

-

By:

.c:::::::>

<2</7" &Ad

~

Date:

r . z z,

Date:

?-'7Z-0~-

-tJ .l-

Commissioner F. W. Eld

ATTEST:
VALLEY COUNTY CLERK:

Whispering Pines Subdivision
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Developer's proportionate share of the road improvements identified in Exhibit A
for the 28 lots shown on !:he subdivision application is $43,008. The deVeloper
agrees to pay Valley County their proportionate share of roadway costs less the
fonowing off$cts:
Dedicated roadway right-of-way as shown on the Final Plat and
mon: specifk"ally described as: an additional 20 feet of ROW on
Warner Drive to bring the total ROW to 70 feet (35 feet of ROW
north and south of the centt:rluu: of Warner Drive) for a length of
approximately] ,050 feet. The total value of the dedicated ROW is
$6, 749.

The developer agrees to pay Valley County the difference between their
proportionate share of roadway costs 543,008) less the ofisets for dedicated rigbtof-way ($6,749) for a total casb payment of $36.,259 due at the time of the Final
Plat approval.

4. The contn"butions made by Developer to Valley County pursuant to the terms of
this Agreement sball be segregated by Valley County and earmarked and applied
only to the project costs of the road improvement projects specified in Exhibit A
or to such other projects as are mutually agreeable to the parti~s.
5. The sa1e by Developer of part or all of the Project prior to the platting thereof
sball not trigger any payment or contribution responsibility. However, in such
case, the purchaser of sucb property, and the successors and assigns thereof, shall
be bound by the terms of this Agreement in tile same respect as Developer.
regarding the property purchased.

6. Recordation: It is intended that Valley County will record this Agreement. The
intent of the recordation will be to document the official aspect of the contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. lbis Agreement will not in any way
establish a lien or other interests in favor of Valley County as to any real property
owned by the Developer at the time of recording, or any real property that may be
acquired by the Developer on any date after the recording of this Agreement.

Whispering Pines Subdivision - Phase 2

Road Development Agreement
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ROADDEVELOP~AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT is made this

2Jl!-.

£(:l?t~ ~."

day of
It ... 2006.
by and between DB. J _I ,C. whose address is 1657 N. Gold Jlalls Place. Meridian. Idaho.
83642. the Developer of dlat certain Project in Valley County, Idaho, known as
Whispering Pines Subdivision - Phase 2. and Vaney Couuty. a political subdivision of
the State of Idaho, (hereinafter referred to as "Valley County").

RECITALS
Developer has submitted a subdivision application to Valley County for approval of a 28
lot residential development known as Whispering Pines. Subdivision - Phase 2.

Through the development review of this application. Valley c.ounty identified certain
unmitigated impacts on public services and infrastructure reasonably attributable to the
Proje".ct
Developer has agreed to participate in the cost of mitigating these impacts by
contributing its proportionate fair share of the cost of the needed improvements identified
in this Agreement and listed on the attached Exhibit A

Valley County and the Developer desire to memorialize the tenns of their agreement
regarding the Developer's participation in the funding of certain oftbe aforesaid
improvements.

AGREEMENT
Therefore. it is agreed as follows:
1. Capital Improvement Program: A listing and cost estimate of the Gold Dust
Road Arell 2005 Roadway Capital Improvement Program, incorporating
construction and right-of-way needs for the project area (see map, Exhibit B) is
attached as Exhibit A.

2. Proportionate share: Developer agrees to a proportionate share of the road
improvement costs attribuUtble to traffic generated by Whispering Pines
Subdivision - Phase 2 as established by Valley County. Currently this amount
bas been calculated by the Vaney County Engineer to be $192 per average daily
vehicle trip generated by the Project. Refer to Exhibit A for details of the Gold
Dust Road Area 2005 Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate. Road impact
mitigation may be provided by Developer either througb the contribution of
money or capital offsets such as right-of-way or in-kind construction. Such an
offset to the road improvements is addrl::sscd in paragraph 3 of this Agreement.

3. Capital r.()ntribution: Developer agrees to pay a sum equal to $1.536 per lot (an
average of 8 trips per single family residential lot times $192 per trip). The

Whispering Pipes Subdivision· Phase 2

Road Development Agreement
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Exhibit A
GOLD DUST ROAD AREA
2005 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
COST ESTIMATE
Location:

Gold Dust Road Area

Study Boundary:
•

North:

% Mile North of Gold Dust Road

•

South:

U Mile South of Gold Dust Road

•

West:

SH 55

•

East

Foothills west of Gold Dust Road

Roadway Engineering/Construction Costs
Classification

Length

CosUMile

Total

Minor Collector (Gold Dust Road)

1.2 miles

$600,000

$720,000

Intenseotion Improvement Costs (unslgnallzed)

Location
Gold Dust Rd/SH-55

~
$200,000

Right-of-Way Costs
Right-of-Way Acquisition for 1.2 miles of roadway ..................................... $41 ,DOD

Capital Improvement Cost Total ...........................................................$961.000

Based on a 5,000 vpd level of service threshold, cost per vehicle trip

=$192

For a typjeal single family residential development (8 tripsllot). cost per lot ;;:;
$1,536. Costs will vary based on type of development and expected number/type
of vehicle trips.

Valley County Road Department
Gold Dust Road Area
2005 Roadway Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate

Parametrix
April 2005
Page 2 of3
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•

C\

Exhibit B
GOLD DUST ROAD AREA
2005 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
LOCATION MAP

Valley County Road Department
Gold Dust Road Area
2005 Roadway Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate

Parametrix
April 2005
Page 3 of 3
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ROAD DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

/f

J"",

,..tj

.

i

THIS AGREEMENT is made this
day of
H,«
2001,
by and between KOB, LLC whose address is 1657 N. Gold Falls Place, eridum, Idaho.
the Developer of that certain Project in Valley County, Idaho, known as Whispering
Pinel Subdivision (pbase 1JI), and VaDey County, a political subdivision of the State of
Idaho. (hereinafter referred to as "Vailey County").

RECITALS
Developer has submitted a subdivision application to Valley County for approval of an
18 lot residential development known as Whispering Pines Subdivision (pbase III).
Through the development review of this application, Valley County identified certain
unmitigated impacts on public services and infrastructure reasonably attributable to the
Project.
Developer bas agreed to participate in the cost of mitigating these impacts by
contributing its proportionate fair share of the cost of the needed improvements identified
in the Agreement and listed on the attached Exhibit A.
Valley County and the Developer desire to memorialize the tenus of their agreement
regarding the Developer's participation in the funding of certain of the aforesaid
improvements.

AGREEMENT
Therefore. it is agreed as follows:

1. Capital Improvement Program: A listing and cost estimate of the Gold Dust
Road Area 2005 Roadway Capital Improvement Program, incorporating
construction and right-of-way needs for the project area (see Exhibit B) is
attached as Exhibit A.

2. Proportionate share:' Developer agrees to a proportionate share of the road
improvement costs attributable to traffic generated by the Whispering Pines
Subdivision (Phase llI) as established by Valley County. ClDTentiy this amount
bas been calculated by the Valley County Engineer to be $192 per average daily
vehicle trip generated by the Project. Refer to Exhibit A for details of the Gold
Dust Road Area 2005 Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate. Road impact
mitigation may be provided by Developer contribution of money or other capital
offsets such as right-of-way or in-kind construction. Such an offset to the road
improvements is addressed in paragrapb 3 of this Agreement.

Whispering Pines Subdivision (pbase lll) Road Development Agteement
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3. Capital contribution: Developer agrees to pay a smn equal to $1,536 per lot (an
average of 8 trips per single family residential lot at a cost of S192 per trip). The
Developer's proportionate share of the road improvements identified in Exhibit A
for the 18 lots shown on the subdivision application is $27,648 less the following
offsets:
The Developer agrees to pay Valley COWlty a total cash payment of $27,648 due
at the time ofrmal Plat approval.

4. The contributions made by Developer to Valley County pursuant to the terms of
this Agreement shall be segregated by Valley County and earmarked and applied
only to the project costs of the road improvement projects specified in Exhibit A
or to such other projects as are mutually agreeable to the parties.
5. The sale by Developer of part or all of the Project prior to the platting thereof
shall not Uigger any payment or contribution responsibility. However, in such
case. the purchaser of such property, and the successors and assigns thereof, shall
be bound by the terms of this Agreement in the same respect as Deve1oper,
regarding the property purchased.

6. Recordation: It is intended that Valley CoWlty will record this AgreemcnL The
intent of the recordation will be to document the official aspect of the contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement will not in any way
establish a lien or other interests in favor of Valley County as to any real property
owned by the Developer at the time of recording, or any real property that may be
acquired by the Developer on any date after the recording of this Agreement

Whispering Pines Subdivision (phase
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...

'

to

Date:

11- 7-c)

VALLEY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISS)ONERS:

Commissioner/Chairman Gerald Winkle

By:JfL~
Commissioner Gordon Cruickshank

Date:

/-

I'{-

OS

Commissioner Frank Eld

A'ITEST:
VALLEY COUNTY CLERK:

STATE OF IDAHO. COUNTY OF VALLEY
ON THIS
Ii
DAY OF -, b...=
20 l ) BEFORE ~E. A NOTARY PUBLIC IN & FOR
SAID STATE PERSONALLY APPEARED,
t:- .,..-r.---.,,-.,....MA"""""-'

.d. f\--4-L c.t

(N

C .v-.'~----,1~vL-.C~~
1"/~~

~t;l.A-

e

'l.,A..U.- .:.j(.,

~.~.

fl.L.

KNOWN TO BE THE PERSON YHOSE NAME
SUBSCRIBED TO THE WITHIN INSTRUMENT. AND
ACKNOWLEDGED TO ME THAT HE. SHE, THEY
EXECUTED TIlE

sr'

.~~
~L1J.~fCAS"""t.
COMM
1/ "J::
EXP.

v.).. -

10.
t Agreement
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STATE OF IDAHO

)

)ss
COUNTY OF Valley )

On this 7th day of November 2007,before me, Pamela L. Holdenthe undersigned, a
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Kristy Burnett Dickerson, as
Manager of KDB, LLC, a Limited Liability Company, known to me to be the person
whose Dame is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that he
executed the same in such capacity.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal. the

.-,

day an.d year in this instrument first above written .

-:c;~4 L J../U"

Notary Public for
Residing at: Cascade, ID
Commission Expires: 1117/08

ad
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ORIGli~J-\L
.Jed Manwaring ISH #3040
Victor Villegas ISB# 5860
EVANS KEA:\E LLP
1405 West "lain
P. O. Box 959
Boise, Idaho 83701-0959
Telephone: (208) 384-1800
Facsimile: (208) 345-3514
e-mail: jmanwaring@l(.vanskcanc.com
V"ilIegas(a:evanskeanc.com

AACHIE N. tiANHUAY, ClERK

'; ;

a~-::o~ ~

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

1:\ THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JlDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF I()AHO, IN Al\D FOR THE
Bl:CKSKIl\' PROPERTIES, I~C. an
Idaho Corporation, and TI;\'lBERLI:"IE

OF VALLEY

I
I

Case No. CV-2009-554-C

.

AFFIDAVIT OF
ROBERT W. FODREA

l)EVELOI'MENT, LLC', an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

COU~TY

I

Plaintiff,
'S,

I

VALLEY COlI.'iTY, a political suhdl"isioll

'I

of the State of Idaho.
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAl 10

I

I

) ss.
COUllly

of Valley
F()DRI~A,

gOBFRT W.

I.

That

J

being duly sworn

UpOI1

oatil

am an adult (Her the agc of clghLccll

dep~)ses

(!

and says

a~

follows:

X) years, that I am a resident ot'

Cascade. Valley County. Idaho, and that I have personal kmmledge of thL' facts set forth in thiS

Affidavit.

\ F r ID. \ VII Of ROBI HT \\ 101 )({r..'\
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2.

I applied to Valley County for a conditional use permit ("CUP") on behalf of JAF

Enterprises, LLC ("JAF") to construct the :\1urray Creek Subdivision located in Valley County.
The application was approved by the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission on
October 14, 2004 and CUP No. 04-24 was issued to JAF, effective October 26, 2004. A true and
correct copy of the CUP is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit A.
3.

Condition No.8 of the CUP stales that a Development Agreement with Valley

County will be in place with the Board of County Commissioners. In fulfilling the conditions of
the CUP and in order to obtain approval of the final plat for Murray Creek Subdivision, I was
required to enter into a Road Development Agreement with Valley County and either pay the fee
calculated by Valley County Engineer for the Smith's Ferry 2006 Capital Improvement Area
where Murray Creek Subdivision is located, dedicate a right-of-way in lieu of paying the fee, or
constructing in-kind roadway improvements to Packer John Road.
4.

I did not offer to pay a fee, dedicate a right-of-way or construct in-kind

improvements to mitigate for any impacts on county roadways attributable to traffic generated by
:\1urray Creek Subdivision prior

to

issuance of my CUP. Rather, Valley County required me to

enter into the Road Development Agreement pursuant to the conditions placed on its CUP.
5.

At no time in my meetings and interactions with any Valley County representative

with regard to my CUP was I told or advised that the Development Agreement and payment of
the fcc was voluntary, or that I had an option not to entcr into the Road Development Agreement.
At no time in my meetings or interactions with Valley County representatives with regard to my
CUP was I told or advised that the fee paid under the Road Development Agreement was
negotiable or that I could elect not to pay a fee or not to construct in-kind improvements. At no
time in my meetings or interactions with Vallcy County representatives with regard to my CUP

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT W. rODREA - 2
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was I told or advised that the contents of the Road Development Agreement were negotiable or
that I could strike certain parts or provisions of the Road Development Agreement.
Valley County imposed the Road Development Agreement and the associated fee

6.

or in-kind construction as a condition to receive a final pial. Had I been advised by Valley
County that pa:yment of the fee or in-kind construction under the Road Development Agreement
was negotiable or that I had an option not to pay the fee or construct in-kind roadway
improvements, I would not have paid a fee or constructed the in-kind roadway improvements on
Packer John Road.
7.

I signed the Road Development Agreement on October 6, 2006.

A true and

correct copy of the Road Development Agreement is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit B.
Under the Road Development Agreement Valley County gave me the option of paying a road
development fee in the amount of One Hundred Forty Four Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy Six
and no/] 00 Dollars (SI44,976.00), or constructing 2,384 feet of Packer John Road as an in-kind
construction improvement of Packer John Road.

I opted to pay for and undertake the

construction in-kind improvements to Packer John Road instead of paying the fee directly to
Valley County.

8.

I did not voluntarily enter into the Road Development Agreement with Valley

County or voluntarily incur the costs of the in-kind construction under the agreement. I did so
only because Valley County required it as a condition to approval of the final plat for Murray
Creek and as a condition for scheduling a hearing before the County Commissioners to approve
final plat for my project. I was not given the option of proceeding with the development of
Murray Creek without improving Packer John Road, either through the payment of a fce or inkind construction.
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9.

I also applied to Valley County for a conditional use permit ("CCP") on behalf of

Gold Fork River Ranch, LLC to establish Gold Fork River Ranch Sand & Gravel Sales for sand
and gravel sales on property previously approved for establishing a 48 lot single-family
subdivision located in Valley County. The Gold Fork River Ranch Sand & Gravel Sales CUP
application was approved by the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission on June 19,
2008, and CUP No. 08-08 was issued to Gold Fork River Ranch, LLC, effective June 30, 2008.
A true and correct copy of CUP ;-.Jo. 08-08 is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit C.
10.

Condition No. 8 of CUP 08-0& states that: "A Road Development Agreement is

required and will be entered into within three months ofC.U.P. approval or sale of product will
not be allowed." In fulfilling the conditions of the CUP and in order to obtain approval for the
sale of sand and gravel, I was required to enter into a Road Development Agreement with Valley
County and pay the fee as calculated by Valley County for the Koskella 2007 Capital
Improvement Area where Gold Fork River Ranch is located. Valley County imposed the Road
Development Agreement and the associated fee as a condition to sell sand or gravel. Gold Fork
River Ranch, LLC had no choice but to pay the fee imposed by Valley County under its Road
Development Agreement in order to begin business operations. I did not enter the agreement or
make arrangements to pay the fee under the agreement voluntarily. I signed Road Development

13

Agreement on September 9, 2009. A true and correct copy of the Road Development Agreement
is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit D.

;iU~~

ROBERT W. FODRElX

6d-

,2010.
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Notary Public for Idaho
Residing in
My Commission Expires:

wCa.-A
{O

7~ pott,

r

'
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
A day of ;YOYMtW, 2010, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and
addressed to; by fax transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or
leaving with a person in charge of the office as indicated below:
Matthew C. Williams
Valley County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, ID 83611
Telephone: (208) 382-7120
Facsimile: (208) 382-7124

Christopher H. Meyer
Martin C. Hendrickson
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

[X] U.S. Mail
[ ] Fax

[ 1 Overnight Delivery
[ J Hand Delivery

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Fax
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
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Valley Cou~"y Planning and Zonirly Commission
Cascade, Idaho 83t311

P.O. Box 1350
Courthouse Building Annex

Phone (206)

382~7114

Instrument" 2888&4
VAlLEY COUNTY, CASCADE, IOAHO

2004.10-27
04:11:21 No. 01 P
.2
Recorded for : V C PLANNING .. ZOHIN:"'
LELAND G. HEINRICH
Ex-ofllclo
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CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
NO. 04-14
Murray Creek Subdivisiou
Issued to:

JAF Enterprises, LLC
PO Box 188

Cascade, ID 83611
Property Location:

Located on RPIlN03E232365A in Section 23, T. llN, R. 3E. a.M.,
ValJey County, Idaho. The property is approximately 198.15 acres.

There have been no appeals of the Valley County Planning and Zoning Commission's decision of
October 14, 2004. The Commission's decision stands and you are hereby issued Conditional Use
Permit No. 04-24 with Conditions for establishing a 21 lot single family subdivision as described
in the application, staff report, and minutes.
The effective date of this permit is October 26,2004. AU provisions of the conditional use permit
must be established within one year or a permit extension in compliance with the Valley County
Land Use and Development Ordinance wiD be required.

Conditions of Approval:
1. The application, the staff report, and the provisions of the Land Use and Development
Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations are all made a pan of this pennit as if written in
full herein.

2. Any change in the nature or scope of land use activities shall require an additional
Conditional Use Permit.
Conditional Use Permit
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3. The final plat shall be recorded within one year of the date of approval or this pennit shall
be null and void.
4. The issuance of this permit and these conditions will not relieve the applicant from
complying with applicable County, State. or Federal laws or regulations or be construed as
permission to operate in violation of any statute or regulations. Violation of these laws,
regulations or rules may be grounds for revocation of the Conditional Use Pennit or
grounds for suspension of the Conditional Use Pennit.
5. The CCRs will address asset protection in regards to fire.

6. Roads and utilities will be installed prior to final plat recOrdation or a bond shall be posted or
financial guarantees win be in place for both the installation of utilities and road
construction.
7. A Private Road Declaration and Declaration of Utilities is required.
8. A Development Agreement will be in place with the Board of County Commissioners

9. Public access will be needed through this subdivision if there are other private properties
beyond the current property, as determined by the Board of County Commissioners. The
Board of County Commissioners will review connectivity through the subdivision to the

next private property owner.
10. Roads will be constructed to Unifonn Fire Code standards.

11. A site grading and stonn water drainage plan is required and must be approved by the
Valley County Engineer.
12. A letter from the Southern Idaho Timber Protection Association addressing wildfire

response is required.

13. The applicant will obtain a wetland delineation or detennination for the Anny Corpof
Engineers.
14. The CCRs will state, if a fire district is created, homeowners will participate in the fire
district.
15. The CCRs and a note will be placed on the face of the plat will state that the well and
power will be installed prior to building pennits being issued.

16. The Valley County Engineer will assess the adequacy of the bridge.

Conditional Use Permit
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17. A note stating no lot splits will be placed on the face of the plat.

END CONDmONAL USE PERMIT
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THIS AGREEMENT is made this
,
day of
c
, 2006,
by and between Robert W. Fodrea, J Enterprises, LLC. whose address is P.O. Box
188. Cascade Idaho 83611, the Developer of that certain Project in Valley County, Idaho.
known as Murray Creek Subdivision, and Valley County. a political subdivision of the
State of Idaho, (hereinafter referred to as "Valley County').
RECITALS
Developer has submitted a subdivision application to Valley County for approval of a 26
lot residential development known as Murray Creek Subdivision.
Through the development review of this application, Valley County identified certain
unmitigated impact'> on public services and infrastructure reasonably attributable to the
Project.
Developer has agreed to participate in the cost of mitigating these impacts by
contributing its proportionate fair share of the cost of the needed improvements identified
in this Agreement and listed on the attached Exhibit A.
Valley County and the Developer desire to memorialize the terms of their agreement
regarding the Developer's participation in the funding of certain of the aforesaid
improvements.
AGREEMENT
Therefore, it is agreed as follows:

1. Capital Improvement Program: A listing and cost estimate of the Smith's Ferry
Area 2006 Roadway Capital Improvement Program Revision 2, incorporating
construction and right-of-way needs for the project area (see map. Exhlbit B) is
attached as Exhibit A.

2. Proportionate SMre: Developer agrees to a proportionate share of the road
improvement costs attributable to traffic generated by the Murray Creek
Subdivision as established by Valley County. Currently this amount has been
calculated by the Valley County Engineer to be $697 per average daily vehicle
trip generated by the Project. Refer to Exhibit A for details of the Smith' s Ferry
Area 2006 Capital Improvement Program Revision 2 Cost Estimate. Road impact
mitigation may be provided by Developer either through the conmbution of
money or capital offsets such as right-of-way or in-kind construction. Agreement.
3. Capital contribution: Developer agrees to pay a sum equal to $5.576 per lot (an
average of 8 trips per single family residential lot times $697 per trip). The

Murray Creek Subdivision
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Developer's proportionate share of the road improvements identified in Exhibit A
for the 261018 shown on the subdivision application is $144.976.
The Developer agrees to make a total cash payment of $144,976 due at the
execution of the Road Development Agreement.
The Developer also has the following option in lieu of making the cash payment:
the developer shall construct 2.384 feet of Packer John Road to a 28 foot width
and as specified in Exhlbit C. At the execution of the Road Development
Agreement. the Developer shall provide an acceptable surety of 110% of the cost
of all improvements not yet completed.
4. The contributions made by Developer to Valley County pursuant to the tenns of
this Agreement shall be segregated by Valley County and earmarked and applied
only to the project costs of the road improvement projects specified in Exhibit A
or to such other projects as are mutually agreeable to the parties.

S. The sale by Developer of part or all of the Project prior to the platting thereof
shall Dot trigger any payment or contribution responsibility. However, in such
case, the purchaser of such property. and the successors and assigns thereof, shall
be bound by the terms of this Agreement in the same respect as Developer,
regarding the property purchased.

6. Recordation: It is intended that Valley County will record this Agreement. The
intent of the recordation will be to document the official aspect of the contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement will not in any way
establisb a lien or other interests in favor of Valley County as to any real property
owned by the Developer at the time of recording, or any real property that may be
acquired by the Developer on any date after the recording of this Agreement.
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VALLEY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS:

BY~~~) ~~?L"

,

Date:

/c.:

/c·

'C

CommissiooerlChairman F. Phillip Davis

B~6
B~

~

___~~~
_________________________________ Dare:

{O-(O-o

Commissioner F. W. Eld

ATTEST:
VALLEYCOUNTYCLE~

.?
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STATE OF IDAHO)
) 88.

COUNTY OF VALLEY

)

}6yy·~-

Je;o.n\\-e.

On this La
day of Qc
{
2006. before me, "
y 1
tp,e undersigned. a N9WY Public in and for said State. personally appeared
~\v 1't \}\,I! fL:>Ciy {'(,. . . and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.
In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
above writu:n~

\ f)
My Commission Expires: _Y,--c:l._-If-h-'.\....;.\_ _ __

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) 88.

COUNTY OF V ALLEY

)

~,

J ;:;; r.~.

'0 day of 0
2006. befon: me,
the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personallyappe
P~ ~
T~ Lv tAIl t.F. W
.and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.
.

On this

I<

t:t4.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affIXed my official seal the day and year

fiB~ritte;1

N~c

for

Idahci

My Commission Expires: _---'I'-'-I_-_OdJ.-=---.....f.....;f::...-_
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Exhibit A
SMITH'S FERRY AREA
2006 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

COST ESTIMATE
Location:

Smith's Ferry Dr/Packer John Rd Area

Study Boundary:
•
•
•

North: North section line of Sections 10 and 11, T 11 N, R 3E
South: South section line of Section 23, T 11 N, R 3E
East: East section line of Sections 11, 14, and 23, T 11 N, R 3E

•

West:

SH~55/Payette

River

Roadway Engineering/Construction Costs
Classifiqtion

Length

Local Rd {Flat Terrain w/geotextile)l 2.35 miles
Local Rd (Mountainous Tenain)

1

0.64 miles

Additional Roadway Drainage Costs

CostIMile

Total

$380,000

$893,000

$465,000

$297,600
$45,000

Sub Total.. .......$1 ,235,600
1 28' Top Width Gravel Road. Pavement not required due to heavy logging truck traffic and
remote location of the road section.

Intersection Improvement Costs (unsignallzed)

location
Smith's Ferry RdlSH-55 (East 1h of Intersection)

Smith's Ferry RdiRR Crossing

Cost
$100,000

$50.000
Sub TotaL .......... $150.000

Right-of-Way Costs

Right-of-Way AcquiSition for 1.554 Acres of Roadway ................................. $7.770
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT COST TOTAL. ••••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••.•••••••••.•• $1,393,370
Based on • 2,000 vpd level of service threshold, cost per vehicle trip = $697

For a typical single family residential development (8 tripsllot). cost per lot =
$5,576. Costs will vary based on type of development and expected numberltype
of vehicle trips.
Valley County Road Department
Parametrix
Smith's Ferry Study Area
Adopted September 25, 2006
2006 Roadway C8pitallmprovement Program Cost Estimate-REVISION 2
Page 2 of 3
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Exhibit B
SMITH'S FERRY AREA
2005 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

COST ESTlMATE

Valley County Road Department
Parametrix
Smith's Ferry Study Area
Adopted September 25, 2006
2006 Roadway Capilallmprovement Program Cost Estimate-REVISION 2
Page 3 of 3
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ExhibitC
VALLEY COUNTY ROAD DEPARTMENT

ROAD CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
Issue Date:

October 2, 2006

Issued to:

Robert Fodrea
JAF Enterprises
P.O. Box 188
Casalde, Idaho 83611

Location:

Packer John Road, from the intenection 01 Smitb's FelTY Drive south
Cor 2,384 feet.

Work to be Performed: Reconstmction of roadway to a 18 foot width.
JAF Enterprises shall provide all necessary improvements to reconstruct 2,384 feet of
Packer John Road to a 28 foot drivable width.
Work will include:
1. Place 12 inches of sub base material
2. ExcavationlEmbankment
3. Placement of Geotextile Fabric
4. Drainage Calculations and Installation of Culverts
5. Stonn Water Prevention Plan (SWPP) and Implementation of SWPP
6. Clearing and Grubbing
7. Traffic Control
8. EngineeringlSwveying

VaDey County Road Department shaD provide:
1. Geotextile Fabric located at Lake Fork Pit
2. Culverts and Bands located at Lake Fork Pit
3. Dredge Gravel located at Gold Dust Pit
Note: JAF Enterprises or their contractor will need to pick up items at Lake Fork Pit and
gravel from Gold Dust Pit Notify the Road Department prior to picking up materials.
Conditions of Permit:
1. Reconstruction of Packer John Road shall confonn to the 2005 Minimum
Standards for Public Road Design and Construction for a Standard Local Road
with the requirement for crushed gravel base and asphalt surfacing removed.
2. Packer John Road will remain open to one lane of traffic at aU times. Entire
roadway shall be open at night. Roadway may not be limited to one lane of traffic

without flaggers.

RCP- Murray C~ II:l.'Ml6
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3. Traffic control devices and a traffic control plan conforming to the latest edition
of the MUTeD sball be in place at all times to warn traffic of bazards,
construction equipment, and construction conditions.
4. Mitigate dust by watering or chemical process 7 days a week during constrUction.
5. For a period of two years after completion of road reconstruction, JM
Enterprises will be responsible for repairing damage at their cost to Packer John
Road due to construction defects.
6. It is the contractor's responsibility to locate all utilities before construction.
7. The contractor shall notify the Valley County Road Department (208-382-7195)
wben the project will begin at least two business days prior to beginning
construction.
8. This permit will expire on November 1,2007, with no actual construction
without approval by the Valley County Road Superintendent.
9. Failure to comply with the above conditions will tenninate this project.
If you have any questions please call Gordon Cruickshank at (208-382-7195).

Gordon L. Cruicksbank
Valley County Road Superintendent
Please sign and return to Valley County Road Department at PO Box 672, Cascade,
Idaho, 83611.

Accepted By:

Alternate Contact:

,&,,10&1"1 W. Fii rC4
Name
Address

(. "'4,J L

Address

:a:.l> '3Cc\1

lSoz . . '4 ~ D'L

ew IMrJou f4.J.,
'1'5"

l~(C.(O"

RCP-MwmyC~I~~

J:.

B z. z. .. .8<-03

Phone

Date

W

S Cl8 t "

Planning and Zoning Commission

VALLEY COUNlY
IDAHO

P.O. Box 1350/219 North
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Street/cascade, Idaho 83611-1350
Phone: 208.382.7115
FAX: 208.382.7119
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CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
NO. 08-08
Gold Fork River Raucb Saud & Gravel Sales
Issued to:

Gold Fork River Ranch, LLC
POBox 188
Cascade. ID 83611

Property Location:

Located in SW ~ Sec. 25, T.16N, R .3E, B.M., Valley County, Idaho. The
property is approximately 162.32 acres.

There have been no appeals of the ValJey County Planning and Zoning Commission's decision of
June 19,2008. The Commission's decision stands and you are hereby issued Conditional Use
Pennit No. 08-08 with Conditions for establishing sand and gravel sales as described in the
application, staff report, and minutes.

The effective date of this pennit is June 30, 2008. The use must be established according to the
phasing plan or a permit extension in compliance with the Valley County Land Use and
Development Ordinance will be required.
This permit will expire on JW1e 19,2009. Any extensions must be approved by the Commission
prior to that date.
Conditions of Approval:
1. The application, the staff report, and the provisions of the Land Use and Development

Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations are all made a part of this permit as if written in full
herein.
Conditional Use Permit
Page 1

2. Any change in the nature or scope of land use activities shall require an additional
Conditional Use Permit.
3. The approval will terminate in December of2010.
4. The issuance of this permit and these conditions will not relieve the applicant from

complying with applicable County, State, or Federal laws or regulations or be construed as
pennission to operate in violation of any statute or regulations. Violation of these laws,
regulations or rules may be grounds for revocation of the Conditional Use Permit or grounds
for suspension of the Conditional Use Permit.
5. Must comply with requirements of the Donnelly Rural Fire District.

6. A final site grading plan and storm water drainage plan shaH be approved by the Valley
County Engineer.

7. Dust shall be mitigated on-site and off-site.

8. A Road Development Agreement is required and will be entered into within three months of
C.U.P. approval or sale of product will not be allowed
9. Trucks will be unable to access site when there are load limits.

10. Hours of operation will be from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday thru Friday and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday. There shall be no operations on Sunday.
END CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT

Conditional Use Permit
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GOLD FORK RIVER RANCH (SAND AND GRAVEL SALES)
ROAD DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

tI.
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and between Gold Fork River Ranch, LLC, whose address is PO ox 188, Cascade,
(dabo, 83611, the Developer of that certain Project in Valley County, Idaho, known as
Gold Fork River Ranch, LLC, and Valley Coanty, a political subdivision of the State of
Idaho, (hereinafter referred to as "Valley County").
THIS AGREEMENT is made on this

RECITALS
Developer has submitted an application to Valley County for approval of the sales of up
to 100,000 cubic yards of surplus sand and gravel resulting from site development of the
Gold Fork River Ranch (Conditional Use Pennit 07-11).
Valley County has issued Conditional Use Permit (CUP 08-08) with conditions for
establishing sales as described in the application, staff report, and minutes.
Through the development review of this application, Valley County identified certain
unmitigated impacts on public services and infrastructure reasonably attributable to the
sales. The County also identified the need to protect its roads from extraordinary wear
due to the use of its road by heavy truck traffic associated with the sand and gravel sales.
Developer bas agreed to participate in the cost of mitigating these impacts by
contributing its proportionate share of the cost of the needed improvements identified in
this Agreement and listed on the attached Exhibit A, Koskella Area 2007 Roadway
Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate. In addition, the Developer will also make
efforts to limit the use of Davis Creek Lane between Kookella Lane and SH 55 to reduce
extraordinary wear of this segment of road.
The Developer has accrued certain Road Development Credits in the amount of $65,000
under the names of Robert W. Fodrea and John E. Rennison through Road Development
Credit Transfer Agreements #3 and #4 (Valley County Instruments #343694 and
#343695). The Developer desires to use and the County agrees to accept these credits as
payment for the Deve)oper's Capital Contribution under this agreement.
Valley County and tbe Developer desire to memorialize the tenns of their agreement
regarding the Developer's participation in the funding of certain improvements in
Exhibit A.

Instrument # 345764
IIALLEY COUNTY, CASCAO£,IDAHO

9-21-2009
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AGREEMENT
Therefore, it is agreed as follows:

1. Capital Improvement Program: A listing and cost estimate of the Koskel1a Area
2001 Roadway Capital Improvement Program (Koskella CIP), incorporating
construction and right-of-way needs for the project area (see map, Exhibit B) is
attached as Exhibit A.

2. Proportionate Share: Developer agrees to a proportionate share of the road
improvement costs attributable to traffic generated by Gold Fork River Ranch
sand and gravel sales as established in Valley County. Currently this amount has
been calculated by the Valley County Engineer to be $367 per average daily
passenger car equivalent trip generated by the sales (refer to Exhibit A). Road
impact mitigation will be provided by Developer either through the contribution
of transferred Roadway Development credits.

3. Capital Contribution: Developer agrees to use acquired Roadway Development
credits in the amount of $2,789 to satisfy their proportionate share of roadway
costs. Refer to Exhibit C for the calculation of the cost based on the number of
daily passenger car equivalent trips for the sale and transport of 100,000 cubic
yards of material.
4. Effect of use of transferred Roadway Development credits. The Developer bas a
current Roadway Development credit balance of $65,000 under the names of
Robert W. Fodrea and lohn E. Rennison. Under this agreement that balance will
be reduced by $2,789, leaving an allowed transferable balance of$62,211 (sixty
two thousand two hundred eleven and no/l00 dollars).

5. Limitation on Use of Davis Creek Lane.. The County is concerned that the
increase of heavy truck traffic from this project may cause extraordinary wear to
existing County roads. The new extension of Davis Creek Lane from Koskella
Road to SH 55 is of particular concern. The Developer agrees to direct buyers of
project material to not drive loaded trucks on the segment of Davis Creek Lane
between Koskel1a Road and SH 55. .Koskella Road, Plant Lane, and Davis Creek
Lane east ofKoskella Road have withstood several years of heavy truck traffic
and will not require limitations beyond existing County load limits.

6. Recordation. It is intended that Valley County will record this Agreement. The
intent of the recordation will be 10 document the official aspect of the contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement win not in any way
establish a lien or other interests in favor of Valley County as to any real property
owned or acquired by the Developer at or after the recording of this Agreement.
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-----------_. - - - - -

Gold Fork River Ranch, LLC, Developer

By:

_.J:.~~~:...!:!i.'J~._
~-a~~'~""'-=--Robert W. Fodrea

By: _ _ _

_ _ _ Date: _ct-l-f_Z""S...:.f-/_o-!:..,_

::.=~=-==Jz::::t.:::::o.;==--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: --L1/L-.!!Z:S:::..£.LIc-=o~q_
John E. Rennison

VALLEY COUNTY C
By: ~_...::::::::~__~_~~=---:-:-

_____ Date:

0

9 - '3.. 8 - 0

cr

BY:~~

Commissioner Gordon L. Cruickshank

By:_~_::::;:::;;.--~
.. ~
_ _ _ _~
_ _ _...::..:..
.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date:
Commissioner F. W. Eld

ATI'EST

VALLEY COUNTY CLERK

----- Date: ------------
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STATE OF IDAHO

)ss
COUNTY OF V ALLEY
On this

2:J

day of

~£trMh.LV 2009, before me, I?(~n - AU

t.Ma ,

The undersigned, a Notary blic in and for said State, personally appear~
12cberf ttY, ft&-<A
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.
In witness whereof, I have set unto my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

first above written,

NO~O
Residing at: _ _ _SI&::.:=~/....:.(.....:P
_______

lip,

la,tS'lD

STATE OF IDAHO

)ss
COUNTY OF V ALLEY
On this C)3 dayof Se~~ 2009, before me, I4'Kh' A\ApkiA
The undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared
I2tMvu.'$1rn
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

J.o.tav\.

In witness whereof, I have set unto my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

first above written,

NOt~!~Ji
Residing at: _ _...
5kr~~/-1(-.1P-=--______

tip-

(P'I~'fo
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STATE OF IDAHO

)ss
COUNTY OF VALLEY

S~

g-lb

1Ja.n~ HSirlh

On this,;l
day of
2009, before me,
i$
The undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally peared
J~ VV\NJ(t..Gand acknowledged to me that they executed the same.
ln witness whereof, I have set unto my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
first above written,

~tt~

STATE OF IDAHO

)ss
COUNTY OF VALLEY

~!e."b.,.:

dg

~ If 5 tJM

On this
J:!:. day of
2009, before me,
5
The undersigned, a Notary ublic in and for said State, personally ppeared
~~
Cvu,; c.tshvnL and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

L

In witness whereof, I have set unto my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

fi<s' above written: ~

J

~

..

Jl:_~

Notary~ljc for [dabo

Residing at:

~

Cimltt. ~

6/f/)Q)L/
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ST ATE OF IDAHO

)ss

COUNTY OF VALLEY

8~

~Je.,J,!L. 2009, before me, i ~~ L-'.sJ.bi.r,

On this )
day of
ThFWersigned, a Notary

-

lid

bbc 10 and for saId State, personally appeared
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have set unto my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
first aboV.wri~

~Jforldaho
Residing at:

~d4

- ~p ~ I~ b-O/Y-

STATE OF IDAHO
)ss

COUNTY OF VALLEY

thi~R-f!,.

~

~

~

On
day of
_ 2009, before me,
(J
The uo~, a Notary ublic in and for said State, personally appeared
a,.~ }J ~b~ and acknow1edged to me that they executed the same.
In witness whereof, J have set unto my hand and affixed my officia1 seal the day and year
first above written, ~

~J!~aho
Residing at:

.

~

~ M E:;YfJ= " / J &()! t{
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Exhibit A
KOSKELLA AREA
2007 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
COST ESTIMATE
Location: Koskella Area

Study Boundary:
•
•

•
•

Gold Fork. River; and N. Section Une of Sections 10. 11,12,28,
& 29. T16N, R4E
S.
Section Line of Sections 20, 21,22,23,24, & 30, T15N. R4E
South:
SH-55
West:
E. Section Line of Sections 12,13, 24. 25, & 36, T16N, R4E;
East:
and E. Section Line of Sections 1,12,13, & 24, T15N. R4E

North:

Roadway Engineering/Construction Costs (Tier 1)
Classification
Local Roads
Local Roads - Partial
Local Roads - Mountainous
Minor Collector
Minor Collector - Partial

Length
4.6 miles
0.4 miles
2.9 miles
0.5 miles
2.9 miles

Cost/Mile
$650,000
$430.000

$820,000
$750,000
$490,000
Sub Total

Total
$2.990,000
$172,000
$2,378,000
$375,000

$1.421,000
$7,336,000

Intersection Improvement Costs (unsignalized)
Location
Plant Lane and SH 55
Davis Creek Lane and SH 55
East 4 Lane and SH 55'
Goode Lane and SH 55'
1

Cost adjuste<l for 1/2 spHt with Kantola Area CIP

Cost
$250,000
$250.000
$125,000
$125,000
Sub Total

$750,000

Right of Way Costs
Right of Way Acquisition: 27.2 acres @ $20,OOO/acre

$544,000

Capital Improvement Total Cost ____$o;.;8.,6.3.0=,OO..-0
Based on a combined capacity of 23,500 3 vpd level of service threshold, cost
per vehicle trip= $367.
Valley County Road Department
Koskella Area
2007 Roadway Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate

Parametrix
February 2007
Page 2 of 4
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For a typical single family residential development (8 trips/lot). cost per lot
$2.936. Costs will vary based on type of development and expected
number/type of vehicle trips.

=

3Assumes 2 local outlets (Plant Lane and Gold Fork Road) at 2,000 vpd. and 3 minor collector outlets (Davis
Creek Lana. East 4 Lane, and Goode Lane) at 6,500 vpd .

Valley County Road Department
KoskellS Area
2007 Roadway Capital1mprovement Program Cost Estimate

Parametrix
February 2007
Page 3 of 4
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Exhibit B
KOSKELLA AREA
2007 ROADWAY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
MAP OF CIP AREA
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Valley County Road Department

KoskeUa Area
2007 Roadway Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate

Parametrix
February 2007
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Gold Fork River Ran~h Sand and Gravel Sales
Road Development Agreement
Material

to be

hauled (ydl )

'"' tOO,OOO

=

Amount/year (yd3)
(100,000 yd 3/3 years)

CUP Time Period (years) = 3
CIP Time Period (years) = 30

33,333

Hauling time frame = 5 months per year
;; 22 days per month
Hauling Days per year -} 10
(22 OOY5)(5 months)

----------Assumed load per trip

Trips per year = 2,083

(yd3)

= 16

l

(33,333 yd3116 yd per trip)

Trips per day = 38 (19 in empty, 19 out full)
(l,083 trips/I 10 OOys)(2)

Ass1ltned Passenger Car Equivalent/Haul Truck == 2
(Assume PCE = 1.5 for trips in, 2.5 trips out, 2.0 average)

Factored trips per day = 76
(Trips per OOy)(2 PCE)

Koskella Area elP Cost/Vehicle Trip = $367
CIP Time Period Cost"" $27,892
(76 peE trips per dayXS367)

Adjust for CUP Time Period
($27,892)(3 year CUPl30 year CIP)

Total Cost = $~789

Gold Fork River Ranch Sand and Gravel SalC$

Road Development Agreement

ExhibitC
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ORIGINAL
Jed Manwaring ISB ##3040
Victor Villegas ISB## 5860
EVANS KEANE LLP
1405 West Main
P. O. Box 959
Boise, Idaho 83701-0959
Telephone: (208) 384-1800
FacsimiJe: (208) 345·3514
e-mail: jmanwaring@evaoskeane.com
Vvillegas@evanskeane.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

.-tHeN: N. tlANfjUHY, CLERK
EPUTY

9Y.

~ase

No

InstNa_ __

FlIed /(/.'1,6 A.M_ _ _...xP.M

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

BUCKSKIN PROPERTIES, INC. an
Idaho Corporation, and TIMBERLINE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

Case No. CV-2009-554-C
AFFIDAVIT OF
RODNEY A. mGGINS

PlaiBtiff,
vs.
VALLEY COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the State of Idaho.
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
ROONEY A. HIGGINS, being duly sworn upon oath deposes and says as follows:
I.

That I am an adult over the age of eighteen (18) years, that I am a resident of Ada

County, Idaho, and that I have persona] knowledge of the facts set forth in this Affidavit.
2.

My wife and I retained Steve Loomis to represent our interests before Valley

County in developing Wild \Vings Subdivision located in Valley County. On our behalf, Mr.

AFFIDA VIT OF RODNEY A. HIGGlNS • J
"1

A

Loomis submitted an application to Valley County for a conditional use pennit ("CUP") to
construct Wild Wings Subdivision. Our application was originally approved by Valley County
on October 13,2005, and CUP :"-Jo. 05-48 with an effective date of October 25, 2005, was issued
to us. A true and correct copy of the CUP is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit A.
3.

Condition

~o.

10 of the CUP states that we shall enter into a Development

Agreement with Valley County. We, personally or through our representative, Steve Loomis,
did not offer to pay a fee to mitigate for any impacts on county roadways attributable to traffic
generated by Wild Wings Subdivision. Rather, Valley County required us to enter into the Road
Development Agreement pursuant to the conditions placed on its CUP. We did not enter into the
agreement voluntarily. In fulfilling the conditions of the CUP and in order to obtain approval of
Final Plat for Wild Wings Subdivision, VaHey County required that we enter into a Road
Development Agreement and pay the fec calculated by Valley County Engineer for the
Kantola/Day Star Capital Improvement Area where Wild Wings Subdivision is located. We
were never given the option of proceeding with our development without improving or paying to
improve the roadways.
4.

My wife and I signed the Road Development Agreement on May 3, 2010. A true

and correct copy of the Road Development Agreement is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit B.
Under the Road Development Agreement Valley County imposed a road development fee in the
amount of One Hundred Twenty Four Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Two and nol100 Dollars
($124,752.00). In lieu of paying the full amount, we dedicated a portion of a seventy foot (70')
right-of-way along Day Star Lane at a value of Twelve Thousand Eight Hundred and noll 00
Dollars ($12,800.00).

This amount was credited to the fee required under the agreement.

Additionally, we acquired "Road Development Credits" in the amount of One Hundred Sixteen

AFFIDAVIT OF RODNEY A. IHGGlNS - 2

Thousand Twenty and noll 00 Dollars ($ I 16,020.00) from Ken Roberts, who had previously
dedicated a right-of-way and constructed road improvements, and received a road development
fee credit from Valley County as a result. In order to obtain the "Road Development Credits"
from Mr. Roberts, we were required to meet with the Valley County Commissioners and enter
into a Road Development Credit Transfer Agreement. A true and correct copy of the Road
Development Credit Transfer Agreement is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit C.

We were

required to relinquish the "Road Development Credits" at the time of Final Plat approval at a
value of One Hundred Eleven Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty Two and noilOO Dollars
($111,952.00), in order to pay for roadway costs. As a result, we were left with a balance of
Four Thousand Sixty Eight and noll 00 Dollars ($4,068.00) in "Road Development Credits".
5.

Since Valley County imposed the Road Development Agreement and the

associated fee or dedication of right-of-way as a condition to receive a final plat, we believed
that Valley County had legal authority to do so. Had we or Mr. Loomis been advised by Valley
County that payment of the fee or dedication of right-of-way under the Road Development
Agreement was negotiable or that we had an option not to pay the fee or dedicate a right-of-way,
we would not have paid a fee or dedicated a right-of-way. We did not voluntarily enter into the
Road Development Agreement with VaJley County or voluntarily dedicate a right-of-way and
pay the road development fee. We did so only because Valley County required it as a condition
to approval of Final Plat for Wild Wings Subdivision and as a condition for scheduling a hearing
before the County Commissioners to approve Final Plat for our project.

AFFlDAVlT OF

ROD~EY

A. HIGGINS - 3
,,1£

No ! Public for Idaho
R Jdingin ~
My Commission Expires:

m/()c!;/;;z#/2-

AFFIDA VIT OF RODNEY A. HIGGINS - 4
,,)1'7

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
J
day of flipi~'9r , 2010, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was served by first-class mail, postage prepaid, and
addressed to; by fax transmission to; by overnight delivery to; or by personally delivering to or
leaving with a person in charge of the office as indicated below:
Matthew C, Williams
Valley County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 1350
Cascade, ID 83611
Telephone: (208) 382-7120
Facsimile: (208) 382-7124

[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

Christopher H. Meyer
Martin C, Hendrickson
Givens Pursley LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
Telephone: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

[ I U.S. Mail

U.S. Mail
Fax
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery

[ ] Fax

r ] Overnight Delivery
(X] Hand Delivery

Victor Villegas

AFFIDAVIT OF RODNEY A. IIIGGINS· 5
'110

.'
Planning and Zoning Commission
VA!J.EY COUNTY

IDAHO
P.O. Box 13501219 North Main Street/Cascade, ldaho 83611-1350
Phone: 208.382.7114
FAX: 208.382.7119

Instrument # 392165
::t:~COUNTY, CMcAOE, IDAHO
No. of Pages: 2
RacOTtled for : p & Z 0""4'36
' .

LElAND G. HEINRICH

Ex-Offlcio Recoro&r ~

Inct... to, COUNTYIW.S(:

""I'uty

.J

Fae: 0.00
It. } ' " c-
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CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
NO. 05-48
Wild Wings Subctivision

Issued to:

Eve.Jyn Ruth Higgins (owner)
2216 Brumback
Boise, ID 83702
Loomis Homes Inc. (applicant)
PMB 187, 7154 W. State St.
Boise, II) 83703

Property Location:

Located in the NW4 of Section 4, T. 15N, R. 3E, B.M., Valley County,
Idaho.

There have been no appeals of the Valley COUDty Planning and Zoning Commission's decision of
October 13,2005. The Commission's decision stands and you are bereby issued Conditional Use
PellI1it No. 05-48 with Conditions for establishing a 45 lot single family subdivision as described
in the application, staff report, and minutes.
The effective date of this permit is October 25, 2005. The use must be established within one
year or a permit extension in compliance with the Valley County Land Use and Development
Ordinance will be required.
Conditions of Approval :

1. The application, the staff report, and the provisions of the Land Use and Development
Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations are all made a part of this permit as if written in full

herein.

Conditional Use Permit
Page 1

EXHIBIT A
,10

2. Ally change in the nature or scope of land use activities shall require an additional
Conditional Use Permit.
3. The final plat shall be recorded within one year of the date of approval or this permit shall be
null and void.
4. The issuance of this permit and these conditions will not relieve the applicant from
complying with applicable County, State, or Federal laws or regulations or be construed as
permission to operate in violation of any statute or regulations. Violation of these laws,
regulations or rules may be grounds for revocation of the Conditional Use Permit or grounds
for suspension oftbe Conditional Use Pennit.
5. The CCRs shall address wood burning devices, bear proof garbage containers, and lighting
requirements.

6. Must comply with requirements of the Donnelly Rural Fire District
7. Must have a wil1 serve letter from the North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District
guaranteeing that sewer capacity and public water is available for immediate service prior to

recordation of the final plat.
·8. Lots will comply with minimum lot size standards.

9. Must provide an engineer certified determination of whether there is high ground water~ and
if so, must determine top of foundation elevations for each building and identify them on the
plat. A bench mark must be provided.
10. Shall have a Development Agreement with Valley County that is negotiated with the Board
that addresses the following:
• Off-site Road Improvements
• McCall School District
• Planning & Zoning Commission recommends that 10% of the lots be given to a housing
authority in order to provide for affordable community/"'-'Orkforce housing with deed
restrictions.
11. Applicant will reduce number of lots by two for use as open space (common area).

12. Shared driveways on Day Star Lane must be shown on the plat.
13. Must have an approved storm water pollution prevention plan and site grading plan prior to
construction.
14. Applicant will have provisions for maintenance of the common area.

END COl\TDmONAL USE PERMIT
Conditional Use Permit
Page 2
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VALLEY COU.

S-S-2010

.;to l.;tll
• CASCADE. IDAHO
01:11:10 No. of Pages: 4

Recorded for : VALLEY COUNTY P

ARCHIE N. BANBURY

NINO & ZONING

F••' O.

Ex-Ot'llelo Rec:order D'~fiii~~'4jf-~~~~
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Wild Wings Subdivision

ROAD DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made this

'3 ,<.~

day of

~

,2010,

by and between Rodney A. Higgins and Christine Higgins (Husb
and Wife) whose
address is P,O. Box 8567, Boise, Idaho 83707, the Developer of that certain Project in
VaHey County, Idaho, knovm as Wild Wings Subdivision and Valley County, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho, (hereinafter referred to as "Valley County").

RECITALS
Developer has submitted a subdivision application to Valley County for approval of a 46
lot residential development known as Wild Wings Subdivision.
Through the development review of this application, Valley County identified certain
unmitigated impacts on public services and infrastructure reasonably attributable to the
Project.
Developer has agreed to participate in the cost of mitigating these impacts by
contributing its proportionate fair share of the cost of the needed improvements identified
in this Agreement and listed on the attached Exhibit A.
Valley County and the Developer desire to memorialize the terms of their agreement
regarding the Developer's participation in the funding of certain of the aforesaid
improvements.

AGREEMENT
Therefore. it is agreed as follows:

1. Capital Improvement Program: A listing and cost estimate of the KantolaIDay
Star Area 2007 Roadway Capital Improvement Program. incorporating
construction and right-of-way needs for the project area (see map. Exhibit B) is
attached as Exhibit A.

2. Proportionate share: Developer agrees to a proportionate share of the road
improvement costs attributable to traffic generated by the WiJd Wings
Subdivision as established by Valley County. Currently this amount has been
calculated by the Valley County Engineer to be $339.00 per average daily vehicle
trip generated by the Project. Refer to Exhibit A for details of the Kantola/Day
Star Area 2007 Capital Improvement Program Cost Estimate. Road impact
mitigation may be provided by Developer either through the contribution of
money or capital offsets such as right-of-way or in-kind construction. Such an
offset to the road improvements is addressed in paragraph 3 of this Agreement.

Wild Wings Subdivision

Road Development Agreement

Page 10f4
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3. Capital contribution: Valley County and the Developer hereby agree that the
addition of Wild Wings Subdivision will generate an additional 368 vehicle trips
per day. The Developer agrees to pay the sum of$339.00 per vehicle trip, The
Developer's proportionate share of road improvement identified in Exhibit A for
the generated 368 vehicle trips per day is $124,752.00 less the following offsets:
Seventy (70') feet of dedicated road right-of-way (ROW) along Day Star
Lane, throughout the project boundary, shall be depicted on the Final Plat
and more specifically described as: ROW (width varies) east and west of
the centerline of Day Star Lane within the project boundary. At
$20,000.00 per acre, the total value of the 0,64 acres (provided by
applicant) of dedicated ROW to the project is $12,800.00.
The Developer has acquired Road Development Credits in the amount of
$116,020,00 from Higgins Family Real Estate, LP (HFR) (see Exhibit C
AttaChed). The Developer agrees to relinquish the Road Development
Credits in the amount of $111 ,952.00 at the time of Final Plat
Approval.
The Developer agrees that the Road Development Credits ($111,952.00)
and the value of the dedicated Road Right-of-Way ($12,800.00) a total of
$124,752.00 is to pay the Developers proportional share of roadway costs.
The Developer will have a remaining balance of $4,068.00 of Road
Development Credits after Final Plat of Wild Wings Subdivision.
4. The contributions made by Developer to Valley County pursuant to the tenns of
this Agreement shall be segregated by Valley County and earmarked and applied
only to the project costs of the road improvement projects specified in Exhibit A
or to such other projects as are mutually agreeable to the parties.
5. The sale by Developer of part or all of the Project prior to the platting thereof
shall not trigger any payment or contribution responsibility. However. in such
case, the purchaser of such property. and the successors and assigns thereof, shall
be bound by the tenns of this Agreement in the same respect as Developer,
regarding the property purchased.

6. Recordation: It is intended that Valley County will record this Agreement. The
intent ofthe recordation will be to document the official aspect of the contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement will not in any way
establish a lien or other interests in favor of Valley County as to any real property
owned by the Developer at the time of recording, or any real property that may be
acquired by the Developer on any date after the recording of this Agreement.

Wild Wings Subdivision

Road Development Agreement
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Rodney A. Higgins and Christine Higgins (husband and Wife)

=
By:

Date¢
~"I....,~ ..... ,,,:~

". '\

i ::
E* :,.

'\:

:

.\

STATE OF IDAHO)
COUNTY OF Ada
?"-~

)

Ih

.:

!
•

~ /

~

) 58.

":0

if1 ..
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C1,,~(J
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-.~,
.............
II'

II.

• •'

On this~
day of~
2010, before me~E'S6l t9 hl.!I.SWN
the underSign~ed
~ N~tary Public in an!i for said State, pers~nal)y appeared
,e4r-~/?' 5
• &r/$~d ' « 4)}"n...s and acknowledged to me
that ey exec
the same.
In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
first above written.

z:.:

/2 /2,~.~"')

N==TorId~
Residing

at:$.~ -¥

s:

./4brq~C

~C/~4·CZ
My Corrunission Expires:
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VALLEY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS:

BY:_...!.-._--,-~__::......_....s.::::::=+-~==-_ _ _ _ _ _ Date: 6'·3 - 10
Commissipner/Chainnan Gerald

~

>R~
B :~
p

,. Winkle

... /

Date: ~--

3-10

Commissioner Gordon L. Cruickshank

By:

~i.---_

Date: S - 3 . 10

Commissioner F. W. Eld

ArrEST:
VALLEY COUNTY CLE

STATE OF IDAHO)
) 55.

COUNTY OF VALLEY

5~

)

tJvn:!1. y sJ,cl1,;s ,

t..

On 'his
day of /Yl a.
2010, befure me,
the undersigned. a Notary Pub Ie in and for said State, personally ap

.

~ ''-It~ Wf\\~('C!
'(. ~&1\b'+!'1

,

G.~ Cb4(~S~~

ared

• ,; W~

£/J

and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
first above written.

Residing at:

WI e;CtJ.JJ.. -Cb

Id)..O Ii

My Commission Expires:

b

Wild Wings Subdivision

Road Development Agreement
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Instrument #I 351378
VALLEY COUNTY. CASCAOE, 100HO
5-5-2010
03:08:58 No. of pages: 2
Reeorded for : FODREA LAND GROUP INC
ARCHIE N. BANBURY
~
EII.ofIIcIo RteOl'd.,. ~
.;4~

DAY STAR LANE
DEDICATION DEED

Indn to DE!OS

FOR ROAD, STREET AND UTILITY PURPOSES

.A.l4vc4 .

2010. by RODNEY A.
This DEDICATION is made this iKdayof
HIGGINS AND W. CHRISTINE HIGGINS, the owners ot certain Lands located in Valley
County, Idaho, which are platted as Wild Wings Subdivision.

rt.-

EAS, Rodney A. Higgins and W. Christine Higgins did on the ~ day
-~:....e,IL-----' 2010, file of record with the Office of Recorder of Valley County,
trument No. .3 S/3Ctr:,/
in Plat Book
__+---_____-', on Page So<? ' the Final Plat for Wild Wings Subdivision.

WHEREAS, RODNEY A. HIGGINS AND W. CHRISTINE HIGGINS, Owners of
the Wild Wings Subdivision do hereby dedicate to the public a perpetual right-of-way
for street, road and utility purposes on, over, across, under, along and within Day Star
Lane in portions of the Wild Wings Subdivision in Valley County, Idaho.
This dedication of right-ot-way consists of 0.64 acres to increase the Day Star Lane public
right-ot-way from 50 feet of width to 70 feet of width within the boundary of Wild
Wings Subdivision.

To have and to hold the above-described and dedicated rights to the public forever for
the purposes stated above.
The grantors hereby attest that they are the owner in fee simple and the property is free
of all liens and encumbrances, and they have good and legal right to grant the abovedescribed rights.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Owners of the real property which is
the subject of the Final Plat, have executed tills Dedication the day and year first above
noted.

~~~
:CH

10f2

STINE HIGGINS

g~
,

'

STA IE OF IDAHO
/}. ~
COU~TYOF~

)
)55:
)

£...a '

thiF(J!!:.

On
day of
2010 before me appeared, Rodney A. Higgins,
who acknowledged to me that he executed the within instrument as an owner of the
Wild Wings Subdivision.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal, ~e ~y and year in this certificate first above written.

0.ti.tj'CJ

CI)tti ~

......,.....
0\\
V (J i......
. ' ....,\.
___
··c.~

#t:

:;)1"1.

..',

T ' . "J..
.a..

STATE OF ID

.'

....

c:.J"" ~ QIL..(i:f
My Commission Expires: ,L)h;z9/o:&b/O
c

i ,., ·

•

'rJ.,'
J.c-.- I , :
. .:.;./,.'
/:)'-.,/ J;J"{ l."i ".-

COUNTY OFLJ..t;(b!.I-········

/J'~ay

NOT ARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at ~JI A'I ~ .JJ
/J-l

)
)55:

)

1e6

On this
of
,2010 before me appeared W. Christine Higgins,
who acknowledged to me that she executed the within instrument as an owner of the
Wild Wings Subdivision.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal, the day and year in this certificate first above written.

c1'fathJ1 ~~

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
ReSiding at:
tn.Ltt: e:.I d

&"

My Commission Expires:

20f2

,/CJ/

ott!aiLJ)O

03/24/2609

12:48
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ROAD DEVELOPMENT CREDIT TRANSFER AGREEMENT # 1
Clover Valley Properties, LLC, to Higgins Family Real Estate, LP

THJS AGREEMENT is made this
J~
day of
Iltu c
2009,
by and between Clover Valley Propertier,LLC (Clover Valley), whose address is 12765

I..

,

State Highway 55, Donnelly, [dabo, 83615, and Higgins Family Real Estate, LP (HFR) ,
whose address is P.O. Box 8567, Boise, Idaho, 83707, and Valley County, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho.

RECITALS
Clover Valley has accrued certain roadway development credits with Valley Cotmty
under the Davis Creek Lane Extension Road Development Agreement (VaHey County

Instrument No. 331200). Those credits are transferable to other entities per the terms of
the aforementioned Road Development Agreement.

Clover Valley has offered to transfer road development credits to HFR and HFR. has
agreed to purchase these credits. HFR has agreed to purchase S 107,616 of development
credits from Clover Valley.
Clover Valley, HFR, and Valley County desire to memorialize the terms of this transfer.
AGREEMENT
Therefore, it is agreed as follows:
1. Transfer: Clover Valley agrees to transfer $) 07,616 of credits to HFR as agreed
upon between Clover Valley and HFR. The transfer will become effective upon

recordation of this agreement.
2. Effect oftransfer:
a. The cunent value of Clover Valley's allowed transferrable credits is
$127,564.41. Under this Agreement Clover Valley's credits will be
reduced from the current value by $1 07,616, leaving an allowed
transferrable credit balance of $19,948.41.

b. A credit oUI 07,616 is established for HFR with the understanding that
the credited dollar amount will be used to mitigate future Road
Development Agreement costs as detennined by and payable to Valley
County. The most current adopted Capital Improvement Plan (eIP) shall
be utilized to value transferred credits. The credits may not be retransferred to a third-party without the written consent of Valley County.

Road Development Credir
Imnsfer Agre<:ment

Page 1 of4
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3. Expiration: HFR and Valley County agree that all unused credits shall expire on
April 28, 2018, ten (10) years from the recorded date for the Davis Creek Lane
Extension Road Development Agreement. Expired credits shall have no cash
value.
4. RetefUioll a/Credits: In the event that YaHey County amends, terminates, or
otherwise modifies the nature and use of Road Development Agreements and
their credits. these credits transferred to HFR will retain their dollar value and
may be applied towards other development costs as determined by and payable to
Valley C01.U1ty.
5. Recordation: It is intended that Valley County will record this Agreement. The
intent of the recordation wilt be to document the official aspect of the contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement wi1l not in any way
establish a lien or other interests in fa.vor of Valley County as to any real property
owned by HFR at the time of recording, or any real property that may be acquired
by HFR on any date after the recording of this Agreement.

Road D¢\-'Clopment Credit

Tr9l1sfer Agreement
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Ken Robert. (CI0V~

By:

~

.

Date:

Higgins Family Real Estate, LP, O'Wner

BY:~

Date:

42/ljq-

VALLEY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS:

Commissioner/Chairman J

By:

inkle

_---.~~-4'7-':.bA-,..L--~.e:;..:::::J,=

_ _- -_ _ _ _--Date:

{.2 S -

tJ'l..

Commissioner F. W. Eld

Cotrunissioner Gordon L. Cruickshank

ATTEST:

VALLEY COUNTY CLERK:

&(,4---=~A...........!I~/{--4~"""'·../. ..I4,",,",,",LI'~
.
_ _ _ _ _ Date; .'5/<!'¢1
,_

Archie N. Banbury

Road Development Credit
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STATE OF IDAHO

)

~

COUNTY OF ~y

On

PAGE

)5S.

)

tb~o.t'- dlIy of..l'rr:1!c L A

2009, before me,

dlaC/r{f:J:ill#£j

fy~m:lAerSigned, a Notary rublic in and for said State, personally appeared

~1Iz:#',(/tI

and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereo~ I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
first above written.

()ICUYb~()

Notary Public for Id

Residlng at:

0

C:m;ndft::. lAd
'"

My Commission Expires: /I)/cp

STATE OF IDAHO
~

COtNTY OM')\:tf)£y

tM

t9 /

~

)
)ss.

)

m~ ~-'ftJ ,

On thJt>2at<- day of "-;()1pz L.A 2009, before
t~nd~~ a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeare
t:.L11 h:::.b~
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official sea] the day and year

first above written.

N~f!rl~~t!

Residing at:

f..1l20Ll.. tb

t pal

My Commission Expires: /IJ!oJ!
, /
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STATE OF IDAHO)

NOt8fiPublic fur Idaho
Residing at:

.Jr
-----0

(y) tV:Ul

My Commission Expires:

b-') d

STATE OF IDAHO

)

v

(»)

~

) I ••

COUNTY OF VALLEY

)

VIlcurch

thi,Q&1

~ A ~ .the

day of
2009. before me.
undersigned. a No~ Public in and for said State, personally appeared,
e.16
and acknowledged to me that they executed the Stune.

On

r w.

,

In witness wbereof. I have Wlto set my band and affixed my official seal the day and year first

2rr---;;,.,.

above written.

/~ lJ-/~~
Notai'i Public for Idaho
Residing at:

\IY\ ~L :::r;t

My Commission Expires:.

k-) -dJp) i

?11

~3!24J2e09

12:46
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STATE OF IDAHO)
)81.

COUNTY OF VALLEY
On this

)

»f~Y of rna){[.~

2009, before me,

undersi~ed, a

t\.(~ /-f 5-bti~5 the

Notary Public in and for said Stale, personally appeared
~()(~ l . CxuiO<.sOcn\(. and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year first

~:.

bI-~

NOiIll"/Public1:1idaho

My Commission Expires:_-",b,""-~S-~-Jo.oiIcUQ=_/....1Ij_

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

COUNTY OF VALLEY

Onthid3r~ dayof~

1\6 H- st:ih<s,

2009, before me,
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared

(Jvrhl e

N&

'Cu1 and acknowledged to me

n

that they executed. the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and af'fixed my official seal the day and year first
above written.

1 f!

""'11\ .

~V~~
Notary Publi:1or Idaho

Residing at:

Th 1:tJj ~

My Commission Expires:

b . . 5" -d

tf.

J

the
,

es
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ROAD DEVELOPMENT CREDIT TRANSFER AGREEMENT # 2
Clover Valley Properties, LLC; to Higgins Family Real Estate, LP

k

,

THIS AGREEMENT is made this
,tU day of JMtc
2009,
by and between Clover Valley Propertjes~ LLC (Clover V,Dey), whose address is 12765
State Highway 55, Donnelly, Idaho, 83615, and Higgins Family Real Estate, LP (HFR),
whose address is P.O, Box 8567, Boise, [dabo, 83707, and Valley County, a political
subdivision of the State ofldaho.
RECITALS
Clover Valley has accrued certain roadway development credits with Valley County
under the Davis Creek Lane Extension Road Development Agreement (Valley County
Instrument No. 331200). Those credits are transferable to other entities per the terms of
the aforementioned Road Development Agreement.
Clover Valley has offered to transfer road development credits to HFR and HFR has

agreed to purchase these credits. HFR has agreed to purchase $8,404 of development
credits from Clover Valley.

Clover Valley, HFR, and Valley County desire to memorialize the tenus of this transfer.
AGREEMENT
Therefore, it is agreed as follows:
1, Transfer: Clover Valley agrees to transfer S8,404 of credits to HFR as agreed
upon between Clover Valley and HFR, The transfer will become effective upon
recordation of this agreement.

2. Effect 0/ transfer:

a. The CUlTent value of Clover VaHey's allowed transferrable credits is
$19:948.41, Under this agreement Clover VaHey's credits will be reduced
from the current value by $8,404, leaving an allowed transferrable credit
balanceofSll,544.41.

b. A credit of $8,404 is established for HFR with the understanding that the
credited dollar amount will be used to mitigate future Road Development
Agreement costs as dctern:ined by and payable to Valley County. The
most current adopted CapitaJ Improvement Plan (CIP) shall be utilized to
value transferred credits. The credits may not be re-transfem:d to a thirdparty without the written consent of Valley County.

Road Development Credlt
Tral)sfer Agreement
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3. Expiration: HFR and Valley County agree that all unused credits shan expire on
April 28, 2018, ten (10) years from the recorded date fur the Davis Creek Lane
Extension Road Development Agreement. Expired credits shall have no cash
value.

4. Retention of Credits: In the event that VaHey County amends, terminates, or
otherwise modifies the nature and use of Road Development Agreements and
their credits, these credits transferred to HFR will retain their dollar value and
may be applied towards other development costs as determined by and payable to
Valley County.

5. Recordation: It is intended that Valley County will record this Agreement. The
intent of the recordation will be to document the official aspect of the contractual
obligation set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement will not in any way
establish a lien or other interests in favor of Valley County as to any real property
owned by HFR at the time of recording, or any real property that may be acquired
by HFR on any date after the recording of this Agreement.

Road Development Credit

Transfer Agreement
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Ken Rob",s (Clo~wner

~

By:

-

Higgins Family Real Estate, LP, Owner

BY~~

Date:

~

VALLEY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS:

By

C2K. 2~

Date: (:) 3' .. ;23' ...C)

~~

Date:

Commissioner/Chairman Jerry

By:

e

~.

J ,- 0

'i

Commissioner F. W. Eld

By:.

SJ, :P I2dtL

Date:~ fJ3,. !Ut>9

Commissioner Gordon L. Cruickshank

ArrEST:
VALLEY COUNTY CLERK:

L~~L~:-!:...:JI:.!..-,..;.£.iIk,,"-,,;'1:ft~,i~~_ _ _ _ _ Date: ...vz~j:
Archie N. Banbury

Road Developmem Credit
Transfer Agreement
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STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF VALLEY

)

) SS.

On thisAJ dayof

l'r'vutk

2009, before me,

1~ ~!fSjdJJls'

the~~ersiJr1:d, a tJotary Public in and for said State, personalTy appear

M:n

.lS...abfutS

and acknowledged to me tbat they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
firstabove Written,! ! -i ,

~k'~
# IdSho

Notary Public
Residing at:

rn tC{j)/ ::r:D

My Commission Expires:

b - 5" -dOl f

STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTYOFVALLEY

)

) 55.

On

~ fJ=S JdJb:r

this~ day of mwrrch

thnunj~:i~ed,

rs.{)~

2009, before me,
a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appear d
$ and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

A {J,'S5/h

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
~

first .bove written,

~!J(~

Publi~aho
Residing at: ::J]j 0.,U ::J:))

Notary

c

My Commission Expires:

Road Development Credit
Transfer Agrel!nleot
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STATE OF IDAHO)
) 55.

COUNTY OF V ALLEY

)

~

,J3h::!

l~f kf-~r. the

On this
day of
2009, before me,
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared
;:r~ \A Ji'=-tiG \-e
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my officiaJ seal the day and year first

~en. bt.~
Notary pubi1tftr Idaho
Residing at:

Yn VUu. ( ::!;.b

My Commission Expjres:

.b - S- . . dD

STATE OF IDABO

)
)s.s.
)

COUNTY OF VALLEY

Ii

Ybh~

J3vJ.

rJ~'1-

iJ Srk:ihti ,

day of
2009, before me,
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personaUy appeared
t:' tV tid
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

On this

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year first

'~k~
Notary Pubbc or Idaho
Residing at:

vr.. ~

My Commission Expires:

--.---:'

~D

i

b . .) -d-o }

the
,

11
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STATE OF IDAHO)
) SI.

COUNTY OF VALLEY

)

Onthis~daYOf hJ~

2009. before me, I\~M"A
~the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally ~
th p(~ k CrwJ. <) ~ and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

ht

In witness whereof: I have unto set my band and affixed my official seal the day and year first
above written.

~lJ-l~
Notary Public fi r Idaho
Residina at:

~IV\

IA'...

771)

111 __d::::!--..:::;;..-...:::.._ _ _ __

_..L..LU~...;;v<AN~....;;..;..

My Commission Expires:

b -5" -d

STATE OF IDAHO

)

DI

'i

).s.

COUNTY OF VALLEY
On this

J3yl

day of

)

m~

2009. before me,

~b,~ [J s>\fab'1 ,the

undersigned, a Notary Pu~in and for said State. personally appeared-:-:--_ _ _ _--'

,~'(

fi

~~

and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year first

~U-~

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at:

(h (. Ul C(

My Commission Expires:

:r;p

6,. S--dOl Y

12
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VALLeY COUNTY, cAICAH. IDAHO
1-27.2009
82:07:24 No. of . . . .: •
1t«:1lft*! for : VAlLEY COUNTY

MCHIE N. 8AIrI_Y
~..
1!)(.()Ikio It«:llfder DIirI!9~

ROAD DEVELOPMENT CREDIT

TRANSiERAGREEMENT #3

r

"

~M"'--

Cover Valley Properties, UC, to Robert W. Fodrea and John E. Rennlson

thi~ay

THIS AGREEMENT is made
of
2009, by and between
aover Valley Properties, LlC (Oover Valley), hose dress is 12765 State Highway 55,
Donnelly, Idaho 83615; and Robert W. Fodrea, whose address is P.O. Box 188, Cascade,
Idaho 83611; and John E. Rennison, whose address is P.O. Box 100, Horseshoe Bend,
Idaho 83629 (collectively).

RECITALS
dover Vallev has accrued certain roadway development credits with Vallev County
under the Davis Creek Extension Road Development Agreement (Valley County
Instrument No. 331200). Those credits are transferable to other entities per the terms
of the aforementioned Road Development Agreement.
Clover Valley has offered to transfer Road Development Credits to Robert W. Fodrea
and John E. Rennison (collectively). Robert W. Fodrea and John E. Rennison have agreed
to purchase $11,544.41 of these Development Credits from Oover Valley.
dover Valley, Robert W. Fodrea and John E. Rennison (collectively), and Valley County
desire to memorialize the terms of this transfer.

AGREEMENT
Therefore, it Is agreed as follows:

1. Transfer: Clover Valley agrees to transfer $11,544.41 of credits to Robert W.
Fodrea and John E. Rennison (collectively), as agreed upon between Clover
Valley and Robert W. Fodrea and John E. Rennison (collectively). The transfer
will become effective upon recordation of this agreement.

2. Effect of transfer:
a. The current value of Clover Valleys allowed transferable credits are
$11,544.41. Under this Agreement, Clover Valley's credits will be
reduced from the current value by $11,544.41, leaving an allowed
transferable credit balance of $0.00 (zero).

b. A credit of $11, 544.41 is established for Robert W. Fodrea and Jonn
E. .-enni'-"ectively), with the understanding that the credited dollar

..

_. __._---------

amount will be used to mitigate future Road Development Agreement
costs as determined by and payable to Valley County. The most current
adopted Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) shall be utilized to value
transferred credits. The credits may not be retransferred to a third-party
without the written consent of Valley County.
3. Expiration: Robert W. Fodrea and John E. Rennison(collectively) and Valley
County agree that all unused credits shall expire on Aprfl28, 2018, ten (10) years
from the recorded date for the Davis Creek lane Extension Road Development
Agreement. Expired credits shall have no cash value.

4. Retention 0/ Credits: In the event that Valley County amends, terminates, or
otherwise modifies the nature and use of Road Development Agreements and
their credits, these credits transferred to Robert W. Fodrea and John E. Rennison
(collectively) will retain their dollar value and may be applied towards other
development costs as determined by and payable to Valley County.

5. Recordation: It is intended that Valley County will record this Agreement.
The intent of the recordation will be to document the official aspect of the
contractual obrigation set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement will not In
any way establish a lien or other Interests in favor of Valley County as to any real
property owned by Robert W. Fodrea and John E. Rennlson (collectively) at the
time of recording,. or any real property that may be acquired by Robert W.
Fodrea and John E. Rennison (collectively) on any date after the recording of this
agreement.

Ken Roberts (Clover ~
BV:

CZL

~-

Date:

7- 2 4'-0'1

Date:

1 . 11*..(/'

Robert W. Fodrea
By:

~t£:zJ ...

John E. Rennison

b;1]L~...;:c:::==__________ Date;

By: _ _

7/t6/0 t;

VALlEY COUNTY BOARD 02JSSJONERS:

By:

~--tte

Date:

7 - P. 7-0 '7

Commissioner/Chairman Gerald "Jerry" Winkle
BV: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ _ __

2

By:.

nerf ,W,E'd

Rc2:~

Date:

;!(4.K :1.7.

~?

Commissioner Gordon L Cruickshank

ATTEST:
VAlleY COUNTY CLERK:

- -,L~Arc1r4!-" "'e~.:1. . .I.~L4-an..st..~aoI:iI~4:.ld!1~------ - -!7.:. t.: !.iJ. :. ,c.rh~;
Date:

__
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STATE OF IDAHO)
) 55.

COUNTY OF VALLEY
)
\
,)00<1
\
0
On this \ l.o day of ....J '-'.-\ "~, before meJ-V\Y\,\-\-eX'" L, ( c>( eX
the Wldersigned, a N,atary Public in and for said State, personally appeared
~!?e..c \- W. \"',;:d....e.o- and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

r

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

(\~Ove~ttFD

~~
Residing at:

d,~-

~ de

I

\J.

My Commission EXpires: __'.L.(...;;;;L_..\~t--,\u.I_ _ __

STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF VALLEY

)

) 88.

~

jtJ...-~'i

,).CO'i

lOO(beforemeJ~"\.Y'.\\ ~<

~c1

On this \
dayof
L.__
the undersi~ed, a Notary Public lD and for said State, personally appeared
~ t>~ £.. \2.,u"vt "\ 'SO""- and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
st above written.

-

Residing at: ...lC.....!!:'N::>o<-::Cc?£!=::::::;..».e=-+I_\_c9_ _ _ __

My Commission EXPireS:_..L..%
...d-,--,-lj~(_\;. .;.I_ _ __

STATE OF IDAHO)
) 8S.

COUNTY OF VALLEY

~

)

2~~

~/.

Onthis£_dayof LI~
~beforeme, ldt1:laA- (~C
the ~~dersigned, a Notary Pubh in and for said State, personally appeared
15!II l@
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

,

lrtZl::s

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year
first above written.

~ L~~6>.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at:

(;r,s. o.;d.,. rD

My Commission Expires:

IS-il)

J

STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF VALLEY

)

) 8S.

On this ).1 /!, day of

-:[;It

200f, before me,

M~

t1J.e unde:igned, a Notary Publi in and for said State, personally appe

bf'l!"li.ld

H- 5fi:/Ivs

d
and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

fA) t ht{-e.,

.

In witness whereof, r have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

~=&t
pu~ ~

Notary

Residing at:

Idaho

mf4.J I

My Commission Expires:

-------

r

rDA14)

fa - ) ~

dQI tf

-.---------

.----------------

•

..
STATE OF IDAHO)
) 81.

COUNTY OF VALLEY
On this

,J.1~

)

-.::r:~

Ma",.~ tl ~

day of
2oof, beforeme,
th~dersigned. a Notary PubliC and for said State, personally ap
cd
_~ k. CrILlvKSh4.." .... and acknowledged to me that they executed the same .

•

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

f~n6t.~

My Commission Expires:._~b~--=~_-~dt:-...:::O:"""'.....Jtfl-....-

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) 88.

COUNTY OF VALLEY
On this

)

J=1 ~day of ~~'"

2~. before me, ~ ~

~Si'rtd, a Notary~i in and for said State, person8ilyappear
•

Its-kiMs

~ and acknowledged to me that they executed the same.

In witness whereof, I have unto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year

bt , j~

. rllst above written.

~orldaho
Residing at:

~

VY\ tf.411 .L b .

My Commission Expires:_~b_-......:S-=::.-'...;;:d):..-.:O:....I_4.L.......-
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